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DEFENSE AND THE ECONOMY: THE ISSUES OF
JOBS, INFLATION, AND LONGRUN GROWTH

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
TASK FORCE ON ECONOMIC POLICY AND GROWTH;

COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET,
Washington; D.C.

The task force met, pursuant to- notice; at 10:35 a.m. in room 210,
Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Les Aspin (chairman of the
task force) presiding.

Mr. ASPIN. We would like to welcome you all to the hearings on
the impact of defense spending on the economy. There has been of
course, a rather large increase in the commitment of national re-
Sources going to defense. It started under the Carter adininistration
but accelerated under the Reagan administration.

During that buildup which covers the 1979 to 1987 time period,
defense outlays would increase at an average rate of about 12-per-
cent a year As a percentage of; gross national product, defenSe
spending would go from 5 percent to 7.7 percent, which is a greater
increase than over the Vietnam buildup from 1965 to 1968, al=
though the present buildup is being done over a louger period.

But the buildup that we are talking about here is particularly
pronounced in the area of procurement. The buildu? for Vietnam
and for Korea was across the board in personnel and in areas relat-
ed to personnel. The buildup of the Reagan administration is very
heavily concentrated in procurement. Procurement outlays would
increase at an average rate of about 20 percent over the 1982 to
1987 period.

The Speed, magnitude, and timing of the buildup have raised con-
cerns over potential impacts on the economy of such a commitment
of resources. It has also revived a more general debate about long-
term effects on the mature industrial economy of a large and rapid-
ly growing defense sector.

These hearings will focus on three aspects of the relationship be-
tween expenditures for national defense and the state of the econo;
my. First, the issue of jobs. Does defense s_pending create as many
jobsdirect, indirect; and inducedas an equivalent amount of
spending on other Government programs or of tax reductions? Are
there any significant differences in the types of jobs created or
their timing?

Second; the issue of inflation. Is the current buildup in defense
Spending likely to lead to increases- in the future rate of inflation
or in the prices of defense goods and services? If such increases are
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likely, should they he anributed to the pace of the buildup, shift in
the_composition 01A:NP or other factors?

Third, and probably most complicated, the issue of longrun
growth. What consequences will the current buildup in defense
spending have For productivity and longrun growth in the Ameri-
can economy? How will a shift in resources from civilian to mili-
tary research and development affect the technological competi-
tiveness of the economy?

Our first witness this morning is Rob_ert De Grasse; who is from
the Council on Economic Priorities. He is going to present a paper
or opening testimony to us this morning; then we will get to some
quest ions.

- Why don't you start: We would like to hear your testimony al-1(1,,-,
then we can talk about it.

STATEMENT ()I' ROBERT W. IWIRASSE, JR.. COUNCIL ON ECO=
NOMIC PRIORITIES AND -ACTIUM OF "MILITARY EXPANSION.
ECONOMIC DE(7LINE"
Mr. T3I.GRA'SI Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify this morning before the

committee. My name is Robert DeGrasse. I am on leave from the
Council on Economic Priorities. Right now am playing hooky
from the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard where I am
currently studying.

What I would like to do this morning is to turn around the three
questions that you have asked to look- at the issue, of longrun
growth potential and its problemsproblems created by increased
military spending; and then touch only lightly on the issues of in-
flation and employment.

Those issues are covered more thoroughly in the book that I
think we have provided you a copy of, "Military Expansion, Eco-
nomic Decl ine."

I think before starting one has to have at least two caveats in
discussing this issue of military spending and the economy. I think
first of all the most important point is that the effect that military
spending has on the economy should not be the overriding variable
in determining what level of defense spending is necessary for the
security of our Nation. While there are tradeoffs and while there
are costs associated with military spending, we cannot look at this
as somehow a prescription for policy for reducing military spending
or increasing it depending on your view of the effect of military
spending on the economy.

Indeed we can afford any amount of spending on the military we
might want to undertake. During the Second World War, 42 per-
cent of the GNP was devoted to military spending and we did that
through a series of allocation controls on the economy, wage-and
price controls. As a result we were able to over a 5-year period
afford to devote a significant share of our economy to defense.

Thus we cannot say that there is reason to believe we cannot in
some way afford military spending. The penalty in this context is
whether or not we want to look at ways of trying to control the
economy, control the effects of the buildup we are talking about.
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What I would like to do is to try to walk thraugh the_analysis of
military's effect on the et:Orlon-1y that we performed at the Council
on Economic Priorities over the last :11/2 years. I think the issue
that we tried to address was Whether bi not this increase in mili-
tary spending was going to have an adverse effect on our interna-
tional competitiveness, and the ability of the economy to create
jobs over the next ._years.

We approached that issue from the perspective of what_sorts of
effects has military spending had during the cold war? That
since 1950 when we dramaticallY hicreaSed military spending and
have seen it take up a significant portion of the gross national
product anywhere between 15 and 6 percent, -1.5 percent in the late
1970's. What effects that spending has had on the economy over
the period of time during the cold war.

We did this by trying to compare U.S. economic performance
with the performance of other Western induStrialized nations, na-
tions that have somewhat similar characteristics in terms of their
political economy to the United States.

We felt that by looking at 17 nations that we would be able to
create somewhat of a laboratory for trying to compare the effects
of military spending here versus in other nations. From time to
time I am going to indicate certain charts in the testimony that I
have that would elucidate the points I am making,

The first chart is chart 2 which indicates the levels of military
Spending in the United States and the other nations we looked at
over the 20-year period between 1960 and 1980.

That Chart indicates that military spending as a percentage of
GNP in the United States was about 7 percent, actually this is
gross domestic product. It is a better indicator for international
comparisons; basically the same though as GNP.

It indicates that the United States was clearly the nation with
the highest percentage level of military spending amongst the 17
nations we were looking at

What we did was to test the hypothesis that there is a relation-
Ship between higher military spending and poorer economic per-
formance. In doing a statistical analysis we faiiiid that there is a
strong_ relationship between higher levels of military spending in
that period and lower levels of gross fixed inveStmerit. Here I point
to chart 8 which indicates there is a relationship between those
two variables.

That relationship exists when you adjust for a variety of other
factors as well when you adjust for the level Of economic growth,
the maturity of an economy under the- assumption that more
mature economies tend to grow slowly. We thought this would be
the descriptiVe variable.

And we found that even after adjusting for those variables and
for others that this relationship between higher military spending
and lower levels of gross fixed investment doe§ seem to hold up.

There is also a somewhat weaker relationship between military
spending and productivity growth. It was a fairly strong relation-
ship in the 1960's and the relationship becomes somewhat weaker
in the 1970 s because of the fact that it is harder to figure out why
we have had productivity problems in the 1970 s.
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But overall the point that we think that is made by this sort of
an analysis is that there seems to be a clear indication that there
is sornewhzit of a penalty for higher military spending. Now the
question is what is the magnitude of that penalty. The statistical
tests we used are of a general sort. We don't feel comfortable
trying to attach a specific number-because of the fact that you only
have 17 nations to compare to. There are a number of problems
there. But the basic point we believe made by this data is that
there seems to be an indication of a certain penalty that is paid in
terms of investment.

It only stands to reason as well if you increase military spending
some _other portion of the GNP should have to decline either con-
sumption, investment, or other Government spending, and indeed
that seems to be indiczited cross-nationally that the real burden
comes in the area of investment rather than in the areas of Gov-
ernment spending of consumption. That may just reflect political
realities. Maybe it is harder to cut consumption and Government
spending than it is to cut investment. It is easier to raise interest
rites and make investment less attractive and it is harder to get
people to cut current consumption or as I am sure the Budget Com-
mittee recognizes; Government spending.

So lower investment seems to be the penalty that we often pay:
Now certainly one thing that you might want to gather from this is
that one of the goals of budgetmaking during a period of high mili-
tary spending would be to try to find a way to tax consumption
rather than investment. That would be one way to somewhat
reduce the penalty paid by increasing military spending.

Why is it that we also come up with a relationship with this
issue of productivity growth as well; the growth in the efficiency of
the labor force in the economy? To develop a theory to support the
statistical data one has to move beyond simply looking at shares of
GNP shifted around or assuming that by reducing investment that
that will be the only factor that has an effect on productivity
growth.

-We have to look a the effect of military spending on technology.
This is the second issue in terms of the overall effect of military
spending on growth I would like to focus on

Military spending has often been said to have a beneficial effect
for civilian technology, that there will be _spinoffs_ as a result of
high levels of_military spending. Indeed, many argue that defense
spending is used for the types of basic research and developmentthat will have or might have broad application to the civilian
sector eventually.

I would like to point out that in this regard only about 3 percent
of the Defense Department's research and development efforts
have been oriented toward basic research over the last two decades.
In absolute dollar numbers that is less than the amount of money
that three aher Government department§ spend less money on
basic research and development, including the National Science
Foundation; the Health and Human Services Department,_ and
NASA. All three of those agencies spend more dollars in real terms
on basic research than does the military.

Certainly though the military spends the lion's share of the Fed-
eral research and development dollar and indeed we spendwe

O



have spent anywhere between 7_5 and _50_ percent of research and
development dollars on the military_ during the cold war period.
Currently it is around _the_ 50 percent figure, which when we look
at the total amount of R&D sources in the economy. Since the Gov-
eminent spends about 50 percent of the total R&D dollars and
since the Government spends about 50 percent of' its amount on the
military: anywhere between 25 and 30 percent of the Nation's total
research and development funds are devoted to military spending.

In addition to- research- and development: it is- important to recog-
nr4e that the Defense Department also uses high technology re-
sources through the procurement budget. Indeed if' you look at the
procurement budget as a share of durable goods production in the
economy you Lind that during the last 20 years it was as high as
about 11; or 17 percent of durable goods production and more re-
ently as low as 10 percent of durable goods production.
That is much larger: almost twice as much as the amount spent

on defense in the economy as a whole, indicating that we have a
much more significant impact in that specific sector; durable goods;
and in using manufacturing resources through defense uses than in
the overall economy.

So we see two pictures here: That we use a significant amount of
R&D fund:.: that we use a significant amount of our durable goods
production capability for military purposes. As a result the amount
of _labor devoted to those particular purposes is rather_ significant:

In fact we believe that about 2(1 to 30 percent of the Nation's sci-
entists and engineers are working on defense-related projects: I be-
lieve that is a very significant amount of the Nation's productive
talent.

It means that an important group of people is unavailable to be
working on efforts which could increase the productivity- of the ci-
vilian economy. As a result, I believe that that is one of the ways
in which military spending -tends to reduce our ability to increase
our productivity growth in this country.

One might say that -all- of this research and development has -a
positive effect on the civilian economycoming back to the spinoffs
argument: But the question is if we are spending all this money on
the military, and it is having a positive effect on spinoffs, you
would think that the_ sectors most closely allied with _the military
would be in reasonably good shape in the international arena; that
is those industries would -be- garnerning a-- number of technological
innovations from the work done on the military -and they would be
able to apply those quickly to the civilian sector- and be -able to
maintain their competitive position at least vis-a-vis firms in other
nations working in the same area._

But I think we can see from three specific industries; the elec-
tronics industry; machine tool industry; and the aircraft industry:
that that in fact is not happening. In the aircraft industry we see
that the U.S: market fbr_ commercial aircraft is _being whittled
away in two areas, one is in large transport aircraft through
Airbus Industries; and the other area we are seeing whittling away
is in the area of smaller commuter aircraft. Beach and Cessna,
while they don't have as much military contracting _you would
think they would be able to use some of the technology in the area.

9
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Tho Se firms are not able to capture probably the largest growing
part of the aircraft industry in the United States.

In machine tools, we see the United States unable to keep up
with the Japanese in numerically controlled_ machining centers and
other new technologies. I think this is; to some extent; unexpected
given the fact that the military is spending an awful lot of money
on manufacturing technology programs and should indeed be
having some effect on our ability to compete in the civilian sector.
IF that was true; we would be in a better position.

Unfortunately, I would have to say that I agree with Simon
Ramos one of the founders of the TRW Corp.who indicated that
military Spending does not seem to provide as much technological
advancement per dollar than if the money were spent directly in
the civilian Sector; and indeed he thinks that that is part of the
reason we have had poor productivity growth.

The final area is the electronics sector, which we are probably
most familiar with and read the most about in_the papers. Here
you have probably been following stories about the video cassette
recorders and other technologies in the consumer area in which
the Japanese seem to be doing well: We thought _radios were a
thing of the past until Sony__ introduced the Walkman. And even
'though a U.S firm ; Ampex; was the first to develop videotape re-
corder technology, the Japanese were the first to be able to cost en-
gineer that technology for civilian applications.

Probably the most celebrated case has been in the area- of
memory chips; 64K _RAMS, random access memories, and in that
area we are Seeing for a variety of different reasons the Japanese
being able to compete with us quite successfully in an area of high
technology production.

The point here is that while it is not clear that there is a direct
connection, we would hypothesize -that if we are spending a signifi-
cant amount in each industry on the military, and if they are being
subsidized by the military in production; and R&D is taking place
in each area the Spinoffs should be providing us with some benefit
that could be translated in the civilian sector. I am not sure we can
:it* that that is occurring, however.

Finally: in regard to this issue of long-term economic g_iiivvth, vve
really have a choice facing-us as a nation, as I see it; The choice is
whether or not we want to watch our international competitiverieSS
decline as a result of substantially increasing the share of major
industries in our economy that we devote to the military; whether
or not we want to see our international competitiveness decline, or
whether or not we believe there is someway, either to decrease our
defense spending or encourage our allies to substantially increase
their defene, Spending and divert resources they would be using for
civilian purposes to the military. Indeed, I think that is probably as
cloSe as one could! get to a policy implication of the problems with
the long-term economic effects of military spending._

I would like to turn briefly to the issue of inflation, and then
jobs. Inflation is an area that we see some of the specific impacts of
substantially increasing our military spending.

As we are all aware._I believe, the military economy, the indus-
tries serving the_ military sustained very rather significant prob-
lems both in inflation and in backlogs during the 1978 to 1980
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period where defense spending began to turn up, and there was
also substantial expansion in the civilian sector; both in the air-
craft industry and the electronics industry.

As a result of the congruence of growth in both the military _and
the civilian parts of these industries, we saw significant backlog
problems and inflation develop in the latter 1970's and beginning
of the .1980's, 'Those- backlog problems were--caused impart because
of the fact we don't have as many supplier firms supplying the mil-
itary as _there were in the past due to the contraction in parts of
the production base that occurred as a result of the reductions
after the Vietnam war;

Those problems have not been relieved. There has not been, in
my view; a substantial increase in the capacity _for production of
defense goods. And, as a result, even though we have been able to
solve this problem in the short run through a very; very severe re-
cession. the fact is that now we are seeing economic growth return
more vigorously than many had predicted; and,_ as a result; _I be-
lieve we are going to see some of these same problems occur fairly
soon.

Now. I ziin sure that- you -will hear from DRIand-CBO more accu-
rate estimates than what I can provide you. But I do believe that
here is an area where there are going to be- problems.

There are already significant increases in the leadtimes in the
electronics industry; particularly for integrated circuits and _semi-
conductors. The electronics industry has come back a little bit
stronger than the aircraft industry to this_ point: As _a result, you
already are seeing some stories about the shortages of semiconduc-
tors, The IBM personal computer_ has -done much better _than. _ex7
pected. And, as a result, it is hard to find the logic chips that that
IBM PC requires. So we are going to see a tightness in supply of
the product in the semiconductor area.

In other areas; it seems for_the moment at least; leadtimes are
still not a problem, and my off-the-cuff estimate is that we won't
see significant leadtime problems until at least the latter part of
1984._ Probably into_ 1985 or 198(1. is _where you _will begin to see
leadtime and inflation problems begin to settle back into the de-
fense industry; _

More broadly, in regard to military spending and inflation, the
point I would -like to make is that,_per se, other than affecting mar-
kets specifically oriented toward defense goods, there is no reason
to believe that military spending is inflationary. Military spending
u.)es, as rillist mentioned, affect specific marketplaces, and in those
industries tightness in supply could__lead to inflation in the econo-
my as a _whole, yes. And, as a result; many times during substan-
tial buildups for wars when you get a tremendous demand for man-
power and for productive capacity; you see a blip in the inflation
rate.

Indeed; that is directly due to military spending. This can be con-
trolled if you are willing to institute controls. Those problems can
be reduced; as we saw during the Korean_ war. But the real ques-
tion is: What does the executive and the Congress do offset the _in-
crease in defense_ _spending? This is where; clearly; the .question
arises__as to what the inflationary impact of a rise in defense spend-
ing will be.
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We have seen during this particular buildup we have chosen to
pay For it by increasing the borrowing we do from society, and by
reducing taxes and attempting to some extent to reduce civilian ex-
penditures. That has not been very successful, as you recognize;
and as a result, borrowing has been the major way of paying for
this buildup. And as we all know from reading the papers and
watching the problems that the Chairman of the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers is presently having, it is a rather difficult dilemma
we face, and I am not sure I need to say much about deficits, and I
know there has been enough ink spilled over that issue already.

Turning finally to -this issue of military spending and employ-
ment, here again at the broadest level, if we look at the macroeco-
nomic effects of military spending; if you spend $1 billion on one
area of the economy versus $1 billion in another area, if you are
looking at the short-term macroeconomic effects of military spend-
ing, there really is very little difference in the total number of jobs.
In other words, if' you spend $1 billion in mass transit production
versus $1 billion in military spending, the direct jobs, indirect jobs
and induced jobs created are going to be about the same.

The question is really in the distribution of those types of em-
ployment, both geographically and in _terms of what industries and
what particular professions within the industries_ are affected. I
would like to locus on that issue for a moment and first define
terms.

Direct jobs are those jobs created in a specific industry by the ex-
penditure of money in that industry. In other words, ;,f you spend
money on aircraft, the amount of jobs created directly in the air-
craft industry is the amount of jobs we are talking about when we
talk about direct employment. That is pretty straightforward:

Indirect employment is the employment created in supply indus-
tries. The aircraft industry, obviously, needs some forgings, needs
semiconductors and a variety of other goods and services that are
required to build aircraft, for example. Those are the indirect jobs
that are created in the supply industries.

Induced employment is the employment created by the spending
of the employees, both in the direct and indirect areas. In other
words, if you have a skilled machinist working for Boeing in Seat-
tle, the spending that that employee does for cars, for education,
for housing, for food, all create employment. And, as a result; he or
she is inducing employment in the rest of the economy.

Focu§ing specifically on direct and indirect employment, which
has been the focus of this debate up to now; there are significant
differences between the total amount of jobs created. Military
spending tends to create fewer jobs than other industries _in direct
And indirect employment. My belief is that this occurs primarily
because the defense industry is what I would refer to as a craft
duStry as op_po§ed tomany people believe military spending is
capital intensive. I believe there are fev7-incentives for defense con-
tractor§ to expand investment and to make their production proc-
ess more efficient.

In fact, there are some very substantial incentives to increase
costs; and, as a result; there is -no particular_reason_ why a defenSe
manufacturer will want to make his production process more effi-



cient. And, as a result, there is very little new investment that
occurs in the defense industry.

Indeed, there are incentives to carry a very substantial amount
of overhead costs both in terms of design engineers, people who are
able to put together proposals for the Defense Department and; _as
a result; that overhead cost; that substantial cost for labor, is the
defining characteristic of the defense industry.

The question here is one of the cost of the labor versus the cost
of the capital equipment. I think clearly, the defense industry is a
labor-intensive industry just in terms of the amount of money
spent on labor. The amount of money spent rn_labor is high. But
the salaries that are paid are higher than _you find in other indus-
tries in the economy,. The amount of people, directly employed is
smaller. The example I would like to give here is that of the mis-
sile industry It is the most dramatic example.

There are defense industries that are closer to the average in the
economy, But to give an indicatidn'of the breakdown in the defense
industry between professional and technical workers and just one
other category; operatives; the machine operatorsthey are the
semiskilled workers as opposed to craft workersyou see a dramat-
ic difference.

In the missile industry, about 56 percent of employment is in the
professional and technical categories, which includes engineers. In
the economy as a whole; only 9 percent of a manufacturing firm on
the average is made up of professional and technical workers. I
think -the difference is rather stark -56 percent versus 9 percent,

In the operative area, there is alsc a very stark distinction. In all
manufacturing; the bulk of the jobs created in that category, 43
percent of the employment comes in the operative category. Where-
as; in the missile industry; only about 11 percent of the employ-
ment is created in the operative area.

So what you see is an industry that is highly oriented toward
professional and technical workers, and indeed as a _result requires
a significant amount of money, because the salaries for professional
and technical workers are significantly higher than operatives;
and, as a result, in this direct and indirect comparison we tend to
create fewer jobs than in other industries

Just a side note here, if we expand military spending, and if the
spending is going to procurement; and if we are spending an awful
lot in missiles and in aircraft, the query is: How are all these in-
dustrieS going to be able to garner the amount of professional and
technical employees they need without. squeezing out some of the
requirements of the civilian sector here?

I think there is a big issue as to whether or not we will have an
ample supply of engineers and scientists to man the factories, both
in 'the civilian and defense sectors of the economy. And; indeed,
this is an area where it is a lot harder to add new capacity. If you
need new capacity in a semiconductor plant, you 'can go out and
purchase new capital equipment. It is much harder to expand -the
supply of scientists and engineers in the short run because if is

'straining process that requires a few years of work at the unfversi-
5 ty.

That concludes the summary of the work we performed at -the
council and I await any questions you may have.
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[Testimony resumes on p. 62.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. De Grasse follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. DEGRASSE, JR.

MILITARY SPENDING: srvirunT or IMPEDIMENT?

By Robert W. DeGrasse Jr..

..our research suggests that (military expenditures! are beneficial
in the long term to the civilian economy, since much of the additional
spending promotes domestic production in our most capital and tech
nology intensive sectors.

Secretary of-Defense Harold Brown,
testimony before the U.S.: Senate
Budgut Committee. February 27, 1980

I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous advocates of higher military budgets have long asserted that Pentagon

spending Is a good way to stimulate the economy. Government officials and industry

leaders promoted this theory during key debates over defense policy during the 1950s

and 1960s. (11 More recently, Secretaries of Defense Harold Brown and Caspar

Weinberger have made similar claims. (21

This position departs; however; from the historical main stream of economic

thought. Military spending has been generally viewed as an impediment to economic

progress. Since soldiers and arms producers do not create goods and services that

can be consumed by others, many economists see arms spending as subtracting from a

nation's total resources. If the "dead weight" of military spending becomes too

great, tt is assumed chat an economy will suffer. The first economist. Adam Smith.

presented this position in his famous book, The wealth oblations:

Author of Military Expansion, Economic Decline (Council on Economic_Priorities;
1981); frOth_whiCh thig paper -was adelned. He gratefully acknowledges the
research assistance of Elizabeth McGuinness and William gegen.
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rithe whole army and navy, are unproductive labourers._ They_are the

servants of the public, and are maintained_by_a Part_of the annual

produce of the industry of other people.____Their_service, how honorable,

how useful,_Or how necessary soever, produces nothing for which an

equal quantity of services can afterwards be procured. 131

That traditional view was widely held in the United Stats before World War

11. Even after the war, government officials voiced concern about the uteward

economic effects of higher military spending. Presidents Truman and Eisenhower, for

example; both cited economic dangers as a factor in their de, ions to limit arms

spending increases. 141

Despite the traditional view, the economic prosperity created by World War II

left a deep impression on the American people. Before the war, the United States

was mired in the Great Depression. Unemployment, which had been as high as 24.9

percent in. 1933, still averaged 14.6 percent In 1940. During the war unemploymen,

droOped rapidly. In 1942 it averaged 4.7 percent and in 1944 unemployment reached a

wartime low of 1.2 percent. 151 As a result, the images of "Rosie the riveter" and

America as the "arsenal of democracy- stayed with Americans long after the Second

World War was over.

While those Memories still enhance support for heavy military spending, there

has been little assessment of the effect that high arms expenditures have had on

the U.S. economy during the Cold War. Did high levels of military spending result

in better economic performance? Or has military spending contributed to our present

economic problems? The Council on Economic Priorities has examined these questions

during the past two years in the context of our nation's current economic diffi

culties.

15
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11-, CURRENT CCONO.IIC CRISIS

Since world War /I, Americans have come to expect that our standard of living

would increase indefinitely. During the 1950s and especially the 1960s; the future

promised greater opportunity and prosperity. even though we already enjoyed the

world's highest per capita Income. In the 1970s. however. the "American dream"

began to crumble under the weight of an economy plagued by inflation, unemployment

and slow growth.

"Stagflation" during the 1970s eroded the yearly in "sal income that

Americans had come to expect. From 1960 to 1973; the yearly increase in per capita

disposable personal Income averaged 2.8 percent after accounting for inflation.

Between 1973 and 1981. however, the average increase was Only 1.6 percent. Prod

uctIon and nonsupervisory workers fared worse. Instead of Increasing, their hourly

earnings actually fell 1.6 percent a year, between 1973 and 1980, after rising 1.5

percent a year from 1960 to 1973. 16J

During the past decade; unemployment has continued its post World War II

trend -- remaining at a higher level after each recession than it was prior to the

devnturn. In December 1982, unemployment reached a level unmatched since the Great

Depression -- 10.8 percent. 171 Few economists expect it to fall below 9 percent

until .1984. Even though unemployment in other industrial nations also rose after

the oil crisis, America's unemployment rate remained higher than most. [8]

Economic growth in the United States has aIso been sluggish. America's

average Inflation adjusted rate of growth in gross domestic product (GDP) since

Cross domestic product (GDP) 10 preferred to gross national product (GNP) for
International comparisons.
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1960 ranks 1) among 17 major non-communist nations. (91 As a result of atronger

economic growth; eight European nations surpassed America's standard of living by

1980, as measured by the level of GDP per capita. 1101 Throughout most of the 1970s,

Switzerland, Denmark and Sweden all enjoyed a higher level of GDP per capita. By

the end of the decade Germany, Norway, Belgium, the Netherlands and France also

passed the United States.

A growing number of economists place a large measure of blame for our economic

problems on the declining competitiveness of U.S. manufactured goods in both foreign

and domestic markets. -U.S. industry's loss of competitiveness over the past

two decades has been nothing short of an economic disaster and goes a long way

toward explaining the shrinking standard of living," explained Business Week in a

special issue entitled the "geindustrianzation of America. 1111 During the past

decade. American manufacturers have lost almost a quarter of their share of the

international market and about three percent of their share of domestic manufacturing

sales. These declines cost the American economy some $125 billion in loat produc-

tion and at least 2 million industrial jobs. The nation's reduced manufacturing

competitiveness occurred even after a 40 percent devaluation of the dollar during

the 1970s that made foreign goods more expensive, and American goods chr.aper, in

the international market. (12J

At the same time American manufacturers were losing ground to foreign competi-

clan, the rising cost of Imported oil and other raw materials made the expansion of

exports an urgent task. Before the mid-1970s, America's positive balance of trade

in manufactured goods always exceeded any negative balance In fuels and crude

materials. But since the oil crisis began, net exports of manufactured goods have

offset the increasingly negative balance in raw materials during only one year,

1975 (Table 1).

7'.0 0 '4"
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The balance of trade in manufactured goods alone was negative in two of the

nine years between 1973 and 1981. In the other years, exports of manufactured

goods were less than 20 percent greater than imports of such goods (Chart 1).

By parison, during the 1960s, such exports were over 30 percent greater than

impoxts in all but the last two years of that decade.

These statistics indicate a serious relative deterioration of U.S. manufac-

turing competence. As the most advanced industrial nation in the world during most

of the last three decades, a wealth of skilled labor, capital and advanced tech-

nology should have enabled American firms to produce quality goods at competitive

prices. This, however, did not occur. Japanese and European manufacturers are

capturing larger and larger shares of U.S. domestic mArkets, and are displacing

American goods in markets abroad.

The explosion In energy prices signiftcantly contributed to the problems

facing U.S. manufacturers by making energy-intensive production techniques more

expensive, and thus, less competitive. In addition, manufacturers were forced to

use resources, such as engineers and investment capital, to increase energy-

efficiency. As a result, product development and improvement suffered. The energy

crisis, however, is not the only reason for the lagging fortunes of America's

manufacturing industries. A steep decline in the ratio of manufactured exports to

imports began in the mid-1960s, years b.fore the dramatic rise in oil prices in

1973 (Chart 1). Moreover; other advanced industrial nations were able to offset

increased energy prices by expanding the export of manufactured goods. 1131

. A variety of other factors has been cited to explain the declining competitive-

ness of U.S. manu.acturers. Some observers believe that increased social spending

18
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and expanded government regulations have reduced the amount of new investments made

by American firms. 114) °theta have argued that lover labor costs have provided our

competitors with a key advantage. [151 More recently, some analysts have Pointed to

shortSighted management techniques Oraployed by major American firms Jrs a reason for

our decline. (161 Still others have suggested that industrialization in the United

States has proceeded sufficiently to exhaust most of the profitable opportunities in

Old-Ifni Induttries, such as autos and steel. [121 Only a few analysts have examined

the possibility that military spending has been a major contributor to dedIining

fortunes in the manufaCthrIng Sector. 1181

Our study concentrated on examining the last thesis. Although not the only

reason for Our econcadIE woes, arms expenditures employed key resources, such as

engineers and investment capital, that might have been used to modernize U.S.

manufacturing industries. While Aierica's manufacturing firms were becoming less

Edlipet1tive, the United States spent more on arms than all of our NATO (North

Atlantic Treaty Org.,:lzation) allies combined. Even after adjusting for the relative

_ _

size of each economy. Aterlda's military burden was by far the heaviest among major

Industrialized nations (Chart 2). Over the past two decades, America spent 35

percent more of Its CUP on the milltat1, than did the United Kingdom, which had the

SeCond largest military burden. At the other extreme, in relative terms, Japan

spent ally about one-seventh as much an did the United States.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

We explored the assertion that military spending has contributed to AMOriCa's

declining competitiveness by comparing the national economic performance of 17 major

non-cOmmurilSt, industrial countries over the past two decades. We though that

patterns in the performance of these industrial nations might help explain why some



were more successful than others.
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Our analysis was performed in three parts. First, we identified factors that

were associated with better economic performance. In particular, we tested the

hypothesis that greater investment and faster productivity growth related in

stronger economic growth and less unemployment and inflation. Second, we examined

the hypothesis that among coeparable nations, those with heavier military burdens

suffered poorer economic performance. We also examined four competing hypotheses

drawn from the current economic literature:

1. Greater government spending reduced investment and performance.

2. Higher labor coats decreased the competitiveness of American
manufactured goods.

3. The baby boom of the 1950s slowed the growth of capital per
worker in U.S. manufacturing.

4. More heavily industrialized nations tended to grow slower than
less industrialized ones.

Finally; we examined the relationships among the various factors that might have

inhibited performance to see if any of our results could be explained by disguised

correlations.

Three factors were considered in choosingcountries for our study. Each fil

tered out differences among nations that could have invalidated our results. First,

we excluded those nations in which market mechanisms do not largely determine the

distribution of economic resourcee. Second, we excluded nations that do not have

large and diverse industrial capabilities. Third, we excluded nations for which we

could not obtain data consistent with the majority of other countries in the study;

The nations meeting all three criteria were: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,

Denmark, Finland, France, West Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand,

20
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Norway; Sweden; Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States. From the

outset, we recognize Chat our sample contains nations with significant differences

in social CuitOMS and economic history. These differences do not invalidate the

study if our findings are interpreted carefully.

We averaged a variety of economic indicators for each of the 17 countries

over the period 1960 to 1980. The data were also divided in two subperiods (1960

to 1973 and 1973 to 1980) to detect any changes likely to be caused by either

expanding energy prices or by lower levels of military spending after the Vietnam

Three statistical tests were used to detect associations between variables.

First we used simple rank order correlations to catch basic relationships. Then we

excluded individual nations, like Japan and the United States, to see whether any

one country was primarily responsible for the correlations we found. Finally, we

PerfetMed multiple regressions on the data to determine which variable, or combine

lion of variables, best explained the trends. The results of theie tests suggest

that the relationships discussed below do indeed exist. However, it is important

to bear in mind that statistical analyses only indicate that relationships exist,

they do not explain why such relationships occur.

A,Reasons for Economic Success. From the outset, we postulated that a large

measure of aierica'a dedline has resulted from the failure of U.S, manufacturers

to keep pace with the rapid growth in productivity maintained by Western European

and Japanese firms during the Peat two decades (Chart 3). Between 1960 and the oil

prlee shock In 1973, manufacturing productivity growth in most European nations

(except the United Kingdom) averaged twice the U.S. rate. Japan's growth rate was
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more than'three times higher than America's. Even after the oil crunch depressed

economi.. growth In most of the industrialized world, many European countries and

Japan still maintained productivity growth rates two to three times higher than

the U.S. rate.

Faster growth in output per worker has provided other countries with a sig-

nificant advantage: they could decrease the price of their goods or offset inflation

more easily than could American firms. Ever since Eli Whitney discovered that

interchangable parts made the production and repair of rifles cheaper, the genius of

U.S. industry has been its ability to reduce the cost of manufactured goods --

making them affordable for most people. Long before the majority of Europeans could

buy automobiles. Henry Ford's assembly line produced Model T's affordable to the

average American worker. Ford's concept was copied and vastly improved upon by

firma in a wide variety of industries throughout the world. Each refinement has

been aimed at reducing costs to capture a larger market share. For decades; U.S.

firms were unmatched in their manufacturing efficiency. Yet today, many European

companies have Closed the gap and are now beating us at our own game.

In our analysis, then, we looked to see if nations with faster increases in

productivity enjoyed better economic performance during the last two decades. Our

statistical tests indicate that productivity growth was closely. associated with

real economic growth before 1973, although this relationship deteriorates after

the dramatic rise in oil prices. We also found that nations with higher growth

in manufacturing productivity tended to have lower unemployment. the probable

link here is that increased productivity lowers costs and expends the demand for

a product, increasing production and employment. Surprisingly, this relationship

is stronger after the oil crisis began than it was during the i9b0s. Both of these

findings underline the importance of a strong manufacturing sector to the overall
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performance of a nation's economy.

Why have other nations been able to sustain higher productivity growth?

Increased manufacturing efficiency can be attained by a number of methods, the most

Important being: 1) replacing older machines with more sophistiCated equipment; 2)

expanding factory size to take advantage of economies of scale; 3) Increasing the

skill and competence of the work force; 4) adopting more efficient methods foe using

people and machines; 5) replacing expensive materials with cheaper substitutes; and

6) developing new; more attractive products. Four of these methods -- expanding

factory; purchasing new production equipment, substituting materials aid creating

new prod6Cta -- require additional investment. In other words, without available

investment capital important ways to attain productivity growth are cut off.

Our statistical anal,sis suggests that investment has been a key faCtor fa

productivity growth. Before the oil crisis, productivity growth tended Co be faster

in nationer With higher investment levels. The United States ranked last in produc

tivity growth betweel 1960 and 1973 and also last in both the share of GDP devoted

to new fixed investment and the growth in total manufacturing capital during that

period (Charts 4 and 5). After the onset of the energy crisis, however-. our

statistical evidence does not indicate that higher investment resulted in faster

productivity growth.

New investment also seems to have stimulated economic growth and reduced

unemployment. Nations with a larger share of GDP devoted to investrient and /or

higher growth in total manufacturing capital also tended to have faster real

growth in up. This teLationship remained strong even after the oil crisis began.

Furthermore, nations that invested more heavily experienced less unemployment.

While this link between investment and lower unemployment is strong prior to the
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oil crisis, it disappears after 1973.

Initially, we were confused by the differences in our findings/for the periods

before and after the oil crisis. We were puzzled to find that after 1973, produc-

tivity growth did rot correlate with investment. Upon reflection, however, these

results might be explained by ti.o factors. First, the dramatic boost in oil prices,

which made a number of production techniques unprofitable, forced :any firm,,

to increase their energy-efficiency. Bur new investments in energy-efficient planta

and equipment did not necessarily incr-ase labor efficiency. Second, firms in

nations that had more energy-efficient capital equipment prioi to the oil crisis

probably did nnc have to invest as heavily to increase labor productivity as did

companies in countries with less energv-efficient equipment. For example, in North

America energy prices were controlled during the 1960s, reducing the need for

energy-efficient equipment in that period. Thus, even though Canada invested

heavily after the oil crisis began, that country experienced the lowest level of

productivity growth among the nations we studi2d. On the other hand; in northern

Europe, where energy prices were high duri,g the 1960s, Belgium, Denmark, and the

Netherlands all had high productivity 3wth after 1973 even though their Invest-

ments were low.

After energy prices rose dramatically, nations with either higher investment

or faster productivity groth generally experienced better economic performance.

Countries like Canada; which had higher investment after the energy crisis began;

tended to have better economic growth. Nations in northern Europe, which had larger

productivity increases usually enjoyed lower unenreIoymeni. Morerver, nations, such

as Japan and France, which had both btgh.tr investment and greater productivity

increases, had faster overall growth and rower unemployment. Nations such as the

United States Rnd the United Kingdom; which had low investment and low produc-

24
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tivity growth, suffered tiny: plow growth and high unemployment.

Inflation was the only performance measure that did not correlate with either

,nvestment or productivity growth. While increases in a nation's inflation rate

can be rarticulariy detrimental to investment, we found no crosa-tuktional association

between higher inflation and lower investment. Indeed; while Americans invested

less compared with most other industrialized nations, the United States enjoyed one

of the lowest inflation rates; ever after the energy crisis began. 119] Another

unexpected finding was that lower unemployment did not correlate with higher

ec.nomic growth. That overturned our expectation that nations experiencing faster

growth would tend to enjoy lower unemployment.

In summatY, he measures of investment we used were strongly associated with

economic growth in each of the data periods we tested. Investment vas also linked

to produ,,Iv.ty growth and lower unemployment, except after the oil crisis. Iron-

ically, while the association between productivity growth and economic growth

dislppeared in the post-oil crisis data, the link between higher productivity growth

and lower unemployment became stronger in that period. Inflation was not linked

vith irvestment or productivity growth, and higher economic growth was not associ-

ated with lower unemployment.

B. Reasons for Poorer Performance. Having broadly sketched in the hallmarks of

economic success, we look in this section for economic pitfalls that may cause poor

performanCe. In particular, why were investment and productivity growth lower in

some nations than in others? To help answer this question; we analyzed five dif-

ferent factors that might explain poorer economic performance: the civilian govern-

ment burden; labor costs; growth in the labor force; industrial maturity; and the

r 25
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military burden.

-1.-Growth in Civilian Government. Examining cross-national data on government

spending. we found virtually no evidence for the often-repeated claim that govern-

ment social programs, particularly transfer payments, have contributed to America's

declining competitiveness. The burdens imposed on most western European nations by

non-military government expenditures far exceed the burden they impose on the United

States (Chart 6). The United States ranked 13 among 17 industrial nations In the

share of GDP consumed by civilian government. America also ranked second to last

among 14 nations in the share of GDP transferred by the government from one group

to another through programs such as social security. 1201

Our statistical tests did not uncover any significant evidence that relative

levels of civilian government spending or transfer payments had any relationship

to economic Performance among advanced industrial nations. Of the numerous compari-

sons between social spending and measures of economic performance over three time

periods, none showed any strong negative association. On the contrary, some evi-

dente indicates government spending actually improves national economic performance,

1211 Government expenditures that improve the ..,,nomic infrastructure; such as

roads, bridges and mass transit, seem to enhance economic growth.

2. Higher Labor Costs: Although some believe that cheap labor explains the

success of our industrial competitors, pay increases abroad have rendered this

argyment obsolete. Low wages helped some countries during the 1960s; but by the

mid-1970s, European manufacturing labor costs had caught up to American costs. By

1975, Belgium, Sweden and the Netherlands surpassed America's absolute level of

compensation per hour in manufacturing (Table 2). By 1980, compensation to workers

Sr. west Germany also exceeded America's. Prance, Canada and Italy are close
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behind. Japan, howevef, continues CO have lower labor costs than other industriai

nations.

We did find weak evidence, limited to the 1960s; that nations with higher

manufacturing labor costs corresponded to those with three areas of lower growth --

in productivity, total manufacturing capital and overall GDP. Yet as compensation

rates among nations converged during the 1970s, these associations disappeared.

More importantly, we found strong evidence that nations with higher labor costs

uffset this disadvantage by maintaining higher output per employee. This was

particularly tiue for the United States, which had high labor costs and the highest

level of output per employed person throughout the entire period (Table 3).

Higher prOductl;ity growth abroad seems to have helped close the wage gap

between'American workers and their foreign counterparts. Besides allowing firms to

expand their markets by decreasing the prices; of their products, growth in output

per employee also brings worker demands for a share of .the rewards. Labor unions

throughout the world have often tied wage demands to productivity growth. Thus,

it comes as no surprise that our statistical analysis uncovered a strong positive

relationship between productivity growth and labor cost increases. Compensation

increases were also linked'to the inflation rate; however, it is still not clear

if labor cost increases trigger inflation or if higher prices encourage higher

wage demands.

3 Booming- a COI Force. We do not dispute that the expansion of America's work

force during the past few years has combined with sluggish growth of investment to

result in slower growth of the overalil capital to labor ratio. 122J To use this

fact to explain why our manufacturing productivity growth and international competi

tiveness have declined during the past decade; however: would be erroneous since
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most at the new jobs ctexed in our economy were In the service sector. (241

In the manufacturing sector, employment actually grew more slowly during the

laet few years than it did between 1960 and 1973. At the same time, growth in total

manufacturing capital remained relatively stable. Thus, the growth in the ratio of

Capital to labor was higher during the present period than In the earlier period

(Table 4). While growth in the capital to labor ratio declined in the service

sector, thisthia tedUCtIah would nos explain she problems in the manufacturing sector.

Thus, we cannot blame the decline in manufacturing merely on surges in the number

of workers -- neither that created by the baby boom generation nor by women who

have recently entered the workforce in large numbers.

4. More Industrialized Nations Crow More Slowly: Another factor that might

explain the differences in economic performance among the nations we studied is

their relative industrial maturity. It seems likely that countries with more

developed economies would tend to have fewer opportunities for growth than less

industrialized nations. For example, nations that zan 'vastly improve their produc

tion technology by borrowing from more developed nations will grow faster. Also,

nations that can shift a large number of people from the agricultural sector to

thS 1r:dui:trial Sector will experience a boost in output. While the differences

in economic maturity among the Industrial nations we studied are narrow, the die

unctions are stIII important.

To determine whether industrial maturity was a key factor in economic perfcrmance,

we used two measures of indUatrialization to compare nations: average output per

employed person (productivity) and the abate of GDP accounted for by agricultural

production. We would expect that nations with lower output per employee would grow

mote quickly by investing in production technology already employed elsewhere. We
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also assumed that nations with a larger agricultural sector relative to GDP had a

greater number of industrial opportunities to develop. By both of these measures,

the United States ranks close to the top on the industrial maturity scale. America

has had the highest level of output per employee over the last three decades (Table

4) and the second lowest share of GDP accounted for by agriculture (Chart 7).

While we found no evidence that the relative level of GDP per employee influenced

growth and investment, nations with a larger agricultural component of GDP tended to

perform better. Prior to the oil crisis; nations with larger agricultural sectors

generally had higher investment plus faster economic and productivity growth. After

1973; the relationship between nations with a larger agricultural sector and faster

economic and productivity growth disappears: however, the positive association

between a large agricultural sector and a higher investment rate remains. We also

found weak evidence that nations with lower output per employee had lower uneMploy

ment after the oil crisis.

One interesting finding was that the less industrialized nations in our study

tended to experience higher inflation. This result was not unexpected because price

increases are generally greater during periods of hkgher growth. However, it does

help clarify why a higher inflation rate does not seem to indicate poorer economic

performance crossnationally.

In conclusion, our tests suggest that America's industrial maturity may be a

major explanation for our relatively poorer economic performance, particularly prior

to the energy crisis.

5. High Cost of the Military Burden: 00r hypothesis is that a nation which

spends a larger share of GDP on weapons and soldiers than other nations is likely
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to experience less investment and poorer productivity growth. As a result, the

competitiveness of a nation's manufactured goods may be eroded by a heavy military

burden. Arms production diverts engineers and scientists from civilian projects.

Some have suggesied that building weapons attracts some of the brightest people

within those fields because of the challenges and complexity of the work. (24J Even

if it only attracts those of average ability, arms production probably reduces the

number of highly skilled people working directly to increase the productivity and

competitiveness of a nation's manufacturing sector.

A heavy military burden also tends to "crowd out civilian investment, parti-

cularly when the economy is functioning close to peak capacity, as it was during

.the Vietnam War. When most of an economy's resources are fully employed, higher

spending by the government reduces investment, no matter how the spending is paid

for. If a government imposes higher taxes, individuals tend to reduce the amount

they save and corporations have less revenue to invest. If the government borrows

to cover military spending, increased competition for money may also reduce invest-

ment. Finally, If the government prints new money to pay for the armed forces, it

creates the classic inflationary condition: too many dollars chasing two few goods.
76

Inflation can reduce the incentive to invest.

Cross-national comparisons generally support our hypothesis. When we compared

the share of output devoted to investment with the share spent on the military in 17

industrial nations, we found that those nations with a larger military burden tended

to invest less (Chart 8). A negative correlation also exists between military

expenditures and the growth in total manufacturing capital. Neither of these

relationships deteriorated during the energy crisis.

Nations carrying heavier military burdens also tended to have lower productivity
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krowth. While We found strong evidence that military spending reduced productivity

growth prior to 1973, our cross--national analysis did not yield Similar evidence for

the Period after the oil crisis began. This finding may be explained by the fact

that virtually every nation we studied had a lower military burden after 1973. It

41.ght also be the result of the increasingly complex nature of productivity growth

after the oil crisis. We cannot be sure.

We also found weak evidence that higher military spending correlates with

lower real economic,growth. We suspect that the relationship between investment

Sod real economic growth is at work here. For while it is weak, the negative

telstionship between the Military burden and economic growth does not deteriorate

goring the 19708.

Two indicators of economic performance, unemployment and inflation, were not

Saeociated with military spending. Given the significance of the negative associ

Atien between military spending and investment, and the tendency of nations with

lower investment to have higher unemployment, we expected to find that nations with

higher military spending had higher unemployment. However, this relationship did

hot appear. Since it seems likely that, in the long run, high military spending

leads to poorer performance, this link may be disguised by other factors. We also

'lid not find a correlation between inflation and military spending. We were not

Surprised by this finding, however, given the lack of significant relationships

hetween the inflation rate and other measures of economic performance.

Overall, our evidence suggests that military spending has hurt Aderics'a

conomic performance, particularly in the period prior to 1973.



C. Relatiot.l.u, Among Factors Affecting Performance. There were three findings in

our cross national analysis that we thought might be influenced by disguised rela

tionships. First, we examined the possibility that the negative relationship

between military spending and economic performance might be explained by the fact

that more industrialized nations grow more slowly. Second, we analyzed factors that

might explain why civilian government spending did not correlate with poorer eco

nomic performance, even though military government spending did. Finally, we looked

for reasons why military spending did not seem to reduce personal consumption

crossnationally.

The strong correlation between countries with a heavier Military burden and

a smaller share of GDP accounted for by agriculture raises a critical question;

What was the key factor in poorer economic performance, economic maturity or

military spending? Some radical economists have suggested that maturity is the

basic problem. In their view, military expenditures are greater in mature capital

ist economies because arms production creates both investment opportunities and

ditiand for goods and services at a time when the overall economy is stagnating.

They argue that military expenditures are more politically acceptable than civilian

progtams because the Pentagon does not compete with private industries. Moreover,

they believe that large military establishments help protect and expand the range

of investment opportunities and markets for goods around the globe. 1251 This line

of reasoning would seem to suggest that military spending indeed bolsters econoiic

performance during a period of stagnation.

While this 18 an intriguing suggestion, it is just as likely that the negative

impacts of military spending and industrial maturity work in concert. Mature

nations may find arms expenditures attractive for a variety of reasons; however, as

a nation becomes more economically dependent on military spending; efficiency and

32
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ingenuity seem t kito decline. Engineers work on military projects become sncustomed

to an environment where cost is not the central concern. 1261 Moreover, defense

dependency can discourage risktaking by providing a stable source of revenues. 1271

Combined with [tie diversion of resources entailed by arms spending, these factors

probably contribute to economic decline. Our regression tests generally support

this second approach: The military burden was negatively associated with economic

performance after adjusting for the maturity level.

The second issue we explored could be seen as a major contradiction within

our findings: Military expenditures correlate with poorer economic performance but

civilian government expenditures do not. Two factors could explain this apparent

contradiction.

First, civilian government spending may act as an important prerequisite

for private investment. A large portion of civilian government funds are used to

build and naintain the public infrastructure. including roads, schools and sewers.

Far from being a hindrance, expenditures for transportation, education and sani'

cation lay the groundwork for a successful economy. It is fruitless to start a new

business If there are not enough skilled workers; or if the transportation network

is inadequate to bring materials and workers to and from the factory on rime; or if

there are no public utilities to provide electricity; water; and sewage treatment.

While our crossnational data did not indicate that civilian government expenditures

...id economic performance, this reasoning could explain why, on balance, civilian

government expenditures do not hinder progress. -..

Another reason for the different impacts of civilian and military government

spending may lie in the nature of civilian programs. Civilian spending is often a

direct substitute for private consumption spending. For example, in countries that

::9-79.4 0-- -- tP 3
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decide thst the government should Pay for health care. personal medical expendi-

tures will probably be lower. The same is true in the case of government - subsidized

education,' transportation, day care, libraries, and recreation. Moreover, tax

systems tend to enforce this "tradeoff." Indeed, among the nations we'studied,

those that had higher levels of civilian government consumption usually had lower

levels of personal consumption. This link was strong, particularly in the post-oil

crisis data.

One additional finding that required review was the lack of correlation

we found between the share of GDP spent on the military and the share spent on

personal consumption. We might expect a negative relationship between these

factors for two reasons. First, nations that devote s larger share of GDP to the

militatNpy definition spend less on some combination of the other three components

of GDP; _cAnsumption, investment and civil government. Second, prior research on
40r

this sUbj ect indicates that both investment and consumption would be reduced by

military spending. [281 The American experience since 1947 supports this view as

well. During Limes of higher military spending, consumption and investment seem to

have suffered proportionately during the Cold War. 1291 Thus, we were somewhat

confused by our finding.

Given the apparent tradeoff between personal consumption and civil government

consumption, we tested the possibility that countries carrying heavier military

burdens sacrificed some combination of these two forms of consumption. However,

we found no evidence for a negative relationship between military spending and

"civil consumption." We were left to surmise that, cross-nationally, consumption

is not necessarily reduced as much by higher military spending as is investment.
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IV. DOES THE MILITARY ENHANCE TECHNOLOGY?

Government officials, economists and identifies have also claimed that

military spending encourages technological progress and results in civilian

"spinoffs.- If the benefits of military research offset the diversion of engineers

and scientists from civilian efforts, then there would be reason to doubt our

central hypothesis.

Two broad arguments have been advanced to explain how military efforts enhance

technology. In one, military demands are seen as a prod that continually encourages

scientists and engineers to expand the frontiers of knowledge. By setting higher

performance standards than are typically encountered, military projects are said to

increase the -state of the arr.." [30J

A second argument; viewing military spending as a source of demand for new

products, typically runs this way: By providing an initial market and premium

pricea for major advances, defense purchasers speeded their introduction into

use.- 131J Transistors and integrated circuits are good examples of innovations

that benefited from defense purchases when the price was significantly higher than

civilian firms were willing to pay. Purchases of these goods for defense and space

applications allowed manufacturers to improve their products and reduce costs by

gaining production experience; a phenomenon known in the field as -coming down the

learning curve."

The military's substantial funding for advanced weapons systems and research

and development has certainly yielded some benefits. To be seen in perspective,

however, positive effects must be weighed against any negative influences arms

programs may have on technological advancement. At least three broad areas should

be considered. First, militaryoriented research and production diverts scientists
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and engineers from civilian pursuits. As a result, we are left with fewer people to

develop civilian technologies such as consumer electronics, fuelefficient cars,

alternative energy systems and mass transit. This drawback is particularly worrisome

when high technology resources are limited, as they are today. Competition between

the Pentagon and private industry for highly skilled Libor, key subcomponents and

raw materials can drive up the price of American high technology products, making

them less competitive in the world market.

Second, militaryoriented programs can distort a new technology by encouraging

applications that are too sophisticated to be marketed commercially. British and

French experience with the SuperSonic Transport (SST) program is one example of

this problem. While the United States wisely chose not to develop a civilian SST,

our European allies proved that the military's pioneering research on flying at

supersonic speeds did not have widespread commercial application. Nuclear power,

with its unsolved safety problems and excessive cost, is another example.

Finally, at the political level, we must assess the implications of according

the military significant control over science and technology policy. While many of

our politicians, including President Reagan, extoll the virtues of the free market,

they still allow the Pentagon to control about a third of all public and private

research and development funds and to purchase over 10 percent of the durable

manufactured goods produced in our economy. These expenditures influence our

technological and economic direction just as Japanese government policies controlling

trade, encouraging investment and subsidizing research influence that nation's

direction. Japan's goal is economic growth: whereas our government largely aims for

technological superiority in armaments.

A. Measuring the Military's Impact on Technology. Between 1960 and 1973, Defense
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Department contracts for hardware averaged 16.9 percent of the durable manufactured

goods sold in the United States (Chart 9). Since then, hardware contracts have

averaged 10.9 percent of durable manufactured goods production. Of the major hard

goods purchased by the Pentagon over the past three decades, at least 70 percent

have been components of high technology systems such as aircraft, missiles and space

systems, and electronics and communications equipment. [321 As a result, the mili

tary's share of industry output in sectors such as aerospace, electronics and

communications is considerably higher than for durable manufactured goods as a

whole. Although the military's share of industry output was declining during the

19706; the Defense Department's purchases have significantly influenced the direc

tion of the high technology industries. Moreover, since the statistics exclude

production of nuclear weapons and that portion of the space program with direct

military applications, these figures could understate the military's claim on total

technological resources by as much as a quarter.

The Pentagon further influenced technological development by funding 38.1

percent of all public and private research and development (R&D) between 1960

and 19)3 (Chart 10). In the postVietnam period, this figure fell to 25.6 percent.

Spacerelated R&D, at least 20 percent of which had direct military applications,

1331 averaged another 11.8 percent of all R&D between 1960 and 1973. Since then.

the space program has accounted for 7.2 percent of all public and private R&D.

Military R&D has been the federal government's largest mechanism for influenc

ing technological growth. Defense Department R&D averaged 61.4 percent of all

federal R&D between 1960 and 1973. Since then it has accounted for 52.7 percent.

Space research accounted for another 16.7 percent before 1973 and 14.3 percent since

then.
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Between weapona procurement and RID, the Pentagon employs a substantial share

of our nation's technical peraonnei. Estimates of the percentage of scientists

ar.d engineera engaged in Defense Department-sponsored projects range from 15

to 50 percent. (34) While the higher estimates might have applied to the research

and develOOMent during the 1950s and 1960s; they could not have covered all produc-

tion personnel as well. 1351

The most accurate data come from a National Science Foundation (NSF) survey

conducted in 1978. [361 NSF's data show that in 1978, 16.2 percent of the nation's

engineers and scientists (excleding psychologists and social scientists) worked on

national defense as their raot.t important task (Chart II). Another 3.0 percent

primarily worked on apace research. The percentages are significantly higher for

fields directly related to aerospace and electronics. For example, 60.2 percent of

the aeronautical engineers and over 35 percent of Electronics engineers worked

priMatIIV On national defense. Since NSF's data were gathered for 1978, a year in

which the share of 00P devoted to the military was at its lowest point since 1950;

there is good rOson co believe that the average percentage of all scientists and

engineers involved in Defense Department programs over the past two decades is

significantly higher.

The available data and estimates by other experts lead us to conclude that 25

to 35 percent of America's scientists and engineers worked primarily on Pentagon

projects during the 1960s. During the 1970s. this figure probably dropped to

between 15 and 25 percent. As a result of the current military buildup; this

percentage Is likely to rise significantly during the 19808.

B. Costs and Benefits. If the economic benefits of devoting these technological

resources to the military outweighed the costs, we would expect to find that the
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technological superiority enjoyed by American InZustry during the 1960s would have

been maintained or expanded. Since the Pentagon has 'seeded" our research labora-

tories and purchased new products when they were too costly for civilian applicatios,

American industry should have been in an excellent position to commercialise high

technology goods. We would also expect that technological advancements resulting

from our military effort would have enhanced the efficiency of our factories,

leading to increases in manufacturing productivity. Indeed, since America's support

for military technology was only part of the largest R&D effort undertaken by a

major industrial nation (except the Soviet Union) over the past two decades; there

is every reason to expect these results. Unfortunately, neither spinoff has occurred.

Since 1960, American high technology industries have lost ground to the Japanese and

the Western Europeans in the competition for shares of both the U.S. domestic and

world-wide markets. Growth in the productivity of American manufacturers has also

fallen substantially.

American firms have experienced some of their largest market-share reductions

in industries that are heavily engaged in military contracting, including aircraft,

electronics and machine tools. Although these American high technology industries

are growing, they are not keeping pace with competition from abroad in civilian

markets. For example, Japanese firms have virtually taken over the commercial

electronics market, including televisiona, stereos, portable radios and cassette

players, and newly-introduced video cassette recorders. In 1964, the Japanese did

not export color television sets. By 1977, the Japanese captured 42 percent of the

world market and 37 percent of the American market for this product. 1371 Japanese

control over the video cassette recorder (VCR) market is even more one-sided. While

the first video tape machines were produced in the United States for the television

industry, the Japanese were the first to develop marketable consumer version. They

currently control virtually all sales of VCRs. 1381
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More importantly, the Japanese are making a concerted effort to challenge

American preeminence in semiconductors. Development and production of these small

silicon chips, which represent the -state of the art" in electronics technology, was

dominated by American manufacturers as recently as 1974. Yet since that time,

Japanese firms have entered the competition to massproduce an important segment of

this market, memory chips. In this quicklychanging field, the Japanese captured 40

percent of the market for the last generation of memory chips -- 16K RAMs, random

access memories that can store over 16,000 bits of information. In 1978, the

Japanese introduced the first reliable 64K ItikM, repesenting a fourfold increase in

the storage capacity over the 16K RAM. The Japanese currently control about 70

percent of the world and 50 percent of the U.S. market in 64K RAPis and show every

sign of becoming the industry leaders in this technology by being the first to

introduce the next generation of memory chips: the 256k RAM. [391

Similar deterioration of America's technological lead has occurred in machine

tools and the emerging field of robotics. An' recently as 1967, the United States

accounted for 34 percent of the world production of machine tools. However; over

the post decade, American firms have not kept pace with the growth of machine

tool production in Western Europe. By 1981, U.S manufacturers were responsible

for only 19.5 percent of world output. Western European firms; led by the West

Germans, now account for 34 percent of the total. 140J

American manufacturers are also failing to keep pace in the development of

new machine tool technologies. While computer controlled machine tools and robotics

were American innovations, helped along by Pentagonsponsored programs, the Japanese

now threaten to dominate the commercial application of these technologies during

the next decade. Last year,. Japanese machine tool builders accounted for oven

50 percent of the sales of numericallycontrolled machining centers in the
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United States. 1411 This is a staggering invasion, considering the fact thst they

accounted for only four percent of the U.S. market in 1974. The situation in

robotics is hardly more encouraging. Today, there are 4,500 computer-programmable

robots working in the United States, up from 200 in 1970. In Japanese factories,

meanwhile, 14,000 robots have already been installed; accounting for 70 percent of

the world total. 1421

In the commercial airframe market the European consortium; Airbus Industrie;

is challenging Boeing for control of the world market for the new generation fuel-

efficient jumbo-jets. Lockheed has already dropped out of that commercial market

and McDonnell Douglas' DC-I0 program continues to suffer substantial losses.

Potentially more damaging to America's aircraft industry is its failure to develop

an entry to compete in the booming commuter airline market. The Congressional

Office of Technology Assessment estimates that by the year 2000, commuter airlines

will order 6,000 new aircraft. Yet, in a pattern reminiscent of the U.S. auto

industry in the 1960s. American manufacturers including Beech, Cessna and Piper

have failed to invest in the technology neccessary to develop an aircraft that

can compete effectively in that market. Consequently. America's commuter airlines

are turning to Canadian, French and Brazilian firms to fill their needs. 14310

America's declining pl:Juctivity growth also suggests that our technological

progress has slowed. As discussed earlier, many factors influence productivity

growth. Two of the more important paths to greater manufacturing efficiency are

improving production technology and creating more attractive products. Funding for

research and development should thus have a positive impact on productivity growth

benatiae new tools and new products are nurtured in our research labs. While tradi-

tionally the relationship between R&D and productivity growth his been found by

economists to be quite significant; recent evidence suggests that the relationship

41
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Cress-ational data comparing R&D expenditures are indicative of this change.

While American investment in R&D has been substantial, productivity growth has been

weak. The United States has maintained the greatest number of R&D scientists and

engineers and the highest proportion of these researchers in the total labor

force of any country except the Soviet Union. We spend more on Rap than France,

Weit cerOary, and Japan docibined. 165) In addition; U.S. expenditures on R&D as a

proportion of GNP were higher then four of the five other industrial countries for

which data can be obtained -- the United'Kingdom, Prance, West Germany and Japan

(Chart 12). The Soviet Union was again the exception. Yet in spite of this

enormous R6D effort, U.S. Productivity growth during the 1970s ranked second to

iaxt among those six nations.

If we chart the share of national resources that the six nations devoted to

military and space R&D; we find that as that factor increases productivity growth

tends to decline (Chart 12). The Soviet Union, the United States and the United

Kingdom are ,t the Lop of the lira in niiIitaty-related R&D expenditures and at the

bottom Sr. productivity growth. It seems that while those nations have been locked

in a technology al arms race, Japan, West Germany ant'. France have been concentrating

on developing civilian technology that increases manufacturing efficiency.

One possible reason that military R6D .3666 not seem to stimulate productivity

growth is that only a small fraction of America's military R&D is spent on basic

research. Technological exploration undertaken to expand the frontiers of science

is an important source of innovation. The Defense Department, however, has spent

only about three percent of its R6D funds for such purposes during the past r,o

ddeades. [46] While the Pentagon spent almost half of all federal R&D dollars in
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in 1980, three other federal agencies spent more funds on basic research --

the Department of Health and Human Services, the National Science Foundation; and

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. [47)

Although data on the loss of market shares and productivity growth are only

suggestive. they cast doubt on the proposition that military spending helps tech-

nology more than it hinders it. We recognize that numerous factors influence

international competitiveness and production efficiency. Yec the trends of those

data support the thesis that the negative effects of military spending on tech-

nology outweigh the positive spinoffs. The decline in productivity and industrial

standards in the U.S.,- commented one Japaneel observer, "is the best argument

against the idea that more defence contracts are vital to maintaining 'state of

the art' efficiency.- 148j

The reason that military spending has probably slowed our technological

progress seems clear: Using scientific and engineering talent to solve military

problems is on inefficient means of stimulating scientific or commercial advance-

ment. Growth in scientific knowledge comes most readily from basic research without

the constraint of specific applications. The development of new products, Iike

fuel-efficient automobiles, alternative eneigy systems and computer-controlled

machine tools, is most quickly accomplished by applying R&D talent directly. While

military programs sometimes provide a market for new products and occasionally

result in a civilian spinoff, much of the effort expended to develop weapons systems,

like laser-guided missiles and electronic jamming devices, does not help the civilian

economy. As one of the founders of TRW Corporation, Simon Ramo, puce it:

tribe fallout [from military spending] has not been so great as to
suggest that for every dollar of military technology expenditure we
realize almost as much advance of the non-military fields as if we
had spent it directly on civilian technology. Probably our relative
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productivity Increase, and our net rating In technology vis,a=vit
other nations have on the_whole been hurt rather than_helPed_by_our
heavier involvement in military technology as compared with other
nations. (49)

The nature of military spending and the Pentagon's spending patterns heavily

Contribute to Inefficiency. Since the military stresses high performance over cost,

technologies developed for the military are often too expensive and complex for

widespread civilian dee. Evidence of this problem can be found in the difficulties

that military contractors have experienced attempting to develop civilian Products.

For example, attempts to enter the made transit market by Boeing Vertol (trolley

ears), Rohr (subway cars) and Grumman (buses) all failed in part because their

products were too complex and unreliable. Many of the technologies that do have

civilian application; like radar and nuclear power, had to undergo sIgnIfICant

redesign before they were commercially viable. [501 Military contracting also

tends to favni litget firma that tend to be less innovative and create fewer new

jobs than smaller enterprises. (511 Since the 1950s, about 80 percent of all

military contracts (including R&D and procurement) have gone to large firms. (52)

V.

while numerous factors influence economic performance, America's heavier

military burden seems to have stifled investment, and reduced our economic and

productivity growth over the last few decades. During the 1950s and 19608, higher

arms expenditures in the United States probably allowed other industrial nationsto

close the economic gip separating America from the rest of the world more quickly

than If we had spent less on thz military. While more Industrialized nations tend

to grow more slowly, our economy Probably would have performed significantly better

if the United States had reallocated a portion of the resources used by the military.
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For example, if the government had more heavily subsidized the development

Nd repair of mass-transit systems in major metropolitan areas throughout the United

tates, we could have sustained and expanded the now-failing American mass-transit

indostry, reducing the need to import subway cars from Europe; Canada and

j40an to fill the needs of New York, Boston and Philadelphia. If the gevernment had

not spent so much on high technology military products, the engineers doing military

c'tk might have developed commercial electronics products to compete more effec-

tINelY With the Japanese. Our highly skilled people might also have_. worked on

tib
-VeloPing renewable energy resources. Moreover, we also could leave used part of

thN "peace dividend- to assist sound economic progress in some of the world's

Pu.est nations, 1531 thereby helping open up new markets fed- our goods and .ser-

ld0. Surely, given the wide array of possible alternatives, we would have found

Ptqdoctive jobs for the thousands of engineers, scientists and skilled workers who

vNte bujidIng weapons for the "electronic battlefield.-

Military spending also slowed economic performance during the 1970s. While

hN rising cost of energy clearly damaged performance across the board in the

Nusttial world, military spending continued to draw away resources that could

h4Ve been used to develop energy self-sufficiency. Moreover, if more engineers and

8tHater investment had been available to the private sector after 1973, American

airless might have been able to offset part of the higher cost by expand-

exPotts of U.S. manufactured goods.

Increased arms expenditures during the Reagan administration.could have the

hhoeite effect on the economy that they had during the Second World War. As the

taenal of democracy" during that war, America built its industrial base while
I

aher nations saw their industrial power consumed by the fires of war. Yet during

th
e mext decade, if we increase arms expenditures in the United States while most

of
her advanced nations concentrate on expanding their industrial strength, we could

left watching our economic health continue to slip away.
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Ch aint 1
Ratio Of U.S. Manufactured Exports
To Manufactured Imports
1960 1981
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YEAR

Fort)le 1960 t. 1974 period;
the ratio waS a mputcd by dividing/-exports on an f t.s. (fee alongside ship)
bails by the cus oms value of
'imports. For 1974 to 1981; it was
computed by dividing exports (f.a.s.)
by imports (f.a.s.).

Source: Economic Report of the
President (Washington; D.C.i t1.5. GPO;
February 1982); p. 350.
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Chart 2
Military Spending As A shlife Of GDP
Selected Nations
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Chart 3
Productivity Growth In Manufacturing Industries
Selected Nations 1960 1973, 1960 1981, 1973 1981
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Source: U.S.. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics; "Interna
tional Comparisons of Manufacturing Productivity and Labor Cost TrendS,
Preliminary Measures for 1981." June 2, 1982, Table 1.
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Chart 4
Fixed Investment As A Share Of GDP
Selected Nations
1960 1980
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Chart 5
AIMMIEMMEN11

Manufacturing Capital Growth
Selected Nations
1960 1973, 1960 1978, 1973 1978
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Chkint 6
Civilian Government COnsumptiOn As A Share Of GDP
Scicctcd Nations
1960 1980
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Chart 7
Agriculture As A Share Of GDP
Selected Nations
1960 1979
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Chart 6
Investment Vs. Military Spending
Selected Nations
1960 - 1980
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Chart 9
Major Hard Goods Purchased By The DoD
As A Share Of Durable Manufactured Goods
1960 1981

1960 1965 1970
YEAR

1975 1980

Sources: U.S. Department of Defense. Washington Headquarters Service.
"Prime Contract Awards. FY 1981." Table 6. Econdrutc Report of the Presi-
dent (Washington. D.C.: U.S. GPO. February 1982). p. 244.
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chart 10
National R & D Spending By Objedive

1960 1965 1970 1973 .. 1980
YEARY

Sources: U.S. National Scirocc Foundation, "National Patterns of Science
and Technology Resources, 1981" (Washington. D.C.: U.S. GPO, April 1981).
U.S. National Science Foundation. ScienceResources Series Highlights,
August 1982, Table 1. p. 3. Figures for 1982 and 1983 Obtained from John
Chirichicllo of NSF. February 17. 1983.



Chart 11
Scientists Mid Engineers Working Primarily
On National Defense and Space Projects
1978
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Chart 12
A.vera-ge Military And Civilian R & D Expenditure
As A Share Of GDP
Vs;
Productivity Growth In Manufacturing Industries
Selected Nations
1970 1979
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Tabft 1
U.S. Merchandise Trade Balance By Commodity Group
1960 - 1981
(Millions of Dollars)

F001);_ DEVIAACES,
AND T06ACC0

CRUDLMATERIALS
AND run.

MANUFAMMED
:ODDS

1960+ 3 -862 5 -476 S 6.236

1965+ 506 -1,157 6;109

1970+ -1,172 150 3,437
1971 -1.328 827 _29

1972+ -810 -1,747 -4,027
1973+ 3.703 -2.711 -270
1974+ 4,532 -16,040 7,321

1974+ 4;524 -16.262 6.300
1975 6.870 -17.399 19.671

1976 5,343 - 25,379 12.466
1977 1.736 -34,975 3;597

1978. 4;561 -30.944 -5,644
1979 6.852 -43.168 4.361

1980 11,856 -60.254 18;7L9
1981 14;830 -60.068 11.739

+ F.a.s. (free 1ongsidc ship) value of exports minus customs value of
imports.
'F.23. value of exports minus f.2.5. value of imports.

Source: Economic Re- port *Jibe President (Washington. D.C.: U.S. GPO,
February, 1982). p. 350.
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Table 2
of Production Workers

AMMO
CostsHourly Compensation

in Manufacturing
Selected Industrial Nations
(U.S. Dollars)

COUNTRY 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980

belgium S .82 S 1.29 5 2.06 5 6.54 S 13.18

Sweden 1.20 1.87 2.93 7.18 12.51

West Germany .85 1.40 2.33 6.19 12-26

Netherlands .67 1.23 2.12 G.53 12.17

Untied States 2.66 3.14 4.18 6.35 10.00

France .82 1.23 1.72 4.58 9.23

Canada 2.13 2.28 3.46 6.11 9.04

Italy .62 1.11 1.74 4.60 8.26

United Kingdom .84 1.15 1.49 3.27 7.37

.L.pan .26 .48 .99 3.05 5.61

SOUrCC: U.S. Departm_ent of Labor, Bureau of Labor StatiStiCS, -H o urly Com-
prnsatioo Costs and Direci Pay fur Production Workers in Nlanufacturing.
Ten Countries. 1960-1981." unpublished emu. April 5982.
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Table
Real Gross Domestic Product Per Employed PersOti.
Selected Nations
Based on International Price Weights
(Index: United States 100)

COUNTRY 1950 1960 1970 1980

NiOliklanda 58.3 66.3 79.3 96.5

Canada 84.4 89.7 91-1 93.3

8e1g1us 55.7 60.0 73.1 91.9

Franca 42.2 53.5 70.7 91.6

west. Germany* 37.2 5b.1 70.7 89.4

hal, 77.7 38.0 57.6 68.1

Japan 16.8 25.8 50.0 68.0

Uniced 111nAdos 53.5 53.9 56.8 61.3

+ Employment figures for the Netherlands are Dutch estimates of work-
years of employed persons.

Excluding the Saar and 'West Berlin in 1950.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, -Compara-
tive Real Gross Domestic Product, Real GDP Pcr Capita, and Real GDP Per
Employed Person, 1950. 1981,- unpublished data, April 1982, p. 7.
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Table 4
Growth in the Capital to Labor Ratio in the U.S.
Manufacturing Sector
Selected Periods
(Annual Rate of Change)

1960-1973 1973-1961 19617 -1961

Total Manufacturing
C80'4

Manufacturing Labor

Capital to Labor
Ratio

2.7 I

1.6 2

7.5.

.6

2.6

1.1 % 1:9 1.7

Manufacturing capital data ends in 1978:

Sources: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development;
unpublished data U.S. De_partment of Labor. Bureau of Labor StatistieS;
"International Comparisons of Manufacturing Productisiit, and Labor Cost
Trends. Preliminary Measures for 1981,June 2,1982, Tiile 1.

IV/ 791 0-- S I
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Mr. ASPIN. Thank you very much. It is a very interesting paper.
Let me start with a question on inflation. Basically; what you are

saying is that the only real impact of defense in creating inflation
that you see might be a bottleneck effect of some kind. Is that the
real possibility?

Mr. DEGRASSE. What I was trying to do is address the issue that
there seems to be an inherent relationship between defense spend-
ing anct inflation. There are a number of different_ ways you can
argue that defense spending creates inflation, and I will give you
three of them.

The first one is that defense spending creates inflation through
quick shifts in the type of demand that is required from the econo-
my. We are making a dramatic shift. We are saying we want the
economy to produce this much more than before: As a result; you
put Stringent requirements on the economy, and people in the
economy say; "If you want me to_do that; you_ will have to pay me
more to shift jobs to work on military work." As a result, if you
significantly shift demand or expand the demand in the economy;
there is a possibility that there would be some sort of bottlenecks
that will occur; and; as a result; you will get inflationary condi-
tions.

What I wouldlike_ to say; as well; is_that that-is_ controllable: As
we saw during the Korean war, they did have a blip in inflation in
th_ first year: But it was controllable through_wage and price con-
trols put on the economy, and there were allocation controls at-
tempted to be placed on the economy. So that is a controllable type
inflation.

The second inflationary - effect one might- see results_from the
way, in the macro sense, that you pay for the buildup. There are
three different paths: You can take it from taxes_directly;. That is
not necessarily going to create inflation at all. You are taxing it
directly: You -are not creating the classic inflationary conditions of
too many dollars chasing too Few goods, so there is no reason you
get_ inflation there:

On the other hand, you can print money, by allowing the money
supply_ to grow, Here you have_ the Vietnam -ease; and there you
have the traditional problem of too many dollars chasing too few
goods:

The final way to pay for it, the one we have chosen by default in
this particular circumstance; is to expand borrowing by the Federal
Government. Now, expanding borrowing by the Federal Govern-
ment means that there is going to be some adjustment that will be
required of the credit markets.

The usual adjustment is to raise interest rates:_ So in that case,
raising interest rates could have an inflationary effect througn an-
other couple of steps in the processbecause it raises the price of
money, raises the costs of holding inventory and those costs will be
passed along; but that is a further chain of events.

The final sort of chain where you have, first of all, backlogs,
second of all; how you pay the buildup at a macro level, and the
third chain of logic, you might say, that military spending has an
inflationary effect is to look at the issue of what does it do to long-
term productivity capabilities in this Nation.
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This is an argument you will hear more about when Prof._ Sey-
mour Melman testifies. If military spending does reduce our ability
to offset price increases in the- economy by reducing our ability to
increase productivity growth, then as a result you could create in-
flation because you will not be able to offset price increases.

That is a third logic chain that might make you suspect that mil-
itary spending has inflationary_effects: But the thing that I wanted
to say overall here was that there is no sort of preordained rela-
tionship between military spending and inflation; that there are
three logic chains you might want to go through to believe that
there is an effect on inflation or that there are three areas you
might want to look at carefully to assess whether or not military
spending was going to create inflation or not in a particular build-
up.

Mr: AsPIN:__Let me ask about the jobs side: _Yo_u get direct and
indirect jobs from the first level of spending; right?

Mr: DEGRAss_E: Yes:
Mr. ASPIN. The multiplier makes the induced jobs. What assump-

tions do you_ make about investment? Do you assume idle capacity
or is part of indirect jobs creating plant and equipment?

Mr: DEUR-AssE I am -using the BLS; Bureau_of Labor Statistics;
models. The model of the economy that the BLS uses to determine
emplovinent requirements does- not include investment that is re-
quired to produce the outputit does not include capital expendi-
tures as one of the supplier industries per se:

Mr. ASPIN. All right.
Mr: DEGRAssF:: Certainly -there is a need for investment,_ of

course; often. In that sense, I am not sure that that is included in
the equation: But -the induced area that we talked about that em-
ployment clearly follows on.

What we are talking -about is a short-ternn___model_ef the economy
that you can try to look at the first order effects. The BLS created
this employment requirements table to see what the first order ef-
fects are.

If Marion--Anderson had been here this- morning to talk to you
about the effects on employment, she would have talked about the
first order _effects of military spending on employment, And;--
indeed, the first order effects are to create fewer job:, in a limited
number of_ industries compared to other_ industries in the economy
which tend to have a broader impact and create more jobs.

Mr:_A51'1N So you assume when you are making the calculations;
that the plant and equipment are there?

Mr: DEGRASSE: Yes:
Mr. ASPIN. So indirect employment would beif you make air-

pl ariesjorexample-_in_ the _ steel industry?
Mr. DEGRASSE. Not in the steel industry; titanium if you are

making--
Mr. ASPIN. But it would be in products that go into the produc-

tion of_the plane: _
Mr. DEGRASSF:.Yes.
Mr: ASPIN In these estimates; you assume that there is enough

Idle capacity in machinery and in plant and equipment'?
Mr. DEGRASSE. That is the BLS assumption.
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Mr: ASPIN. And when you look at direct and indirect effects, you
assume that induced effects will probably be similar throughout. It
doesn't matter after the first round, because the multiplier is prob-
ably going to work in roughly the same way no matter where you
start: _

Mr. DEGRASSE. Right. The fact is that because in the military's
cztse, where you have lower first order employment but higher
wages, the amount of money spent on those wages creates a little
more induced employment as a result, so you get a balancing out

We are talking in very; very general terms but as the CBO will
undoubtedly testify, their assessment indicates that overall mili-
tary spending versus civilian spending; if you look at all three
orders of effects, it is really a washout. It is roughly the same. So
in a general sense--

Mr. ASPIN. What they are talking about is $1 billion of defense
across the board; right?

Mr. DEGRASSE. Any number of dollars.
Mr. ASPIN. I know, but x number of dollars across the board:
Mr. DEGRASSE. Right.
Mr. ASPIN. In other words, they are not taking it just from pro-

curement or personnel; they are taking a set amaunt of money out
of defense spending wnich would be roughly in proportion to what
defense spends its money on.

Mr. DEGRASSE. Actually; to contradict myself and to use the Con-
gressional Budget Office's assessment, they found that if you look
at just procurement alone as opposed to defense spending as a
wholewhich is what they found seemed to balance outif you
look at procurement alone; you get a slightly smaller amount of
jobs as a result of military spending.

But the difference is not particularly important; I think if we are
talking about these first order effects, $1 billion there, or $1 billion
there, it really is going to have at the broadest macroeconomic
level not a lot of difference. The interesting issues are what indus-
tries and what jobs are created.

Mr. AsPix. Let me pursue that What I am asking now assumes
that you take $1 billion from defense across the board; that is; $1
billion roughly apportioned the way defense spends it so much on
personnel, so much on 04.M; so much on procurement; whatever.

Mr. DEGRASSE. All right.
Mr. ASPIN. And you shift that to another part of the budget; say

into the health field or into education or in other words, if the
Congress were to take that money and make that straight transfer;
you are saying that in essence there would be no employment
effect'?

Mr. DEGRASSE. The employment effects would be one at the
macro level, you would have virtually no difference; and; two; at
the specific level of the direct and indirect employment, you would
have a rather dramatic difference.

You would have employmentI am speaking in very general
termsbut the employment would tend to be located in the North-
east and Midwest.

Mr. ASPIN. 1 know there is a geographic difference.
Mr: DEGRASSE: Yes.
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Mr. ASPIN. But I am talking about macro: You say there is no
difference?

Mr. DEGRASSE. Right
Mr. ASPIN. Suppose we took it_out of something very specific -in

defense. Suppose we took it out of shipbuilding and_ we canceled _a
new aircraft carrier, a couple of billion dollars, $2 or _$3 billion;
whatever it costs; and you take that out of a very specific part_of
the defense budget and you put it into a very specific program
somewhereelse; Suppose we took the money from the aircraft -car-
rier, $2.3 billion or vi,--atever they cost now, and put it into final of
the_Education Act, What would be the employment effect of that?

Mr. DEGRASSE. Here I am not _sure how -you -cut conservative; lib-
eral; or whatever in this particular-issue, but I would tend to think
just from simply a logical viewpoint that there would be no overall
macroeconomic impact of that _particular shift.

Now. we could talk about what types of specific first order effects
occuris a result of shipbtiildingand if you want to create jobs;
shipbuilding isn't_a bad way to do it in compariSon to missile pro-
duction or aircraft production. They tend to be a little-less-effec-
tive. If you want to employ semiskilled workersshipbuilding,
being Cynical for a momentshipbuilding may not be a bad way to
do_ that,

But taking dollars from the procurement budget and shifting
them to another part of the budget, you are _going to have different
geographic effects, different, first order effectsvery dramatic dif-
ferences in those areas which I testified to.

But the overall macroeconomic impact; and tile CBO would say
there would he slightly fewer jobs overall created by this shift from
procure;Tiont t6 civilian employment; that there would be a little
more ernployme -If. created as a result,of that. I think that it is basi-
cally an insignithiiat number;

At the Macro level, there is really' an insignificant change: We
are talking only about first order effects, This is first Order niaerb-
ecenoinic effects. If we are talking about that; then there are not
any real effects. We are riot talking about what effects that has on
the growth in the economy through all the other issues we talked
about.

Mr. ASPIN. I understand: Mr: Fazio;
Mr. FAZIO. t apologize for not being here for all of your_testimo-

tiv, b t t wil' be reviewing it particularly in relation _R&D ex=
tilhid'iireS._ It appears that we are doing more R&D in The Depart,

it of Defense budget then in the Department Of Energy and
elk.vnere. Perhaps this is having direct or indirect effactF pri7
vale -R &D. How do you evaluate the Jong-teri:i ecOr:63-i5fc 136.10fits_of
R&D expenditures in the defense sects - versus ethiL.i sectors of the
budget? -

Mr. DEGRASSE. That is a very difficult question. lri.4,!:(4,_ that was
the issue I think we wrestled .ith most in the v.ork did on this
study:

My_ view is equivocal. My is thatwhile 7,nerr.1 are positive
impacts that 35;ult from military_spendin,qI think on the whole;
the beneficial eects are less if you sperpi a doller on ;military re-
search and dev,11".nment than if you: spend it directly On the specif-
ic task at hand.
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As a result, there is-an-opportunity cost there. The gap -between
the effectiveness of spending it directly on the problems you are in-
terested in solving and spending it on defense, there is an opportu-
nity cost there.

In that sense, then, we have to say that there is Probably a long-
term negative impact of military spending on research and devel-
opment.

Let me just elucidate a_.bit here by talking a little bit about _a.
case Study we did or the electronics industry, lust to give j'ou some
ideas of the positive aocP negative effects of military spending on
that specific industry.

Clearly, in the 1950's after the transistor was invented; the De-
fense Department played a rather important role in 'providing the
demand. fbr early, very expensive transistors. They helped develop
transistors, along with, interestingly enough, the bearing aid indus-
try.- Vacuum tubes are big and it is sort of hard to get a vacuum
tube in a hearing_ aid device, so they immediately saw a use for
thiS. Defense for its own reasons, supported the technologybe-
cause of the belief -that semiconductors would be more reliable_ and
more compact, and they saw long -term applications in the, defense'
industry. As a result, they provided a significant amount of
demand for early transistors.

The same occurred after the dev'elopment of, the integrated_ cir-
cuits by Texas Instruments and Fairchild at the end of the 1950'S
through the Apollo program and the Minuteman III program
v.bich provided a substantial demand for semiconductors in that
period. too.

The one -thing the Defense Department, we found, was not very
good at doing in that period, was subsidizing research and develop-
ment efforts that led to the innovations. It was Bell -Labs that cre-
ated the transistor to begin with and it was then the commercial
firms who developed the IC who were -not getting a lot of research
and development money from the Defense Department. Indeed,
must of the research and development money was going to the
older, larger vacuum tube firms that were not particularly innova-
tive. As a result, the actual innovations that occurred in the semi-
conductor industry occurred outside of the purview of military
R&D.

Now; that pattern has continued-into the 1970's; and indeed; as
we have seen the development of MOS technology and other semi-
conductor innovations; the Defense Department has played a- role;
albeit a smaller one nowadays, of providing demand because the ci-
vilian marketplace provides a substantial demand in the semicon-
ductor industry.

But they have played, again, less of a research and- development
role in the innovative process, though they have certainly helped
make the production process in the semiconductor area more effi-
cient, process R&D work has been a positive effect of military
spending.

Now just a final note on this case. At 'the present time, as you
are probably aware, the Defense Department is engaged in a sig-
nificant program to try to develop very high speed integrated cir-
cuits._ My view here is that there is same question as to whether or
not this particular project is actually taking resources away from
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technologies that the civilian sector might feel more important to
competitiveness in the long run

I think _here we get into an issue of _allocation of_resources. Be-
cause Of the specific demands of the Defense Department; the need
for very highly performance-oriented semiconductors that -can
handle massive amounts of data and control the battlefield; the_tle-
!minds there are not very similar to the demands_ in the civilian
sector, and as a result, you are devoting research and development
that may not have much_ civilian impact.

Mr. ASeliCi. Let me ask about the other --part of the investment;
the productivity side. la yclur _study; vou talk about the relationship
between the p-ei-coht-dg GNP spent in defense and the amount
spent on investment. ':'his is a way pc getting at the issue of produc-
tivity. Is that how yt.)c. go aa^ it

Mr. DEGRASSF% There « two w:: ='s _that you _get at this issue of
Whether or not affects productivity growftii it
seems to me; is_throogb _at.w_hether or not milita.ry spend-
mg has had an impact on let's back up for a met:I-lent.
- What are -the_ ways t.IL we might be able to increase productiv-_
ity growth in the economy'? How do we do what we want to do?
One of-the ways that s.ve_ would think of doing that would be to in-
crease investment. That is one of them.

To increase the efficiency of .the production process-7-to__in-
crezisecreate new products that are somehow more attractive
and, as a result; create-more production. There are a nurnbJr of dif=
ferent paths, larger factories, economies of scale. So there are a
number of different pathways:

Now, our view is that the pathways that are affected by _military
spending are this research and development where_ re-
sources are diverted from the. research and development arena that
could have an effect on both new process improvements and prod-
uct improvements in the economy, as well as the issue Of invest-
ment; where the money is diverted in a macrosense in the economy
through such problems as the level of interest rates.

So that is the way we would back into this issue of productivity
grdWth. And -certaiii1V there_ are a variety of other factors that have
to do_ with productivity growth. We did test a number of other
theories.

_ We_found_that.;_ in general; trying to test as carefully as we_ could
the effect Of CiViliatigOVernment expenditures on the economy, we
found_thatme_could not really find good statistical evidence to indi-
cite that ciVilian government spending was the problem.

. The United States; in terms of civilian government spending as
its Share of gross domestic product, is way down the list in com-
parison to other nations and the same in the area of transfer Pay-
ments.

We_also tested some other theories. The one that we: think _is
most likely to also be an important explanatory variable. is the fact
that mature economies tend to grow more sloWly. That is a very
important explanatory variable.

There are many other theories, including the issue of whether or
not management has been as effective as it could be; whether or
not regulation has discouraged or encouraged investment.
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I am not prepared to say that military spending has been the
only reason or certainly the most important reason_for _the prob-
lems that we have experienced in economic growth. But I am will-
ing tc say this That during the last 20 years the U.S. economy has
not realty been tested, either technologically or in terms of our pro-
ductivity capabilities, by other nations

We had tremendous leads as a result of the destruction that oc-
curred as a result of the Second World War. We were in a position
of dominance, and we were able to continue rather blithely with

- our production technologies and we did not experience the sort of
competitive pressures that we are now experiencing as a result of
moving more slowly:

I believe that the fact that we did move more ly during the
1950's and 1960's is to some extent a result of higher levels of mili-
tary spending.

the dilemma confronting us now is that as a result of higher
military spending we have to face up to.the priority questionis it
going to be possible to undertake a substantial effort to try to
expand or at least to maintain the level of our competitiveness vis-
a-vis other industrial nations, or is the military buildup that we
are undertaking going to undermine that effort to maintain pro-
ductivity and to maintain our competitiveness?

I think that there is some reason to believe it will have a nega-
ti v_e_ effect. .

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask a very specific question. There are a lot of
ways in which you could pay for a buildup.

Mr. DEGRASSE. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. You could tax people_ for it Lots of different taxes.

You could forgo some other expenditure. You could run up a defi-
cit: There are lots of ways a military buildup_ can be paid for. It
may or may not result in a reduction in investment expenditures.

But is it your experience, or do the data show, in fact, if you look,
at the buildups, say, tfir Korean buildup, the Vietnam buildup; our
current buildup, or even the rather high level that we maintained
between the buildups, that there is a loss to investment?

Mr: DEGRASSE. That is the point that comes clear through this
cross-national assessment.

Mr: ASPIN. So what you are saying is that it need not result in a
reduction in investment, but, in fact, in the real world it turns out
that it_does,

Mr. DEGRASSE. Or at least historically. Let's just say the data has
shown that -

Mr. ASPIN. Let me pursue this question.
Mr. DEORAssE: I am sorry: I want to say one thing more about

investment historically. 'This is cross-nationally. Now, if you look at
the United States and look -at what effect a buildup has just in the
components of our own GNPwhat occurs at the time of build-
upsyou see that consumption is also rather significantly reduced.

But cross-nationally that doesn't seem to be as clear a case. The
case seems to be clearer for investment to be affected by high mili-
tary spending.

Mr. AspiN. You mean we look at various comparisons with other
countries?
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Mr. DEG It ASS E. With other countries. The comparison that stands
out is that our investment is lower than other nations. Our con-
sumption isn't necessarily lower:

Mr. ASPIN. Over time?
Mr: DEGRAssF: Over time in the United States if you look at spe-

cific buildupsKorea, Vietnam, the Second World War thething
that stands out is that both investments and consumptions tend to
be depressed rather dramatically.

Mr. ASPIN. Of course; in the short run you would think there
would be an impact on consumption. Over the long run, it would be
harder to sustain; unless it is backed by a tax policy or other regu-
lation.

Let me pursue this. The Japanese spend less than 1 percent of
their gross national product on defense. We are trending up to -7; if
everything goes according to the Reagan plan, 7-plus percent of our
gross nalional product on defense:

Is it fair to say that your position is that defense spending,that
difference in defense spending; is some part of the explanation as
to why v.,?. have less of a growth rate than Japan ? -It_ is not the only
reason: c try not he the most important reason: But it is a
reas.:

Mr. DEGRASSE. I think it- is clearer to say that in the 1960's; my
belief is that that is one of the reasons why our productivity
growth tended to slow down during That period. We see the drop in
the growth in productivity occur before the oil prices came about.
My view is that in the 1960's, particularly when after we had spent
a significant portion of our gross domestic_ product on military
spending during the 1950's and during the 1960's, I think we _began
to see the effects of the diversion of research and development ef-
forts and the diversion of investment begin to accumulate and, as a
result; it became harder for as to increase our productivity growth.

The 1960's is the clearest place that we can say military spend-
ing slowed econ...,mic growth: The question before us now is do we
want to trend upwards again, do we want to be diverting re-
sources?

In that period of time we were not particularly tested- by the rest
of the world. In this period of time we are in a period where we are
going to be tested.
-/ We face some rather important challenges,_and probably good

/for the economy: But the point is by increasing military spending
now I think it makes it much harder to address/thlagenda of re-
vitalizing the economy:

Mr. ASPIN. How ab,,ut the issue of the Japanese? Let me put it to
you this way. One of the things that might be going on is that we

. just never had the challenge, and the challenge in and of itself will
provide an increase in productivity and provide greater resources.

Here the United States is- spending a fair amount of its gross -na-
tional product on defense. One of the things, of course, it could do
would be to increase the resources for both defense and investment
if the United States was willing to reduce its consumption.

I mean in the old equation; 'GNP equals C; plus I; plus G. So you
can reduce that C number and increase both the I and the defense
part of Gif the American public were willing to reduce its stand-
ard of living.
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Let me carry this further. You could both have the strongest de-
fense in the world and increase the investment necessary to com-
pete with the Japanese and Europeans. You could put money into
both of _those _provided- you were _willing to reduce consumption.
You do that, of course, with a deliberate government policy of tax-
ation.

Mr: DEGRAssz Let's remember for a moment why it is ti. _busi-
nesses invest. Usually businesses. invest for a variety of different
reasons- .

One of them would be to _g_ain some sort of advantage, _probably
most importantly; to gain_ some sort of advantage over their com-
petitors, in classic economic terms.

You are hoping to find some cost savings through your new in-
vestmentS.

Maybe that is just to_ garner a greater part of a a larger_ part of
a stable marketplace. But'cettainly investment is also very helpful-
ly encouraged when a _market place is growing.

The_ most important-time when investment occurs is when you
have demand. And unfortunately; *hen you cut consumption; is a
very significant part of the demand for goods falls out of your econ-
el iv,

As a result; there is _very little incentive for investment; per se:
So if you are going to design a tax policy that does deter consump-
tion; that_ does ha(?. then; an effect on your investment incentives;
because there is less incentive for bUsiness to go out and try to cap-
ture markets; because the market is declining._

The other -effect, jut to mention this very briefly, is that if you
believe that crowding out as_a_ result _of_ the _deficit is not a particu-
larly- tad problem- because of the fact that there are a lot of other_
nel)ple in _the world who very happy-to give usi.their money;.if
we ate waling_ if' the U.& Government is willing to pay them _12
percent, 13, 14 percent a year for their money they are very will-
ing to invest their money in the U.S,. GoVernment which they be._
lieve is not going_ to renege on its debts or stop that nice stream of
interest payments; if you believe that that - is going to relieve
crowding out problems, then, the real issue that is raised is as a
result of what happens to interest rates in This country,

Interest rates tend to rise, and as a result of-interest rates rising,
the dollar becomes_ a_ stronger currency in the international ._ex-
change markets and it becomes harder for us -to trade abroad and
much easier for the rest Of the world to trade in the United States.
- Now; if The other countries- trade in the United Statesand here
I am coming to m_y point, they capture some of our consumption.
We are seeing dramatically_ expanded trade deficits. __

As a result of higher interest rates, stronger dollar, and much
larger problems in our trading balance; you see consumption re-
duced, and as a_ result of reduced constrmption there is less incen-
tive again for American business to invest and to try_ to become
competitive; because_ they -are having a hard _time trading abroad
and their market at home is being reduced by imports.

So that is; I think; another way of looking at the effects - -of -this
deficit and a 1A..11Of looking at Why it is that inveLitment is likely to
beaffected by._this buildup.

Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Clark.
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Mr. CLARK. One more question. Let me restate what I under-
stand your emphasis is on the longrun growth point. I gather what
you are saying is that if we look at a couple of snapshots in time
on an international basis; what we find is that there is a negative
association between military spending and investment.

Mr. DEGRASSE Yes:
Mr. CLARK. The higher is military spending, the lower is invest-

ment--dooking at a- snapshot in time across 17 countries. At the
same time, we also find that there is some relationship between in-
vestment and productivity.

Mr. DEGI: ASSE. Particularly in the 1960's.
Mr. CLARK-. And the relationship is positive. The higher is invest-

ment, the higher productivity," or the higher the increase in real
output: The question is how do we square that with the experience
here in the United States where we find; I think, that military
spending as a percentage of GNP has tended to be high at the very
time that the increase in real output has also been high. Converse-
ly; military spending has tended to be quite low in the United
States, as a percentage of GNP, at the same time that prodiaativity
increases have also been low. In the 1970's productivity increases
were quite low. Military spending was also very low until the very
end of the 1970's.

Now take a look at the earlier periods. It doesn't seem to make
too much difference, the 1950's or the 1960's, we find military
spending was often quite high as a percentage of GNP at the same
time productivity increases were quite high, too.

Just looking at one country, we find_ the conclusion is quite dif-
ferent than if we were looking across countrieswith one coun-
try across time, the conclusion is quite different than if we look at
17 countries at one or two points in time.

Mr. DEGRA5sE. I think that raises a number of very interesting
issues. I think that that is a very good question. Why is it you get
coni radictory data?

Let's first IA& up for a moment to talk about how I see military
spending affecting productivity growth. There are two ways.

Research and development and other scientific and engineering
talent, and also investment, both play a role, Now, why is it that
you see military spending decreasing in the 1970's and productivity
growth decreasing in the 1970's?

Well I think that one must look at this variable military spend-
ing, as having a lag effect. Diverting research and development
talent doesn't tend -to have an effect on commercial products for 4
to 8 years into the future.

So you have a lag there. And the same in some sense investment
effects are lagged as well So my view is that the effects that high
military spending had on diverting research and development
talent, diverting technological capabilities and investments in the
1960's tended to result in effects that were not seen for a few years.

What -I_ would postulate is that there is a lagging of effect be-
tween the time in which the resources are diverted and the actual
time that you see the impact occur.

We tried to wash out some of those effects by looking at the rela-
tionship over time and cross nations, because we think that that is
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a bette4 way of trying to get an indication of whether or not there
is a relationship.

Because it is very hard to ,iort these variables out, and, we were
able to look at cross-nationally, say, if over an extended period of
time you have high milithxy spending, does that affect the produc-
tivity relationship?

We did try to do, as well as just simple correlations, we tried to
do some regression analysis where we adjusted for other factors in
the economy, such as the growth in the labor supply and, the ma-
turity of a nation. There still seems to be some indication that
during the 1960's military spending m nations with higher military
spending, there tended to be lower productivity growth:

So my view is that you have to look at it over time to really be
able to get a sense of-the effect of these problems that I have men-
tioned on productivity growth:

Mr. CLARK. That isn't here; the = additional findings over time
Mr. DEGRASSE. Well, I am trying to think of whether or nqt I

can---
Mr. CLARK. Maybe you could send it to us.
Mr. DEGRASSE. L am trying to think- quickly about where you

might be able to find the discussion of that within the paper. I
think implicitly that is the way we designed the research. I think
that that was the approach that we took, looking at it from that
perspect ive.

What I have done, I guess, is basically elucidate on what I
thought was implicit in the research; the design that was discussed
in the testimony.

Mr: AsPiN: Thank you very; very much for very interesting testi-
mony.

Mr: DEGRASSE. Thank you for the opportunity \to be here.
Mr. ASPIN. Our next witness this morning is Seymour Melman:

We welcome a gentleman with whom I have been on the platform
fora long time He has been writing, thinking,\and lecturing on
this subject for a long, long time He is a man who really is a very
great expert in the fieldSeymour Melman, professor of industrial
engineering at Columbia. He has written several bOoks, and I guess
a new book has just come out Is that-right?

Mr. MELMAN. It is called "Profits Without Production."
Mr. AsPni. It sounds like what we are talking ahout. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF SEYMOUR MELMAN, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT
OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH;
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Mr. MELMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have submitted a statement enti-

tled "The Economic Cost of a Permanent War Economy." I ask you
to accept that for the record.

Mr. ASPIN. Yes, Without objection.
Mr. MELMAN. My testimony here will emphasize certain key as-

pects of that statement and they will be elaborated in some re-
spects.

A 3-1. ,scent annual increase in output per person in the manu-
facturin6 industriesthat is an increase of manufacturing produc-
tivity so measuredwas long taken for granted, as though it were
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a natural condition of American society. Economists and others
Were thus unprepared, by schooling or experience; to cope with the
1965-80 figures for the average annual _rise of productivity per
man-hour in manufacturing_ For the United States, 2 percent; for
West Germany, 5.2 percent; for Japan, 8.1 perceilt.

This is not to say that economists and others have been unaware
of the importance of productivity levels and their rates of change:
Output per man-hour has long been known to set a definite limit to
the ability of a society to support with goods and services a given
standard of living:

AlSe, the rate of increase in productivity has been a key factor in
the historic ability of U.S. firms to absorb increases in- wages and
Other costs. It enabled them to -pay the world-'s high,-,st wages for
manufacturing occupations until 1975, while Produch,g goods that
Were competitive in American and other markets:

In this analysis, I will dwell on long7term rather than short-term
effects, especially with reference to the manufacturing industries.
By long term, I mean the effects:that derive from changes in pro-
duction methods; as in plant and equipment. These are the endur7
ing sources of major change in output per man hour, as against
such fluctuating factors as morale; various conditions of the work:.
place, terms of collective bargaining and the like. The progressive
introduction of new manufacturing equipment to replace leSS
mechanized, less productive equipment, has been the sustaining
and durable source of productivity growth.

It is possible to define a set of factors which; at the plant level; at
the point of production of a manufacturing firm clearly control the
growth of productivity.

It is important for this discussion that these factors were defined
independently_of the present subject matter; the present interest in
productivity Thus, in two books"Dynamic Factors in Industrial
Productivity" 1956 and "Decisionmaking and Productivity" 1958I
analyzed the controlling factors behind the major changes of pro-
ductivity and the differences in productivity among manufacturing
industries of major countries. Those analyses revealed the follow-
ing factors as the ones that clearly spur productivity growth.

First, the presence of cost minimizing as a pervasive pattern
within machinery producing industries. That means that the man-
agements of machinery producing industries operate internally in
a way to offset their cost increases by improving their productivity;
When that pattern of operation prevails throughout the machinery
producing industries, their product namely, new machinery is
made available it prices which rise through time at a dramatically
slower rate than the increase, for example, in the wages of indus-
trial workers.

Hence, for the users of machinery, the price of new equipment
appears progressively more attractive by comparison' with the
wages of labor;

A second factOr is cost minimizing among the machinery users.
As they attempt to meet cost increases by mechanizing their work,
they automatically improve productivity.

Here I must emphasize that improvement of productivity ap-
pears nowhere in the profit and lass statement whose bottom line
is treated as holy writ in the tradition of business enterprise and in
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our schools of business. Productivity increase has, therefore, been a
derived effect of the cost minimizing strategies of manufacturing
managementsthe better, of course, to maximize profit.

A third factor, resulting from pervasive cost minimizing; is that
the wages of labor have tended to rise more rapidly than prices of
machinery. That was a sustaining pattern during the very impor-
tant century, 1865-1965.

A jburth factor is the availability of finance capital at modest in-
terest ratesby that I mean no higher than 5 to 6 percent.

Fifth is the _pursuit of research and development, not only into
product, but especially into rnanufacturinernethods. Here it is im:
portant to notice that high levels of research and development ex-
penditures do not necessarilyyield major increments in productiv-
ity. To achieve that end R&D must pay substantial attention to
production methods.

The sixth point is the operation of a stable production system.
Here stable means that in a statistical sense output is so operated
as to vary within predictable and acceptable limits, A manufactur-
ing plant or a shop or a whole system is stable when the variation
in its output rate remains within those predictable liinits.

Stable production limits the effect of all f ctors that interfere
with the steady flow of work. As this interferen e is eliminated, the
Average level of output automatically increases.,Hence the produc-
tivity of labor and the productivity of capital improve as"an auto=
matic result of the stabilization of output.

The seventh point: The presence of managements oriented tbpro-
duction. In the history of industrial capitalism _a basic premise has
been that wealth is not produced in the form of money; but in the
form of real goods, real output. In that review money is only a
Symbol nnployed for convenience of exchange and other purposes;
of increased wealth.

That classic assumption, which is of course found embedded in
the works of great economists, ranging from Adam Smith to Karl
Marx, is strongly modified in our time as our schools of business
have emphasized the making of money without the necessity to
make goods.

I cited in a recent book the case of a former student who finished
a_ long career as general manager of a major east coast shipyard.
He was succeeded by a man who on arriving in office, circulated a
letter prepared for him by a series of bright MBA graduates. Its
operative statement as 'And I remind you all that we are not
here to make ships; we are here to make money:'

As long as management was dedicated to making shipsor steel
or cars or radios or clothestheir orientation focused attention on
productive investment.

A final point. All these factors require the presence of a compe-
tent infrastructuremeaning as ordinf rily underStood, the Suffi:
cient availability in the wider rty:n,,,,unity of power, transportation,
communications and allied supportive facilities, including housing
and education.

I will refer back to certain of these factors in the latter part of
this statement.

I want now to turn to a third consideration, the economic charac-
teristics of a military budget that afe significant for their effect on

Y
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productivity. The first of these is that military goods and services
produce_ nothing useful for consumption or for further production.
'Fhis point req_uires us to examine a fundamental consideration in
our understanding of_ecorr)my

Economists normally undo rstand an economic good or an eco-
nomic product to be anything that has a price. It should be noted
that that way .!.nfining an economic profit _does not derive from
some divine 2.;/.11 or _temporal law. It is Wholly man-made.
Other modes of uncerstanding_an economic good are entirely feasi-
ble; Thus; it is possible to understand economic goods as products
and services that are serviceable for consumption as ordinarily un-
derstood or_are useful for furtherproduction.

In order to appreciate the consequences of a military economy; it
is crucial to this latter mode of understanding an-economic
good; for then one sees immediately that both the broad and the
detailed consequences of military production of all classes have spe-
cial effects for productivity and; by implication; for employment
and economic growth.

On a macro basis; the cost_ to a whole community of military ac-
tivity is threefold. First are the resources directly consumed by mil-
iLtry enterprise. We might consider the military budget as a money
valued approximation of that- expenditure: -A second; social cost;
and it is only a social cost; is the quantity of goods and services for
consumption and for further production that. are foregone when re-
sources are_ used fbr this unique set of activitieswhich unlike the
others -yield no use value for consumption or further-production. It
is as though by the criterion of economic good that denotes useful-
ness for consumption or for further production; there is no product
in the case of military_ production.

That absent_ product can be given a money value for estimating
purposes equ:il to the money value of the resources that were the
inputs for thL military_ enterprise. And there is a third cost to the
whole society, and that is the absence of marginal productivity of
capital.

In the case of products that can be used for further production;
there has historically been a pattern of gradual improvement in
the efficiency _of mechanisms and their mode of use. nd that has_,
therefbre, yielded increments of productivity of labor, increments
of productivity of capital. But as the product or military economy
does not yield usefulness for further production; that marginal pro-
ductivity of capital effect cannot derive from the militay produc-
tion. Thus, a nuclear powered su!Anarine or a modern fighter plane
is a technological masterpiece, but neither can be used for further
production:

And a second consideration, following from t ihis_ first one, is that
the zictivity carried on for the military enterprise is not -an average
slice of all goods and services. It is not an average slice for two rea-
sons: first._ the absence of those consumption and production use
values, and, second, the resources which; taken. together; are set in
motion by a military_ budget constitute a capital fund, a military
budget is _a capital fund:

By capital_ _I mean production resources and by capital fund, I
mean the ordinary understanding of capital in an industrial enter-
prise where there is fixed and working capital. Fixed capital de-
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notes the money value of land, buildings, and equi_pment and the
working capital denotes the money value of all the other resources;
including manpower, raw materials and the like that are required
to set the enterprise into productive motion:

Accordingly, a comparison of the military budget to the GNP haS
the interesting effect or blurring one's understanding of the mean-
ing of the military budget as a capital fund that preempts produc-
tion type resources that are vital for all nommilitary production:

The GNP denotes the net money value of all goods and services
of whatever kind that are produced in a given period: The GNP is
a helpful category for analyses of money flows with the economy
apart from the presence or absence_ of 'consumption or production
use values among the price values of goods and swvices.

Furthermore; the military numerator as compared to the GNP
denominator, is not an average slice out of the GNP. It is uniquely
a set of resources which; taken together, have the quality of capital
resources for production. Therefore, the ratio of military to GNP,
which ice, widely used by our economists, tends to conceal more than
it revcals. It is characteristically a small numberrecently it has
been given as 5 percent of the GNP; at present it is 7 percent.
Note, however, that there is an error of estimate in these calcula-
tions of GNP which; however small, is appreciable as part of 5 per-
cent.

Furthermore, denoting the military to GNP ratio as 5 ot 7 per-
cent has led a number of anal3sts to conclusions similar to tit -,se of
Leslie Gelb in a study he prepared for the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. Mr. Gelb concluded that the military budget
increases planned by the Reagan administration, since they would
ctdd about 11/2 percent to the ratio of military to GNP; were more a
matter of political taste than of economic choice. .How could serious
people fly into a grevt flurry over a mere 11/2 percent of this enor-
nious; multitrillion total of the GNP?

For all these reasons, I would call attention to another way of
appreciating the magnitude of the military budget. View it as a
capital fund, then compare it to a civilian capital fund, and we in-
troduce an interesting category that lends itself to my purpose. It
is called the Gross Domestic Fixed Capita' Formation, a statistic or-
dinarily included in national income accounts and compiled for
many countries by a section of the United Nations. It provides us
with what I think is a highIy_ informative comparison; namely, the
number of dollars expended for military capital for every $100 ex-
pended for new civilian capital in a series of countries. The last
available data are for 1979.

In the United States; I estimate that for every $100 of gross fixed
capital formation we expended $33 separately for the military. In
the United Kingdom it was saz; France, $26; Sweden, $23; West
Germany, $20; and Japan, $3.7. The difference is sharp between the
United States and the Western Europeancontinentaleconomies;
between the United States and Japan it is really dramatic. And
that difference in the use of capital resources goes far to account
not only for the high productivity growth in those countries, as
compared to the United :Mates, but to the quality of the industrial
plant and equipment that emerges in those societies, and their abil-
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ity_in the last decade_ to produce a rapid flow of high quality;_ mod-
estly priced industrial goods, consumer goods, and capital goods.

I presume that in this chamber there would be a special interest
in the ratio for the U.S.S.R. Unfortunately, the statistical data
available from the U:S_S:R: are not homogeneous with those of the
countries of the West. I-havei however,prepared an estimate which
I am prepared_ to stand-by until the Soviets themselves publish_ap-
propriate official data My judgment is that in 1979 for every $100
of civilian new capital _formation in the Soviet Union; they expend-
ed_$66 worth on the military.

in this c_ormection; I call_ attention to a forecast for the
United States which I regard as of fundamental importance for the
purposes of_this hearing:

We now nave a formai estimate of the military budget planned
for 19S8. By extrapolating from-previous data; I have made an esti-
mate of the gross fixed capital formation that might be expected in
that year and it leads me to believe that in 1988; the United_States;
given present plans and previous record i will be expending for
every $100 of civilian fixed capital formation; $87 on behalf of the
military enterprise.

Taking note of that development, I now find it necessary to con-
clude that inasmuch as the Pentagon has been granted major in-
creased control over capital resources during the- 1980s; the prog-
nosis for industrial productivity; and for industrial competence gen-
erally in the United States, is somber.

I turn now to a further way in which the military enterprise has
m-'jor effect on productivity, and that is through the decision

process; or what is sometimes called the microeconomyi that pre-
vails in the military enterprisc.. By the military enterprise; I mean
an organization that -xtends from the central administrative office
in the Pentagon dow i to and including the 37;000 firms that are
prime_ contractors for the U.S. Department of Defense.

As I roted earlier, the practice of cost minimizing played_a cm,
ciaL an indispensable role in_the_productivity process of the United
States during the century 1865-1965. It is therefore; of greatest im-
portance thrit on all aval(131e evidence the microeconomy prevail-
ing within the military enterprise of the United States is that of
cost maximizing; coupled with subsidy maximizing.

This is not the result of explicit intent: There is no banner across
the entrance in the Pentagon or the gates of any military industri-
al firm bearing the motto "Thou shalt maximize cost:" _Rather;. as
we learned in detail. from the recent evidence made public on the
cost of military spare parts,_ what seemedto be outrageous in-
creases in prices derive from the normal application of the account-
ing rules and procedures recommended. by the Department of_De-
fense; the Armed Services Procurement Regulations and the host
of allied_ manuals and standards that specify accounting and relat-
ed. _practice.-

This has profound importance for the whole _industrial system.
For the practice of cost maximizingit is not called that in fact, it
is not designated; but__it_ is there and the term describes the proce-
dure- .the presence of that cost maximizing in so many firms, in-
cluding those often cited by parties in the U.S. Government as

'21. 791 11)
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models for the rest of the system; has the effect of pressing the
manufacturing system as a whole away from cost minimizing.

Indeed, a detailed study by Dr. Byung Hong, entitled "Inflation
Under_ Cost Pass-Along Management," Praeger Publishers, 1979
identifies the mechanism by which the pressure to move away from
cost minimizing has led-to a -new model for operating manufactur-
ing enterprise in the United States. It is the practice of passing
along cost increases to price rather than the traditional attempt,
by internal means of every sort, to raise productivity in the firm
thus offsetting cost increases and m'nimizing price increases. The
Department of Defense has played a crucial role iii effecting this
change.

My fifth point here is to note the effect§ of military economy on
productivity growth. I select from among the factors that I identi-
fied earlier as spurring productivity groWth four in particular. One
is the rising cost of labor in relation to machinery; There is clear
evidence that that classic pattern has ceased to exist in crucial
areas of the U.S. industrial system. Thus I found, noted in the ear-
ner work; "Dynamic Factors in Industrial Productivity," that for
the period 1947 -50 -wages of labor rose more rapidly than prices of
the crucially important machine tools, the class of equipment used
throughout manufacturing industries.

Later studies indicated that until the mid-1960's; the rate of
average hourly earning increase and the rate of increase in prices
of machine tools tended to be about the same;_looked, indeed; like a
cost pass-along pattern. However, by the 1970's the relationship
had been transformed. From 1971 to 1978; average hourly earnings
in the manufacturing industries, that is of production workers, rose
72 percent in the United States, while machine tool prices rose 85
percent

The consequences were far reaching. There was G rithdrav,'al of
incentive for purchase and replacement of machin. 's, and by
1977, the United States had the oldest stock of meta' +,orking ma-
chinery of any industrialized country in the world. The productiv-
ity consequences of that obsolescence are necessarily negative.

It is noteworthy that during that same period; 1971,78, wages in
West Germany also rose 72 percent, but machine tool prices there
rose only 59 percent. Hence, there was some substantial incentive
to _users of metal-working machinery to acquire new equipment.

In the case o- the situation is yet more striki:Ig. From
1971 to 1978; average hourly earnings in manufacturing rose 177
percent, and the _prices of machine tools produced in Japan rose 51
percent. That is precisely the historic pattern which in the United
States encouraged the purchase of new _production equipment and
thereby automatically spurred the growth of productivity. That
process has now been checked.

Consider next the factor of financethat is the avaiability of
new finance capital at a modest interest rate.

For sheer quantity, it is striking that in every year from 1952 to
the present day; the budget of the Department of Defense, E capital
fund, exceeded the total net profits of all U.S. corporations; includ-
ing the ones serving the Department of Defense; Hence; in terms of
quantity of finance capital, the Department of Defense has had by
far the larger amount.
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I turn then to the matter of R&D, where it is_interesting to com-
pare the engineers and scientists functioning in an economy per
10,000 persons in the labor force. That ratio is perhaps a better cat-
egory than engineers and scientists engaged _in iesearch and devel-
opment, because the broader group includes those engaged in de-
SliTning and operating the manufacturin_g processes, production en-

erS, or Scientists seeking solutions to important production
problems.

So, number of engineers and scientists, per 10;000 of the_ labor
force in 1965 showed the following: In the United States, 64.1; in
Japan, 24.6; and in West Germany;

13y 1977, these reiationships had been transformed. For that
c.ebt, I ez imated the number of engineers and scientists in civilian
activity per 10,000 in the labor force. And the result is the follow
iiig: United States; 38; Germany; 40; Japan; 50, That is not to say
that the United States did_ not have at that time a' larger gross
number of engineers and scientists functioning in the society, but
the intensity of their use on behalf of the civilian economy was
substantially_ less_ than in the case of Japan; somewhat lesS than in
t he case of West Germany.

It is also_important to see the way in which research engineers
and Scientific talent have been available to and used in military as
against the civilian parts of the manufacturing industry. TIMS, in
1970I regret_ it is the last year of available datathe_military
serving manufacturing industries employed an average of 7.4 Scien:
tists and engineers in research and development for every 100
production workers: For the civilian serving industry; which is the
larger part of manufacturing, the percentage- was_l percent:

_I am aware that especially starting with the 1960's,_an energetic
effort has been, made first by NASA, then by the Department of
Defense; and then by both; to urge upon the American community
the idea that there has been- a spinoff from -the research and devel-
opment undertaken on behalf of the- general military and space en-
terprise, or funded by them, and that _this spinoff was an important
factor in justifying_the continuance- of their control over and dispo-
sition of large R&D- resources. Therefore; I call attention to the fact
that an inquiry undertaken_ for the Commerce Department into the
possible percentage of spinoff from military research expenditures
has found that perhaps -5 percent but not more than 10 percent of
spinoff may have resulted from each military research dollar._

In the Matter of infrastructure I call your attention to_the con-
clusion independently reached by the Council of State Planning
AgehcieS in 1981 when it published -a study called "America in
Ruins;" a title which to my knowledge has not heretOfore been
used in our country. The lead text of that report stated:

Amerkit's public facilities are wearing out faster than they are being replaced.
The maintenance of public facilities essential to national _eco_nornic renewal has
been deferred Rep l -ernent of obsolescent public works_ has been postponed. New
oiniStriittiati has been cancelled: The deterioratml_condition of_ basic facilities that
underpin the economy will prove a critical bottleneck to national economic renewal
during' this decade unless we can find ways to finance public works.

ThiS larger concLision covers myriad detail of collapsing bridges,
burst water mains, unclean water supplies, incompetent sewage
disposal systems. closed libraries; underfunded public schools, pot-
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holed city streets; a railroad system in shambles that have come to
characterize the infrastructure of American communities.

That is not a competent infrastructure to underpin or support a
manufacturing system that, in terms of productivity; in terms of
cost and price competition;_is part of_the modern world;

I further call attention in point 6 of my prepared statement to
the limits on civilian economy and_ productivity _that- derive from
concentration of capital on the military enterprise. There I have
made _available _a _ reprint of an_ article that I wrote for the New
York Times of July 26, 1981, titled "Looting the Means of Produc-
tion:.

The article shows three columns of data; the first identifies a
military item; hence; a capital_ item The- second column identifies
its approximate money cost. The third column identifies a civilian
capital item of approximately equal money cost.

Seven percent of military outlays from fiscal year 1981 to 1988
would amount t,, 1:100 billion; That would be the cost of so rehabili-
tating the U.S i industry that it would be;again the most effi-
cient in the We

The cost overruns to 1981 on the Navy's Trident and Air Force's
F-16 programs jointly amount to -$33 billion; that is equivalent to
the money that would be needed to rehabilitate and reconstruct
orie_out of five _U.S; bridges.

The Navy's F-18 fighter _program estimated recently to_cost $34
billion; would be the price for modernizing America's machine tool
stock to bring it to the average levelmeaning the average ageof
Japan's machine- tool st

The MX missile system's estimated first cost _is $34 billion; and
that is what it would take for a comprehensive 10-year energy effi-
ciency effort to save 25 percent to 50 percent_ of U.S. oil imports.

The cost overrun -to 1981 on the Navy's F-18 aircraft program,
$26.4 billion, would be the cost of _electrifying 55,000 miles of-main
line_ railroads and the cost of new locomotives as well.

The implication of these comparisons is this: An economy that
opts for column_ 1hence the military capital listis necessarily
unable to have the civilian capital list.

The question often raised is the feasibility of enlarging civilian
productive investment by reduction of civilian consumption. u-
merous articles and certain monographs have supported this possi-
bility on the basis of analyses of money flows in the conventional
national income categories. -;I_put it to you that it is an unrealistic proposal; that it implies a
transferability of resources.that does not exist. Thus, a reduction in
the number of employees in Pittsburgh's fast food shops; brokerage
firms; banks; real estate Dffices; would yield not the slightest gain
of capital r-rources, not even working personnel; competent to
reinstitute class production methods -in the now - decayed steel
mills arou:.,.: Pittsbu!gh. Resources constituting capital are stated
in money terms for convenience of count ; -of aggregation; But it is
misleading, utterly illusory, to suppose that the money category
used for capital resonrces;_as for consumer goods; implies thereby
the transferability of the physical resources from consumer to capi-
tal goods.
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Seven; I call iittention here to th:! direction of' effect of military
economy on productivity. With respect to the list of factors that. I
identified_ ezirlier as spurring productivity growth, the evidence in
hand i., that the sustained operation of a_military economy. has a
negzitive effect in every instance. Hence, it necessarily must have
negative effect on productivity growth: .

I not the consequences for industrial competence and
for employment: In a recent_volume titled ."Profitr, Without Prolitc-
t ion, I presented on page 200, the percentage of U.S. consumpin
produced abroad in several important classes of goods. These detz,
are fbr 1979-80 and zie consistently understated in each in-tarice
where the data are less than 100 percent,

SO, 27 percent of the automobiles purchased tu the United State;
were producedabrozid; 25 percent of the machine tools; 15 percent
of the steel mill products; 87_ percent of -black _and white TV sets;_ 47
percent of czilculziting_ machineshzindheld; perteat
in, machines desk. top and _printing; _22._percent_ of awave
ran ges and ovens; 16,percent of communications and equipment; :35
percent _o integrated microcircuits; 24 percent of X-ray and other
irrzulizition equipment; 74 percent of motion picture cameras; 51
percent_ of sewing machinesdomestic. That last figure was for

it's now 100 percent.
Tape_ recorders and dictation machinesoffice type 100 percent;

zippziel 20 percent; leather gloves :37 percent;, footwear non-
rubber-15 percent. The meaning of these percents of U.S. con-
sump of imported goods is th it they incur approxinrately the
same -..entag_e_ reductions in employment opportunity in those in-
dust, a the United States.

C. :ent visits to Pittsburg_h I feat ned that in 1980 the United
Sta Corp. employed '38;000 steel..7orkers in .that area; it
198:1 they omPloy-?d 8,000. The New Y,srk Times of December 5,
198:3; 1:ontained ...1nouncement_ that United States Steel Corp.
V. i' planning_ a fori_ner series of plant r 'Lictlons, that other_ steel-
producing firms had similar plans and that the result_ would be an-
other 10 percent reduction in the capacity of U.S. steel_ output:

The tis.. Is distressing; the numbers are large; and they refer not
.--1(71tempu..:ry recession unemployment; but_ to permanent _unem-
ployment. the ...onsequence of closing and dis.aantling production
facilities.

In:zill of this have not attempted to suggest that the conditions
of the military economy __and_ its _normal functioning are sole
sources of pressure for diminished productivity growth in the
Urfted Stat(s. - in "Profits Without Production," I gave
elaborate attention to the changes in the chat actor of management
that have become _c_conomywide and whirh have a very importai./
'.oaring on the problem.

T3ut it is crucial fbr this discussion that the eficcts from the mili-
tary ecoromy are negative with respect to each element that tradi-
tionally enhanced _productiv'ty..

It is not poc-ible from this analysis ca state what proportion of
lie decline n rate of productivity growtil is traceable -to the

ciry, but it is utterly clear that the military have made a decisive
contribution to that process through the withdrawal of capital and
throagh the negative effect on the series of (*.Li:2r factors that had

85
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once spurred productivity growth in the manufacturing industries
of the United States._

Thank you _for your attention to these remarks, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you, Professor Me Invni.
[Testimony resumes on p: 9_94 - _

The prepared -statement of Mr. Melman followsl

PrF:rAtO-..) STATEMENT or SEYMOUR IVIELMAN

1. Since production the source of wealth; and since

a community must proGuce in order to live, the most fundaMental

economic consequence of a permanent wai economy is its effeOt

on production capability. A permanent war economy is an

economy in which military activity in a major and continuing

activity. while the military product is cot.'nted as an ordinary

part of the economic product of the society.

2. The history of industrial capitLlism in the United

States; as Inewhere, has included grave problems of instabil-

ity; a succession of expansions and contrac.cn.s in economic

TheSe crises of ecOnomy, however. have charaCieris-

tically been crises Of the financial nuperitructse :If the

system, inditiding problems of investment financing or adequacy

of demand for either consumer Cr durable goods; During tne

long history of American industrial capitaftsm the production

competence of U.S. industry as never been at issue. Even during
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the Great nei,ressi.n their war
no-nuggentiOn that the means of

production Other than gully competent to produce goods of

acceptable qualify and price.

During the 1980s; however, the technical-e,onomic compe-

tence of American indUstry has become a focal point of Jefect

as numerous manufa6fUring
industries become progressively in-

capable of producing goods at quality and price to be accept-

able even in the V.S. domettie market.

3. Efficiency in production; defined most crucially by

productivityaverage output per person employed - -is clonely

affected by the quality and quantity of resources (capital)

that are available for production, and by the decision criter-

ia tha.7 control their use. AccordinglY, I have attempted to

summarize here three principal aspects of the impact of a penaa-

nen% war economy on production capability: first, capital re-

sou.-ces used for the r!.litary economy: second; the effect of a

permanent war economy on productivity: and third, the effect

of the permanent Or economy on tech,dcal-economic competence.

4. tal resources used for ,rdlita-budgets_ In ordi-

nary industrial management usage; ce-ital is c .,nventionally

understood as composed of "fied" and "working" capital.' The

"fixed" component includes land, buildings and Machine-, The
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'werkinq capital' component comprises the tools, fuel, raw Ma-

terial; purchased components, and working hours of every sort

required to conduct production or. a sustained basis- hil4tary

budneta arc important in relation to fixed and work-ingc-api-tra

because a modern miV.t-arY budget Sets in motion precisely the

sorts of -rtsources ordinarily understood as the capital of

modern industry. A modern military budget is capital fund.

From 1946 to 1980 the Department of Defense budgets to-

talled $2,001 billion. The planned DOD budgets from 1981 to

1986 are $1,600 billion. One way of appreciating the

of resources involved here is to compare the num of military

budgets: $3;601 billion from 1946 to 1986, .,'th the money value

Of the rel,redueible national wealth of the yhited States (as

of 1975); $4;302 billion. This latter sum refers to the money

value of everything man -made on the surface or. the United States,

all rt.ructures, machinery, PUblic and privrte busi-

ness and personal inventories- The money val 3r of tFua land is

not included here. The sum of military budgetp ,,u46-:1986 is a

quantity of resources amounting to about 83 percent of the es-

timated money value of everything man-'made on the surface of

the United Staten. Stated differently, the military budgets

have preempted resoorces approximately equivalent to those re-

quired for reneWin,? the Iargei .i,art of what man has wrought in
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the U.S. in terms of physical facilities and tangible goods of

all sorts.

Another way of appreciating the size and effects of U.S.

Mary budgets is by comparing the military budgets of the

United States and other countries with some indidatOr of major

new Capital resources in an economy. For this purf,,se we can

contrast the military budgets of a single year with the 7rOss

filed capital formation achieved by economies during the same

period. The tatter category is a measure of all new civilian

(private And pubiit) structures mnchinery er eguipmerCc added

to en economy during a given year.

For 1979 (last yeat Of available data compiled by the U.15.)

observe that for every $100 of gross fixed oapital formatie-
(

in the Cited Stntes, $33 was separately expended for military

purposes. The ratios of militaiy spend,r;g for ezv::h $100 of new

fixed capital formation were

U.K. 32 (W) Germany 20

France 26 37Japan

.seder.de 23 (66-11v. estimate;
no Z'

Wat:;in the A' -;ran eti-inomy access to capital resources ir

limited for:industrial managements by their ability to wield

fiianc C-apitai, the money representation of produ.ztion resources.

we are :lidebted to PreSident Eisenhower for calling t.ttention,.
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in hie Farewell Address of January 17; 1961, to the fact that

"WC annually spend on' military security More than the net In

d.oSie of all U.S. corporations."
AFroM 1951 to that date the

annrall budget of the Department of Defen6e had.,each year, ex-

ceeded the :net profits of all; corporations. That has continued

from 1961 to 1981. Hence; the federal managers of the U.S.

military economy have wielded; for thirty years, ihe larrjeat

Jingle t'nck of finance carital rescurces in the American eco-

nomy.

5. This concentration of capital resources in behalf of

milii,nry economy necessarily limit:: their
avalability for ci-

Villas economic purposes of every sort. Two conditions_ control

Ehit effect. The first is a limita.:ion conferred by nature it-

self: materials or ene-gy used ir one place cannot; at the same

tine, b. 0IiIable at another place. A se on de-

rives from -tne_eharadter of the products Driamyi

whatever other usefiulness may be assi.7 ,06 militaryprc-

ducts do not-add to the ordinary goods and sei._ces-o4,-conorimption

or to capabil:.ty 1. further production.

The consequence for capital availability for civilian use

is illustrated in the accompanying artidIe "booting the Means ,f

rrodUction" that first appeared in The New York Times on July 26.
. _

1981. The first column of the illustrative materials of this.
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ticIe identifins. p:irticu.: military programs. The second column

notes all or part tf their cost as of mid-1981; The third column

identifies industrial ftcilities, or supportinc infrastructure fa-

cilit es, of equivalent mon.':y value, that iv, requiring equiva-

lent capital resources.

The'use of capital resources for the military projects de-

fined in colymn 1 precludes the possibility of constructing the

Indust:lc' and allied plant and equipment' identified in column

6. The eftett of a permsnent war econ,,, productivity.

For a zentury prior to thE mid-19605, industrial Output per per-

son employed in U.S. manufactu,:ing industry tended to increase at

about 3 percent a ye2r. This was a direct conseqe,nce of the cue -

Tined use of industrial -capital to increasingly mechanize Indus-

t..al work. So long-enduling leas this pattern th-t a 3 percent

:-ate of industrial productivity grow:-h came to be identified as

virtually inherent in American economy. By 1965 this conCition

was transfOrmed. Here are the average annual zz.es of Pro.ucti-

vIty growtk thereafter:

1965-70 2.1 percent

1970-75 1.8 percent

1975-' ' 1.7 percel,t

These were not or.'_ the lowest annual rates of 7iroductivity

growth recorded for American manufacturing but also the lowest

.f productivity growth in any major industrialized country
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for which data are available.
Here is the comparison of average

annual rates of growth in manufacturing industry productivity

from 1965 to 1975 in the following countries:
1970-75 1965 -70

Belgium 8.2 6.8

Canada 3:0 3.5

France 3.4 6.6

Germany 5.4 5.3

Italy 6.0 5.1

japan 5.4 14.2

Netherlands 5.8 8:5

Sweden 4.4 7.9

SwitzerIand 3.5 6.2

United Kingdom 3.0 3.0

UnitedStates 1.8 2.1

We have already accounted fdi- the fact that in Japan and

Cermany an contrasted with the
United States, capital resources

have been used with emphasis for economic use. The

hd declininc: rates of MI.
pruithztivity at( a direct reflec-

tion of the leSSenec use of capital fuz the mechanization and

other modernizotioh Of ihdustnial work.

7. The-4e,-.2-sul, ':.ate of anhcal producvity growth in

U.S. industry has-n-l-sla--Tu.:_en_ vitally iflacted-b,ADie Changed

character of the decision rules_olm:rning
the mechehitetiOn of

work. While tiatis, factors surelY
son empl,yedaffect output per per
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in industrylconsiderable evidence supports the under,

that avermge output per person is most directly r.::

the degree of mechanizatic-i of work and the acco,. organi-

zation of production.

The OeOhar, of work in U.S. industry had long been

governed by thi -nq effort of U.S. industrial ::augers

to minimize th , of production, the better to maximize

profit. In the c to minimize production costs; U.S. indus-

tri'1 managers typically had the opportunity to replace direct

manual effort by machine production. This re?IaceMeh was spurred

by the fact that priers of maehinery had long tended to rise at a

lesser rate than wages of labor. This important effect was ob-

tained as the Manz..ers of U.S. machinerY-producing industries

themscl,es strove to MiniMize their costs. Thus as these mana-

gers responded to increasing costs, like w.ges of lebori with ef-

forts to off3et them by improving their own efficiency; they iwere

able to offset all or part of the cost increase. Therefore they

did not have-tu increms-c-Pricea-of their mae.,.neryproducts to

the same decree as the ..rages of thrice workers. For the users of

machinery; th1 meant a sustained pattern crf-advantage in shift-

ing fro-; ManhaI to machine performance of work.-The-coneegutnce

seautomatic in:realise in productivity per person ma,ufa,tw:ihg.

Nona of this is to sp7, that other factor!: not affect prodoo-

tibh competence or piz,dootivity. Thr.se include the training,
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morale, work competence and work traditions of the labor

the presence of a long-term. as against a short-term, planning

tradition among managers, the readine., of managers to invest in

doMeStiC industry rather than to seal- investments abroad- -and

other factore- -are surely involved. ncwever, studies in many

industrieS and work;operations have shown thht major productivity

------
chafige a6 the direct effect of the mechanization Of work. Jri

turn controlledin cost-minimiiing fit-meby the relZ=IVe cost
______(shiLimmediately associated variables)

of labor to Meidhinery. This factoi.has been shown to account

for ab 'Or 73 porceut of the Obttkved variability in industrial

prod,cC.vity among major tountrieS dtitin the-first half of this

ceh.ury. Sec S. Holman, bvnamic FAct3te in Industrial-4.---roduc:

tivitY. John Wiley. 2956.

R; This classic pattern that had induced productivity

growth in V.S; manufacturing was abridged during the 1960s ac the

cost minimizin? mechanism was altered by the institutionalization

of a r,w decision maker, the federal government aud its P-rartment

of Def^nae. functioning as the effect$Ae central aeministrative

office manager.. ,,f,37.000 induiatrial firms or parts of firms (i.e.,

contractors).

The mili.ary establishment develo7e-d a Sustained uniterr

purchasing on a cost-plus basis. Also, the benartmenh of !)efenilv

undei RObett MeNamarr. institutionaliz d a aeries Of praccicms,
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like historical dotting and concurrency in production scheduling

which had the automatic effect Of inducing rapid cost and price

increases for the industrial products produced to their specifi-

cations.

The practice of historical costing has meant: noting the

average price of a product during a period of years, caidUIating

the average trend line for that development, and then extrapolat-

ing that trend to the time when a product would be purchased.

(Engineering costing--comparative at,eysis of alternative designs

And production methods fOr a prodt, to discover the least cost

methodWas eiteltided.) HiStorit! costing became a system for

escalating cost and price.

roncur-rency has meant perfo, .',ng ordinarily successive func-

tions--product development, des:.gn, testing, and production--in

parallel. Thereby low-reliabi?izy products are produced which

require substantial and costly retrofitting.

As these and related methods were made pr-eferred and charac-

teristic diadtIOdS in miIita y- serving industev,thetradi-tion

of -ost-minimizing was displaced man eff:ctive pattern of co.t.-

Imaximizia-c.:. insofar as this penetrated the machinery-producing

industries, the results have inr.luded c,vere etEridgment or termi-

.1ation of the traditional cost-minimizing process.

By the 1970s the results were plain enough. Here are the

e'anges in the hourly earnings of industrial workers com-

95
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pared to changer. in machine-tool prices frOM 3971 to 1978i

Worker Earnings Machine TOO1
per Hour Prices

Un1-ted states +72 +B5

Germany. +72 +59

Japan +177 +51

These crucial data -ernat I.. Germany and in Japan ma-

chine tool p: ,sr less than the wages to industrial

workers. In countries the classic coat incentive favoring

the further mechanization of work continued, with special

strength in the of Japan. The Japanese pattern during the

19700 closelyre-sembl-eAH-the development in the Jnited States

during the first half o-fthi-seentary that had dr..nrredpiet-

tiVity .1rawth.

In the united States; hcy.,evez , the 85 nercent increase in

_

average machine tool prices, eacc.eding the 72 percent rim:- in

worker earnings, marked the :lose of the classic Process that

had induced indUstrial productivity growth in tIn United Stites.

In response to this new pattern that reflected i cent-Maximizing

rather than a cost-minimizing style of managerial decision making.

the users of American machine tools responded as ori' might ex-

pect. They proceeded to purchase fewer new machine tools: and

Of those that they did buy, an'increasing proportion were pE:r-

&haSed outside Of the United States. During the 197Gs t1". metal-
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working induStrien of the United states operated the oldest stock

of metalworking.MaChinery of any industrialitcd country. Dy

1900 25 percent ^f the machine tools purchased in the United Staten

were imported.

9. There hat beeh a further effect of the military economy,

with far-reaching consequences for the viability of civilian pro-

duction in the United States. During the 1960s and 1970s there

has beeh a shift in the position of the United States, notably in

relation to Germany and Japan,
with respect to the number of sci-

entists and engineers serving
civilian indtittry rsr 10,000 in the

labor force. 8Y 1977 the data were as folloWs:

united States

Germany

Japan

38

40

50

This means that, as compared with the United States, a larger pro-

portion of the available population of scientists and engineers

in Germany and Japan, notably the latter, were functioning in the

service of civilian product design and civilian production.

10. Effects on the technicaie-conomic competence of

en. The normal functioning of the American Military

economy has withdrawn technical brains and hands. capital for pro-

duction; and incentive for productivity growth from AmeriCan ci-

ViIieth industry. Unter these conditiOns, it should be no surprise

:19 7'd U 1
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that many American firms become progressively lens able to hold

market position in the face of competition from outside the Uni-
firms

ted Stales( notably tboseAendowed with less imaginative, less

venturesome and less production-oriented management. By 1978-79

U.S. production of many classes of goods had been displaced by

production performed abroad, especially in Western Europe and

the Far East. The following is a sample of commodities with the

indicated proportion of imports as a percent of U.S. consumption

during 1978 -79.

Automobiles

machine tooIs (1980)

Steel mill products

TV pets, black and white

Calculating machines, hand
held

Percentage Of U.S.
Consumption _

Produced Abroad

26:7

24.6

15.4

87

47

Calculating machines, desk
top and printing 39

Microwave ranges and ovens 22

Communications systems and
equipment 16:3

Integrated microcircuits 33:8'

X-ray and other irradiation
equipment 24.3

Motion picture cameras (1977) 74

9
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Sewing machines
51

Tape recorders and dictation
MaChines office type

Bicycles

Apparel

Leather gloved

Footwear (non-rubber)

Flatware

100

22

18.7

37

45

50.1

The percentagei of production once performed in the B.S.

translate directly-Into permanent
loss of prod., c-ti-va-livelihOod

for the people of "cat -industries.

Since the elemental task of
ari\gorioMy, any economy, is to

organize people to work; it is evident that the military economy

of the United Stated is an anti-economy. Independently of inten-

tion, the militarY economy of the U.S. disables thedoMpetences or-

dinarly required for the COnduct of economic life.

II. The military budgets
planned for 1981-1986 will accen-

tuate each Of the causal factors that had produced the decay of

technical-ed6n0Mic competence in many U.S; industries.

12. There are no grounds for supposing that these develop,-

ments can be reversed without a reversal in the causal conditions

which have brought them about.
The capital and technical talent

that have been preempted for the military economy Mutt be con-

verted to civilian use in an orderly conversion process. The

cost-maximizing pattern of- military edbribmy, with its erosion__
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In the long history of industrial capitalism the trade unions

have been accustomed to dealing with employers who organized produc-

tion as a basic way to increase their wealth. But the private em-

ployer, in the American model, has become more interested in 'short-

term profit and mobility of finance capital: hence, making money,

not goods. Meanwhile the state managers have stressed their mili-

tary economy that produces power-wielding instruments - but nothing

that can be used for consumption or further production.

For two centuries we ha'e operated industry under a great

social contract: management was accorded the power of decision and

a large share of the income; in return workers and community

expected managers to organize work; That social contract has been

broken.

It is now left to working people and their trade unions to

devise new ways of organizing work. Therefore trade union organiza-

tion for economic conversion is a vital step in this new direction.

The issues of peace and economy are now joined.
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Mr. /WIN. Let the ask you this, in what sense is the military dif
ferent from other Government spending in the problems you point
Out, particularly of the loss of capital that could otherwise be spent
on_producing goods or helping productivity?

Mr. MELMAN. If you build a dam; for example; you can produce
something with ithydropower,_electricity that can be used for
consumption or for further production.

Mr. ASPIN. Right. Yon say defense is neitherleads to neither
consumption nor_further production.

Mr. MELMAN. That is correct.
Mr. Amt.': Isn't it a form of consumption?
Mr. MELMAN. It is a form of using up.
Mr; ASPIN. Yes, but it is using up for something that society col-

lectively decides that it wants to do. It is defending' the country.
That is something society wants to do. Maybe it is too much, but it
is decision made through the political process to expend a certain
amount of resources toward some end.

Mr. MELMAN. Yes.
Mr. Asptist. In that sense it seems to me to be consumption;
Mr. MELMAN. You are correct in the sense that military servingiictivity,has certain military utility, usefulness. Of course it does; It

has political usefulness; It has military usefulness._To_some persons
it has esthetic_ usefulness. To others even religious usefulness. But
it doesn't have the economic usefulness that_ we ordinarily under-
stand as congininitlon. That is to say, a house to live in clothes to
wear; food to eat; and entertainment to enjOy.

That could_ be inade very concrete, Mr; Chairman. Consider the
Bureau of Labor Statistics listing of items which it measures for
the Consumer Price Index, CPI: That is my consumption list._ Mili=
tory goods and services do not appear on that list. You wouldn't
expect them for -would you?

Mr. ASPIN. What?
Mr. MELmAN:_You wouldn't expect them to.
Mr. AsOir4. No, no; but wouldn't it also beit seems to me it

would be similar to some other kinds of Government spending such
AS, Say, the police department. In what way,isn't spending on the
military similar to the police department? The police department
doesn't appear in the Index either; It is not the sort of thing_you
normally consume, it is not housing, food, Clothing, but it is -some-
thing that people buy through their Government as a form of secu-
rity.

Maybe they are spending too much on police, maybe not enough,
but it seems to me it is a similar expenditure.

Mr; MELMAN The police forces are used for domestic and law
compliance, law enforcement.

The Armed Forces are used _in international competition by
threat Of use or hy actual use to overpower an opponent_and to
impose political will Before World War II the Armed Forces of the
United Statesapart from the war periods themselvesthe Atiried
Forces of the United States took a modest quantity of resources,
however measured: A standing army of 100,000 or 200,000 was
characteristic Of the period.

For the aggregate economy, with military production at a modest
level, there was no issue of major preemption of capital resources,
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with major consequence on the manufacturing system, major conse-
quences on productivity:

That was translormed after the Second World War as the use of
resources for the military enterprise became large and sustained;
hence, the title of my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, The Eco-
nomic Cost of a Permanent War Economy:

By a permanent war economy, I mean an economy in which mili-
tary production is sustained; is large; and is ordinarily treated as
part of the economic end product, as part of the GNP, a treatment
that has obscured the effects of the military economy on the -quan-
tity and quality of capital resources available for civilian industry.

Mr. ASPIN. I understand. The issue of course is its size realtive to
other things.

I am just asking from the standpoint of an economic analysis.
Are there not other Government expenditures which in form are
very much like military expenditures? Maybe they are nowhere
near as large, but it seems to me that---

Mr. MELMAN. If you go to the national parks, we see the park
rangers, don't we?

Mr. ASI'IN. Yes.
Mr. MELMAN. The park rangers are a form of police.
Mr. AsPIN. Yes.
Mr. MELMAN. As we know, the park rangers also have many

other duties, don't they? They look after conservation, look after
the well-being of the conserved area. But this police; like the others
use only minor amounts of capital resources.

The military have some fragment of civilian type activity, The
Coast Guard fishes yachtsmen out of the waters. The Army Corps
of Engineers has a certain number of activities that are supposed
to spur waterway transportation. But those are a trifling part of
the $2,089 billions of military budgets projected from 1981 to 1988,

Mr. AspIN. But the fundamental cost in each of these cases, I
would say, is peace of mind, security; whatever you want to call it.
That is why you buy a police force; that is why you buy an army;
that is why you have a court s3.stem; that is why you have an FBI.

Leaving aside the issue of whether we spend more or less on
these things, it seems to me what we are buying there is essentially
the same thing. It is not what you normally think of as a consumer
good. It is not a house, not clothing, not food. It is not what we
would buy on our own. But it is the sort of thing with that we buy
through collective action of Government, because we feel it fulfills
a need for this kind of stability in our lives and a kind of protec-
tion.

You are protecting yourself with the police department from in-
ternal threats of having your house robbed or being mugged and
other things. Perhaps we are not doing it well, but that is why you
buy the police. In the case of an army, you are buying it for pro-
tecting the country against invasion.

To be sure, police can be misused just as the army can be mis-
used. It can- do a lot more than what- people want it forto protect
them. But basically, a free people decide to buy a police depart-
ment or an FBI or a court system; I would say; for reasons similar
to those for which they decide to buy a military establishment.
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Mr. MELMAN. That is a marvelously optimistic view of the, func-
tions served by the present armed farces:. First; U.S. Armed Forces
cannot deliver defense or, as you called it, protection. There is no
shield in a_ physical sense any longer_ Once nuclear_ weapons
became available in quantity and could be delivered. with diverse
vehicles; idefense ceased as a_ military function as among the nucle-
ar armed states. The only place where defense is left in the name
of the Government department. The main remaining military func-
tion is the ability of U.S. Armed- Forces to coe -rce smaller states,
and support preferred sides in civil warsas in El_ Salvador.

Second, peace of mind? It is precisely because of -the character of
modern weaponry and armed forces that peace of mind has gone
into grave disrepair. Thus; there is not much peace of mind with
respect to the prognosis of nuclear war. The recent experience is
massively supportive of that;

Thus, the display of a modest representation of the facts about
military weapons now in place-4 call the ABC .film "The Day
After" a modest representation or understatementdid not yield
peace of mind in the populace :_ It yielded grave disquiet: Hence; the
traditional assumption about buying security, peace of mind does
not stand.

Mr. ASPIN. But I would contend that I can find ayou have a
rather healthy skepticism about_ the role of _military in a modern
society.1 can find you same constituents in the innercity that have
a very healthy _skepticism about the role of a modern police force
in an industrial society that would make similar statements about
the perversion of the use of a police force.

Mr: MELMAN. Mr. Chairman; I agree.
Mr. AspiN. Right.
Mr. MELMAN. But that doesn't- -take- away_ in the slightest from

the economic consequences that flow from the operation of a con-
tinuing_; massive military economy.

Mr. AspiN. No, it does not; it does not. I thin'- your overall basic
point may be essentially correct about the impu,c_of the size of it. I
wouldn't pick out defense as the only problem, but the size of it
makes it the most important.

Tell me about the spinoffs. What was that? There was a study
you cited about a 5 percent or 10 percent effecta Department of
Commerce study? _

Mr. MELMAN. Yes. In a moment I will have the citation for you.
__ This is dealt_ with in _two places__One; a paper by Dr. _Michael
Boretsky, titled, "Trends in U.S. Technology: A Political Econo-
mist's _View;" in the _Journal of American Scientist; January 1975.
Second, -there is a volume by Granville W. Hough,-titled, _"Technol-
ogy Diffusion," published by Lomand Systems, Mount Airy, Md.,
1975, page 47.

Mr. ASPIN. And the general conclusionswe will look them up.
We_ want to follow the _issue further:

But what they concluded was that in fact there was the spinoff
of=the spinoff was very small; 5 or _10 percent.

Mr. MELMAN. Perhaps 5 percent, but not more than 10.
Mr. ASPIN. When they say _spinoff; what are they referring_ to?
Mr, MELMAN. Civilian usefulness of results of military funded re-

search.
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Mr. ASPIN: As measured by dollars or measured by numbers of
products or what'?

Mr. MELMAN: t believe that was gaged in estimate of dollar mag-
nitude.

Mr. ASPIN; OK; Very interesting. Questions?
Mr. FAZiti. I would like to try one area of questioning: You place

heavy emphasis in terms of reduced rate of productivity increase in
recent yearS on our inability to innovate and to keep the decreas-
ing- cost of machine tools constant with the increasing cost oflabor.

Society today seems to _be focusing on the requirements that
labor accept less for its efforts: We are going through a number -of
very difficult labot,thanagement periods in many of our basic in
dustries, not only in jobs being eliminated but wages being reduced
and benefits being cut back.

Would you comment -on the propensity we seem to have to over-
emphasize the costs of labor in terms of our international competi-
tiverr2ss?

You didn't provide much data along_ those lines, but I am sure
the implications of what you said would lead us to believe that you
think we have vastly overemphasized the comparative costs of
labOr.

Mr: MELMAN. Until 1975, the United States paid the highest
average hourly earnings per production worker in manufacturing
of any country in the world. After 1975, that was transformed as
the countries of Western Europe developed economically and pro-
ceeded to pay progressively higher wages to their industrial work-
ers.

Thus; the hourly full cost to managementsthat means money
and nonwage costs -for industrial workers in 1980 were the follow-
ing among countries; United States, $10_;_ Denmark, $10.44 -; Ger-
Marty, $12.26; Luxembourg, $11,81; _the _ Netherlands; $12.17;
Norway, $11.29; Sweden; $12.51; and Switzerland, $11.15.

In a word, by 1930, the United States became a medium-wage in-
dustrial country.

HOW was it possible, as during the 1950's, for the U:S. auto indus7
try to pay two to three times the wage of Western Europe and, at
the same time produce cars -that were the cheapest in the world
measured in price per pound? How could it pay the highest wages
and produce the least expensive product?

It was possible because of the sustained attention that had been
given in the U.S. auto industry to the mechanization and collateral
organization of work such that the productivity of labor and capi-
tal, was sufficient to offset the U.S. wage;

That is the crucial meaning_ for productivity growth; and for
price competitiveness and for employment; that adheres to_ the clas-
sic pattern of cost Minimizing. Industrial management in the
United States was until about 1965 cost-minimizing in character,
excepting even there the military economy.

I cite the case of wages because it is so widely disdiiSSed and be
cause it plaYS a crucial role, and because the evidence of a whole
industrial century is that Ulf! United States paying the highest
wages in the World by prcdUcing goods that were acceptable in
quality and in price; Nothing has happened in the phySleal uni-
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verse to make it impossible to continue that sort of process. What
has changed is in the social universe, in the economic universe.

The microeconomy of cost minimizing; which stilt occupies an
honored place in every economic textbook I have seen. is in fact
virtually nonexistent except for a scattering of firms -;hat might
comprise 5 percent of the industrial system.

Ask yourself if you could identify a single product which during
the last.decade or so has been reduced in price. Remember it was
once the case that when new products were introduced; they would
typically cost x the first year and then it was x minus something
in successive years. So cost and price reduction were once a charac-
teristic pattern of mass production industry.

In recent years, the only products that can be identified as
ha.ving that character are the hand-held calculator, computerses-
pecially measured in terms of -cost or price per unit of capacity-7
ball pens, and contact lenses. I have been seeking out examples of
any other products; manufactured product; that fell in price. Re-
duced cost and price once was characteristic Of manufactured
goods: I will give you a further example: One of the most important
products of a modern manufacturing industry is electric power. It
is a capital good: It is used everywhere by the rest of the system.

During the first two-thirds of this century the price of electric
power to industrial users in the United States declined year after
year and I mean in current dollars. How was it possible to have
the price of electricity diminish in cost as the input factors wages;
salaries, fuel, machinery, structuresincreased in price? It was
possible because efficiency in the conduct of the production enter-
prise was sufficient to offset all of these cost increases.

The argument made recently and currently that the high wages
of labor and what makes U.S. industry noncompetitive falls before
the Scottish legal verdictnot provenin view of the substantial
weight of evidence to the contrary.

What has happened is something else. The character of industri-
al management has changed. Private managers are hell_ bent to
make money instead of goods as a general characteristic. Their
modal condition has shifted from cost minimizing_to cost pass-
along. The State managers; centered in the White House and the
Pentagon- operate the military economywith its 37,000 firms, very
large budgets, and built-in institutionalized regulationsto maxi-
mize cost and subsidies in the service of their power wielding. That
is visible at every turn.

Mr. ASPIN. Thank you very much: Dr: Melman; we appreciate
your being here. We appreciate your testimony very much.4Thank
your _ -

Mr. MELMAN. You are most welcome.
Mr: ASPIN. The task force will recess until 4 o'clock this after-

noon.

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. ASPIN. We will reconvene our hearings here this afternoon.
We are honored to welcome a very_ important witness this after-
noon. Rudolph Penner, the new Director of the Congressional
Budget Office. We welcome you here; sir.
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Why don't you proceed?

STATEMENT OF RUDOLPII C. PENNER, DIRECTOR, CONGRESSION-
AL BUDGET OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY LAWRENCE R. FOREST,
ANALYST, NATIONAL SECURITY AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
1)1 VISION, CII0
Mr. PE&Nkft. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman: I am pleased

to appear before you today to discuss the economic outlook and the
influence of rising defense budgets on that outlook:

In the first concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year
1981, the Congress provided for annual real growth in defense
budget authority of 5 percent a year through 1986. 030's most
recent economic forecast,- released last August, assumed these de-
fense increases and the other fiScal policies_ of-the first resolution.
Our fbreCaSt project§ Continued growth in the economy and moder-
ate inflation for one or possibly 2 years, despite Federal deficits
that are very large by historical standards:

Earlier administration budgets have proposed even more defense
Spending and less nondefense spending than provided in the resolu-
tion. Additional emphasis -on defense would, of course, promote de-
fense-intensive sectors of the economy at the expense of others,but
CBO believes the economy could accommodate such shifts without
significant adverse effects on macroeconomic variables such as em-
ployment and long.term productivity gains.

Thus, the choice of a mix of defense and nondefense spending
must depend on -a_ _political judgment about whether added 'defense
spending contributes enough to national security to justify its
direct cost._ That is not to say its indirect costs are not extremely
important in that decision.

From the economic standpoint, the question is not the desired
level of defense spending but how it is financed: Whether by run-
ning higher deficits, by reducing Federal nondefense spending, or
by increasing taxes.

DEFENSE NEED NOT REKINDLE INFLATION SOON

In 1983 the economy has grown briskly; at about an_average pace
for a cyclical recoVery, and inflation has been moderate. We expect
further noninflationary growth for another year or two.

SPedifidally, CBO projects that real gross national product will be
up about 6 percent in 1983fourth quarter 1983 over fourth quar-
ter 1982and about 4.5_ percent in 1984: That growth; in our opin-
ion; will help lower ciVilian unemployment from an average rate of
about 9.5 percent in calendar year 1983.to about 8_ percent in 1984.
Unemployment last Month already was down to 8.4 percent:

The recovery has not rekindled inflation; and we expect prices to
continue rising_ only moderately during 1984: Our forecast shows
inflation edging up from about 4.5 percent in 1983 to about 5 per-
cent in 1984. The small rise projected for _1984 reflects increases in
social security taxes; assumed = declines in the foreign exchange
Value of the dollar, some strengthening of weaker labor markets,
and partial recoveries, in Prices of some basic commodities; princi,
pally foods and fuels: The forecast does not foresee acceleration of
inflation in large numbers of markets or industries
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Sharp increases in defense spending could increase inflation if
they contributed to bottlenecks in major industries: But our projec-
tions suggest this is unlikely, In 1984 and 1985, capacity use in
major defense-intensive industrieswhich are primarily rnanufac,
wring industriesis expected to be well below peak rates achieved
in years when inflation was accelerating.

In aerospace and shipbuilding; for example; we project that ca-
pacity use in 1985 will reach 83 percent, c mpared with 91 percent
both in 079 and in 1966 during the Vietnam period, In_ manufac-
turing as a whole; we project that capacity use in 1985 will just
reach its historical average of 83 percent, below peak rates of 86
percent in 1978 and 91 percent in 1966.

Capacity use will remain below peak rates even though the econ-
omy is recovering somewhat faster than we anticipated earlier this
year. Indeed, in the sectors most strongly affected by defense; such
as aerospace and shipbuilding, we now project slightly lower capac-
ity use than we did in our February 1983 forecast. This stems from
the slower growth in defense spending proposed by the first budget
resolution. In most other sectorswhich depend predominantly on
nondefense businesswe see higher capacity use For example, we
now foresee much higher capacity use in the iron and steel indus-
try, but still far from levels that suggest bottlenecks,

Early in the new year; CBO will revise its forecast to reflect
recent economic events and final congressional- action on The 1984
budget. Among other things, the Congress cut about $5 billion from
the first budget resolution's 1984 target for defense budget authori-
ty.

The economic outlook for the next year or so appears favorable
despite Federal deficits that are high by historical standards. The
first budget resolution called for spending cuts and tax increases
that would reduce deficits substantially.

Under that resolution, CBO projected that the deficit _would be
about $180 billion in fiscal 1984 and $140 billion in 1986. The high-
employment deficit would stay near $100 billion.

But these estimates assumed legislative actions that would sub-
stantially cut deficit levels below those implied by current law: As
things now stand; deficits will remain near $200 billion through
1986..

DEFICITS POSE THE LONGRUN RISK

The risks of sparking inflation or high interest rates would in-
crease sharply if the economy recovered faster than we forecast.
Suppose, for example; that real GNP in 1984-86 expanded at 5 per-
cent a year Then, in 1986, unemployment would fall below 7 -per-
cent. And capacity use in manufacturing would move into the 85 to
88 percent range, comparable to rates achieved in the 1973-74 and
1978-79 periods of higher inflation.

Of course, these risks have to do with overall budgetary policy;
not just defense: Even if defense budget authority For 1984 to 1986
were to have no real growth over the 1984 levelrather than the_5
percent assumed hereunemployment, capacity use, and the defi-
cit would not change dramatically.
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Capacity use in manufacturing, for example, would be about 1

percent lOWer in 1986. Unemployment rates would probably not
change more than small fractions of a percent. The 1986 deficit
would fall about $15 billiOn,

This is not to argue that defense; which under our projections
will account for about 30 percent of-total Federal outlays in 1986;
Shduld escape careful scrutiny. All spending needs close scrutiny,
especially in a period of fiscal stringency.

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HIGHER DEFENSE SPENDING

My testimony thus far has focused on the defense spending plans
and other policies assumed in the first concurrent resolution. The
administration may a§ it did in its January 1983 budget propose
higher defense spending and less nondefense spending. In certain
industries, higher defense spending would pose risks of spot short-
ages that could drive up weapons prices: But higher defense spend-
ing would not greatly affect overall employment. Nor should
higher defense spending significantly retard gains in productivity.

WEAPONS COSTS

Rapidly growing defense spending could cause spot _shortages in
some industries that focus heavily on defense: Last February we
projected that to satisfy defense and nondefense demands, prodiic=
tion in 36 of 100 industries --in the four-digit standard industrial
classificationwould have to rise to unusually high levels by 1986.
Unusually high means more than one standard deviation above the
industry's trend production.

These 36 narrowly defined industries are predominantly in the
areas of Aerospace, specialty metals, electronics and instruments,
and metal fabricating; particularly forgings. Our forecasts antici-
pate gradual increases in their capacity.

However, large capacity increases might occur in the _face of
sharply higher demand, and to the extent that they did, the poten-
tial for spot shortages would be less than we have forecast.

In any event, such spot shortages _probably would have minimal
effects on the overall economy; but they might have effect§ on
weapons costs. The 36 defense-intensive industries mentioned above
accounted for only :3.7 percent of GNPin 1981 but their defense
production represented almost 40 percent of total defense pur-
chases from industry.

The above analysis is based on the administration's January 1983
budget plan and CBO's February forecast: Since then; the Congress
has cut 1984 defense spending authority, while the economy has
grown f§ter than we anticipated. We will update our forecast in
coming weeks; but we do not believe that doing so will Significantly
change the analysis.

EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS

Some critics of increased defense spending argue that it will have
adverge effect§ on employment. But -this argument does not find
much support in economic research. In the long run, total employ-
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meat seems to be determined primarily by the size of the labor
force.

In the short run, large econometric models suggest that increases
in overall defense or nondefense spending on goods and services
have about the same effect on total employment. Simulations using
the models of Data- Resources and Wharton Econometric Fore-
casting Associates bear this out. These same models predict some-
what smaller shortrun_employment gains from tax cuts or in-
creases in Federal trangferS.

Recent economic analysis suggests that more Government spend-
ing financed by higher Government debt may not increase aggre-
gate employment as much as shown by the models for three ma-
sers. First, as economic activity begins to expand in the sectors
stimulated by increased Government spending; interest rates begin
to rise if money growth iS held ccastant. This can crowd out other
forms of economic activity and employment. In monetarist theory,
the offset is almost complete within a very short time period.

Second, the same interest rate increase attracts foreign capital
Which, under flexible exchange rates, bids up the value of the
dollar and decreases employment in export industries and in indu-s-
tries competing with imports.

Third, the deficit has recently reached such alarming proportiOnS
that further increases could raise fears regarding the long-term
health of the U.S: economy; this could inhibit business from
making the long-term investments so necessary to continued eco-
nomic growth. The negative impact on investment could, in other
words, be greater than that which would be expected to result from
normal "crowding out."

The economics profession is now in the midst of an intense
debate as to whether standard models reflect these phenornend
adequately. Whatever the outcome of this debate; it is unlikely to
affect the comparison between the employment effects_ of defenSe
And nondefense purchases. All the theories find that shifts between
defense and nondefense purchases have only negligible employ-
ment effects.

More generally, it should be noted that many forms of defense
spending have very similar counterparts in the nondefense budget.
It would be surprising if the construction of aircraft runways had
macroeconomic effects very different from the construction of high-
ways; or if an increase in military retired pay had effects very dif-
ferent from an increase in social security; or if increased Pentagon
hiring had effects different from increased employment in nonde-
fense departments of the Government.

PRODUCTIVITY GAINS

There is one major difference between the defense and nonde-
fense budgets viewed as a whole. Defense budgets are more heavily
weighted toward purchases of goods and services and relatively
light on transfer payments.

Economists often refer to Government purchases of goods and
services as being "exhaustive," that is to say, as directly depriving
the pricate sector- of labor and material resources. This does not
argue against such purchases if the Government can put the re-
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sources to public uses that are more efficient than their private
uses:

Transfer payments, on the other hand, are not exhaustive; They
simply transfer the power to buy goods and services from one
group to another. They may as a side effect, create disincentives to
work and save; thus indirectly reducing the supply of productive
resources to the private sector, but the size of this effect is a
matter of great controversy.

There is no doubt, however, that increased purchases of goods
and services caused by higher defense spending would decrease pro-
ductive resources available to the private sector.

In the short run; higher defense spending could also slow com-
mercial research and development, an important factor in produc-
tivity gains: In the longer run, effects of defense spending on pro=

uctivity growth should be negligible.
Productivity gains in the private sector could be adversely affect-

ed if increases in defense purchases draw off or begin to exhaust
R&D resources: Defense spending demands a disproportionate
share of scientists and engineersTworking on R&D.

In 1981; defense_ spending amounted to about 6 percent of GNP
but used about 25 percent of all such scientists and engineers:
Thus; a sharp rise in defense spending could, in, the short run,
reduce the number of skilled R&D workersvailable in the nonde-
fense sector and hence slow commercial R&D and productivity.

In the long run, a shift toward more defense spending would
probably have negligible effects on productivity growth. As the
wag_es of scientists and engineers rose, any shortage should be
offset as colleges and universities provided more graduates.

Moreover, defense production sometimes yields innovations bene-
fiting private sector productivity and possibly stimulating deriva-
tive innovations in the private sector. Examples of defense-support-
ed developments benefiting private productivity include jet engines
and computers.

CONCLUSION

Nothing in my testimony should obscure the fact that defense
spending imposes a major cost on the economy. It clearly deprives
the private sector and the nondefense public sector of resources
that could be used for other productive purposes. It is up to the
Congress to decide whether this cost is necessary in order to en-
hance our national security.

Moreover, this testimony did not examine whether the resources
consumed by the defense effort are being used in the most efficient
manner possible. That is to say, the analysis did not ask whether
the same degree of national security could be purchased with fewer
resources than are consumed by current spending levels or wheth-
er, with some change in the composition of spending, more national
security could be purchased with the same total expenditure.

Our analysis does suggest that if national security require% the
economy can support the defense buildup envisioned in the first
budget resolution. Under that buildup, defense in 1986 would con-
sume about 7 percent of GNP, a Level well below the peacetime
highs achieved since World War II. Moreover, the economy can sus-
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tamp this buildup with little risk of rekindling inflation, at least in
the next few years.

The analysis also strongly suggests that in making difficult deci-
sions about defense_ spending, the Congress need not be concerned
that a given increase in defense purchases will have a very differ-
ent impact on employment,_inflation, or other macroeconomic var-
iables than an equal increase in nondefense purchases. Everything
that we know suggests that, within the range of the options now
being propoSed, the effects are similar.

Whatever the level of defense spending, a key_question for the
economy is how to pay for_,the buildup. Ultimately, the Congress
must pay for it by reducing resources devoted to other areas
taking them either from the private sector through increased taxes
or from the pu'utic ,b,..c..tor through further reductions in nondefense
spending or both. The longer the Congress continues to finance the
buildup through growing Federal deficits, the greater the risk of
slowing longrun economiogrowth.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 1231
[The prepared statement of Mr. Penner follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RUDOLPH G. PENNER

Mr; Chairman, I am pleased to appear before you today to discuss the

economic outlook and the influence of rising defense budgets on that

outlook;

In the First Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1984,

the Congress provided for annual real growth in defense budget authority of

5 percent a year through 1986. CBO's most recent economic forecast,

released last August, assumed these defense increases ana the other fiscal

policies of the first resolution. Our forecast projects continued growth in

the economy and moderate inflation for one or possibly two years, despite

federal deficits that are very large by historical standards;

Earlier Administration budgets have proposed even more defense

spending and less nondefense spending than provided in the resolution;

Additional emphasis on defense would, of course, promote defense-intensive

sectors of the economy at the expense of others; but CBO believes the

economy could accommodate such shifts without significant adverse effects

on macroeconomic variables such as employment and long-term productivity

gains. Thus, the choice of a mix of defense and nondefense spending must

depend on a political judgment about whether added defense spending

contributes enough to national security to justify its direct cost.

From the economic sta.mdpoint, the question is not the desired level of

defense spending but how it is financed: whether by running higher deficits,

by reducing federal nondefense spending, or by increasing taxes.
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DEFENSE NEED NOT REKINDLE INFLATION SOON

Outlook Favorable in Next Year or Two

In 1983 the economy has grown briikly, at abOlit an average pace for a

cyclical recovery, and inflation has been moderate. We expect further

noninflationary growth for another year or two.

Specifically, CB0 projects that real gross national product (GNP) will

be up abbut 6 percent in 1983 (fourth-quarter 1983 over fourth- quarter 1982)

and about 4-1/2 percent in 1984. That growth; in our opinion; will help

lower civilian unemployment from an average rate of abotit 9;1/2 percent in

calendar year 1983 to about 8 percent in 1984. Unemployment last month

already was dbWri to 8;4 percent.

The recovery has nut rekindled inflation, and we expect prices to

continue rising only Moderately during 1984. Our forecait Shows inflation

edging up from about 4-1/2 percent in 1983 to about 5 percent in 1984. The

small rise projected for 1984 reflects increases in Social Security taxes,

assumed declines in the foreign-eicchange value of the dollar; some

strengthening of weaker labor marketsi and partial recoveries in prices of

some basic commodities, principally foodS and fuels: The forecast does not

foresee acceleration of inflation in large numbers of markets or industries.

Sharp increases in defense spending could increase inflation if they

contributed to bottlenecks in major industries. But our projections suggest
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this is unlikely. In 1984 and 1985; capacity use in major defense - intensive

industrieswhich are primarily manufacturing industriesis expected to be

well below peak rates achieved in years when inflation was accelerating (see

the table). In aerospace and shipbuilding, for example, we project that

capacity use in 1985 will reach 83 percent, compared with 91 percent both

in 1979 and in 1966 during the Vietnam period; In manufacturing as a whole;

we project that capacity use in 1985 will just reach its historical average of

83 percent, I:elOw peak rates of 86 percent in 1978 and 91 percent in 1966.

Capacity use will remain below peak rates even though the economy is

recovering somewhat faster than we anticipated earlier this year; Indeed, in

the sectors most strongly affected by defense, such as aerospace and

shipbuilding, we now project slightly lower capacity use than we did in our

February 1983 forecast. This stems from the slower growth in defense

spending proposed by the First Budget Resolution. In most other sectors

which depend predominantly on nondefense business - -we see higher capacity

use. For example, we now foresee much higher capacity use in the iron and

Steel industry; but still far from levels that suggest bottlenecks.

Early in the new year, CBO will revise its forecast to reflect recent

economic events and final Congressional action on the 1984 budget. Among

other things, the Congress cut about $5 billion from the first budget

resolution's 1984 target for defense budget authority.
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Outlook Favorable Despite Large Deficits

The economic outlook for the next year or so appears favorable

despite federal deficits that are high by historical standardi. Ttie firSt

budget resolution called for spending cuts and tax increases that would
_

reduce deficits substantially. Under that resolution, CBO projected that the

deficit would be about $180 billion in fiscal 1984 and $140 billion in 1986.

The high- employment deficitthat is, the deficit calculated at 6 percent

unemploymentwould stay near $100 billion.

But tKeSe estimates assumed legislative actions that would

substantially cut deficit levels below those implied by current laW. As

thingS now Stand, deficits will remain near $200 billion through 1986.

DEFICITS POSE THE KEY LONG-RUN RISK

Deficits of this magnitude do not provide a permanent means of

financing spending increases, and they threaten to crowd out private capital
_

formation: We now borrow to cover not only some of the expenditUreS on

current programs but also to finance the interest bill on the outstanding

federal debt; The ratio of federal debt to GNP is soaring, and if interest

rates remain constant the interest bill will also rise faster than GNP. This

clearly cannot go on forever. More immediately, we face the risk that

federal debt will displace private debt and equity holdings in the market for

furidS, thereby decreasing investment in productive capital. Ultimately we
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have no choice but to raise taxes or to cut spending by enough to bring the

budget sufficiently near balance to stabilize the debt-to-GNP ratio. Not

facing up to this problem now only postpones the inevitable.

Deficits also may complicate countercyclical monetary policy. For

example; the Federal Reserve could respond to large deficits and heavy

government borrowing by increasing growth of the money supply to curb

rising interest rates, thereby fueling inflation. Orwhat seems more likely,

given Chairman Volcker's statementsit could restrain growth in money to

fight inflation, thereby risking sharp increases in interest rates.

The risks of sparking inflation or high interest rates would increase

sharply if the economy recovered faster than we forecast. Suppose, for

example, that real GNP in 1984-1986 expanded at 5 percent a year. Then, in

1986, unemployment would fall below 7 percent. And capacity use in

manufacturing would move into the 85-88 percent range, comparable to

rates achieved in the 1973-1974 and 1978-1979 periods of high-er inflation.

Of course, these risks have to do with overall budgetary policy, not

just defense. Even if defense budget authority for 1984 to 1986 were to

have no real growth over the 1984 levelrather than the 5 percent assumed

hereunemployment, capacity use, and the deficit would not change

dramatically. Capacity use in manufacturing; for example, would be about I

percent lower in 1986. Unemployment rates would probably not change

more than small fractions of a percent. The 1986 deficit would fall about

$15 billion.
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This is not to argue that defenSe, which wider our projections will

account for about 30 percent of federal outlays in 1986, Would escape

careful scrutiny. All spending needs close Scrutiny; especially in a period of

fiscal stringency.

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HIGHER DEFENSE SPENDING

My testimony thus far has focused on the defenie spending plans and

other policies assumed in the FirSt Concurrent Resolution. The

Adminittraticin m-ay; as it did in its January 1983 budget, propose higher

defense spending and less nondefense spending. In certain industries, higher

defenie spending would pose risks of spot shortages that could drive up

weapons prices. But higher defense spending would not grr.Atly affect

Not should higher defense spending significantly retard

gains in productivity.

Defense Bottlenecks May Raise Weapons Costs

Rapidly growing defense spending could cause spot shortages in some

industries that focus heavily on defense. Last February we projected that,

to satisfy defense and nondefense demands, production in 36 of 100

industries (in the four-digit Standard Industrial ClaiSification), would have

to rise to "unusually high" levels by 1986; (Unusually high means more than

one Standard deviation above the industry's trend production:) These 36
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narrowly deftned industries are predominantly in the areas of aerospace,

specialty metals, electronics and instruments, and metal fabricating,

it particularly forgings. Our forecasts anticipate gradual increases in their

capacity. However, large capacity increases might occur in the face of

sharply higher demand, and to the extent that they did, the potential for

spot shortages would be less than we have forecast.

Tn any event; such spot shortages probably would have minimal effects

on the overall economy, but they might have effects on weapons costs. The

36 defense-intensive industries mentioned above accounted for only 3.7

percent of GNP in 1981, but their defense production represented almost 40

percent of total defense purchases from industry.

The above analysis is based on the Administration's January 1983

budget plan and CBO's February forecast. Since then, the Congress has cut

1984 defense spending authorityi while the economy has grown faster than

we anticipated. We will update our forecast in coming weeks, but we do not

believe that doing so will significantly change the analysis.

Employment Impacts

Some critics of increased defense spending argue that it will have

adverse effects on employment. But this argument does not find ouch

support in economic research. In the long run, total employment seems to

be determined primarily by the size of the labor force.
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In the ShOrt run, large econometric models suggest that increases in

overall defense or nondefense spending on goods and services have about the

same effect on total employment. Simulations using the models of Data

Resources Incorporated and Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates

bear this out. These same models pi-edict somewhat smaller short-run

employment gains from tax cuts or increases in federal transfers.

Recent economic analysis suggests that more government spending

financed by higher government debt may not increase aggregate

employment .is much as shown by the models for three reasons. First, as

economic activity begins to expand in the sectors stimulated by increased

government Spending, interest rates begin to rise if money growth is held

constant. This can crowd out other forms of economic activity and

employment. (In monetarist theory, the offset is almost complete within a

very short time period.) Second; the same interest rate increase attracts

foreign capital which, under flexible exchange rates, bids up the value of the

dollar and decrease5, employment in export industries and in industries

competing with imports. Third, the deficit has recently reached such

alarming proportions that further increases could raise fears regarding the

long-term health of the U.S. economy; this could inhibit business from

making the long-term investments so necessary to continued economic

growth. The negative impact on investment could, in other words, be

greater than that which would be expected to result from normal "crowding

out."
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The economics profession is now in the midst of an intense debate as

to whether standard models reflect these phenomena adetioately. Whatever

the outcome of this debate, it is unlikely to affect the comparison between

the employment effects of defense and noridefenSe purchases: All the

theories find that ShiftS between defense and nondefense purchases have

only negligible employment effects.

More generally, it should be noted that many forms of defense

Spending have very similar counterparts in the noridefenie budget. It would

be surprising if the construction Of aircraft runways had macro- economic

effettS very different from the construction of highWayi; or if an increase

in military retired pay had effects very different from an increase in Social

Security; Or if increased Pentagon hiring had effecti different from

increased employment in nondefense departments of the government.

Private Production Will Slow, But Productivity Gains

Need-Not Slow Significantly

There is one major difference between the defense and nondefense

budgetS. Defense budgets are more heavily weighted toward purctiases of

goods and services, and relatively light on transfer payments.

Economists often refer to government purchases of gciods and services

as being "exhauitive," that is to say, as directly depriving the private sector

of labor and material resources. This does not argue against such purchases
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if the government can put the resources to public uses that are more

efficient than their private uses. Transfer payments, on the other hand, are

not exhaustive. They simply transfer the power to buy goods and services

from one group to another. They may, as a side effect, create disincentives

to work and save, thus indirectly reducing the supply of productive resources

to the private sector; but the size of this effect is a matter of great

controversy. There is no doubt; however; that increased purchases of goods

and services caused by higher defense spending would decrease productive

resources available to the private sector.

In the short run, higher defense spending could also slow commercial

research and development (R&D), an important factor in productivity gains.

In the longer run, effects of defense spending on productivity growth should

be negligible.

Productivity gains in the private sectordefined as growth in output

per workercould be adversely affected if increases in defense purchases

draw off or begin to exhaust R&D resources. Defense spending demands a

disproportionate share of scientists and engineers working on R&D. In 1981,

defense spending amounted *o about 6 percent of GNP but used about 25

percent of all such scientists and engineers. Thus a sharp rise in defense

spending could; in the short run; reduce the number of skilled R&D workers

available in the nondefense sector and hence slow commercial R&D and

productivity
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In the long run, a shift toward more defense spending would probably

haVe negligible effects on productivity growth. As the wages of scientists

and engineers rose, any shortage should be offset as colleges and universities

provided more graduates; Moreover, defense production sometimes yieldS

innovations benefiting private-sector productivity and possibly stimulating

deriVatiVeinnOVations in the private sector. Examples of defense-supported

developments benefiting private productivity include jet engines and

computers.

CONCLUSION

Nothing in my testimony should obscure the fact that deferie spending

imposes a major cost on the economy. It clearly deprives the private sector

and the nondefense public sector of resources that could be used for other

productive purposes. It is up to the Congress w decide whether this cost is

necessary in order to enhance our national security.

Moreover, this testimony did not examine whether the resources

consumed by the defense effort are being used in the most efficient manner

possible. That is to say, the analysis did not ask whether the same degree of

national security could be purchased with fewer resources than are

consumed by current spending levels or whether, with some change in the

composition Of spending, more national security could be purchased with the

same total expenditure.
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Our analysis does suggest that, if national security requires, the

economy can support the defense buildup envisioned in the first bUdget

resolution. Under that buildup defense in 1986 would consume about 7

percent of GNP; a level well below the peacetime highs achieved since

World War II. Moreover, the economy can sustain this buildup with little

risk of rekindling inflation; at least in the next few years.

The analysis also strongly suggests that in making difficult decisions

about defense spending; the Congress need not be concerned that a given

increase in defense purchases will have a very different impact on

employment, inflation, or other macroeconomic variables than an equal

increase in nondefense purchases. Everything that we know suggests that;

within the range of the options now being proposed, the effects are similar.

Whatever the level of defense spending, a key question for the

economy is how to pay for the buildup. Ultimately, the Congress must pay

for it -by reducing resources devoted to other areastaking them either from

the private sector through increased taxes or from the public sector through

further reductions in nondefense spending, or both. The longer the Congress

continues to finance the buildup through growing federal deficits, the

greater the risk of slowing long-run economic growth.
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CAPACITY UTILIZATION IN DEFENSE-INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES: PAST AND PROJECTED (In percent)

Merage
1948 -1980

-Annual-Peak Rates Actual Projected al__ -
1965-1966 1973-1974 1978-1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Aerospace, etc. 73 92 76 91 89 81 71 68 74 83

Instruments 82 90 88 90 86 83 77 75 82 88

Electrical Equip; 83 97 87 89 84 84 77 81 84 85

Fabricated Metals 79 87 85 88 79 79 66 67 74 78

NonferrouS MetalS 85 100 96 92 81 83 67 76 82 90

Iron cfc Steel 84 94 97 89 73 80 51 60 76 85

Total Manufacturing 83 91 88 86 80 79 71 75 80 83

a; Projections assume defense spending consistent with the First Budget ReSOkition and CBO'S August foretaSt.

1 2 G
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Mr. AsPIN. Thank you, Dr. Penner.
Before we start the issue of defense; let me just ask you about

the budget and about the general shape of the economy as you see
it right now.

The economy is- growing and the recovery is- quicker than- most
economists, I think, anticipated this summer. What is the relative
figure? How much faster is it recovering; where are we going at an
annual rate now?

Mr. PENNER: Economic growth in the first quarter was a little
over 2 percent; in the second quarter, well over 9 percent; and in
the third quarter close to 8 percent: I think the consensus guess for
the fourth quarter is around 5 percent at an annual rate. Asyou
suggested; our cumulative growth through the first three quarters
of this recovery is _lust about the average for a postwar recovery.

Mr. ASPIN. "We,' meaning many economists and most Govern-
.ment forecasts predicted a recovery somewhat slower than the
normal recovery.

Mr: PENNER. That is right. On a year-over-year basis, the CEO
forecast last February, as I remember it, was for real growth of a
little over 2 percent: We moved that up to about 3:1 percent in our
August forecast. It is probably going to be closer to 3.5 percent,
something like that

Mr. ASPIN. What basically occurred that we did not anticipate, or
that people didn't anticipate? Why did the recovery; in fact; turn
out to be a recovery very much like past recoveries, rather than
the slower recovery that was forecast?
: Mr._ PENNER. I suppose everybody has his or her own theory of

that. We will have to wait for the judgment of economic historians.
Certainly monetary policy was- very expansionary for quite a long
periOd, from the summer of 1982 through the early part of 1983.

Fiscal policy was also expansionary: But it is my viewand I am
not sure that this is the consensus viewthat the tax actions of
1982 helped bolster confidence somewhat: When I was a private
citizen, my own _projections of the budget deficit were constantly
exploding; and those tax actions stabilized it at a very unpleasant
level.

We have been referring to this as a normal recovery so far, but
there are certain respeCts in which it is very abnormal. One, -of
course, is the very high level of real interest rates. Another is the
terrib:e trade deficit:

Now, in my view, both are very directly related to the budget
deficit. The budget deficit is pushing up real interest rates: That is
attracting capital from abroad. That creates a demand for our
dollar when foreigners want to buy our securities. That; in turn,
makes it very much harder for our exporters to compete abroad. It
makes it easier for foreigners to compete in the United States
against our auto, steel, and other industries:

The end result, it seems to me, is that the crowding out of busi-
ness capital formation that all of us feared at the beginning of the
year has not occurred to the extent that we thought it would. I
would guess that it has not, occurred largely because of this foreign
capital inflow.

Now, that is not very reassuring. If we lived in a completely iso-
lated world, and had no foreign capital to draw on, interest ratxs
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Would be much highel this country. Presumably business capital
formation would be less; our capacity to produce and our standards
Of late in the century would be lower because of the budget
deficit: -

Drawing on foreign capital allows us to sustain a higher level of
American investment, and, therefore, of American production out
into the, future. But our standards of living are lower_ anyway be
cause we are; in essence, pledging_more and more of that produc-
tion to pay interest and dividends to people who do not live in this
country.

So either -way, if you believe with me that the budget deficit is
the cause of all of these p_henomena to a large degree; you do lose
standard of living in the future, even though our productionour
rate of investmentreally looks quite good right now.

Mr. ASPIN. If the recovery is coming at_ a faster rat: than andel-
Pated, does that mean that ultimately the crunch when private in-
vestment and public investmentprivate demands and public de-
mand§ competing . for the available savingswill push interest
rates up; does that move forward the date that the crunch is likely
to occur?

Mr. PENNER. It Is certainly possible that it does. We are now re-
viewing our forecast _that we will be coming out with officially on
the 1st of February. I thinkit is reasonable to believe that we will
have higher interest rates in our forecast than we -would have had
if the Congress had followed through with the first budget resolu-
tion and had really reduced the future deficits.

However, it is not my thinking at the moment that we will see a
very large rise in interest rates. We have now essentially experi-
enced the big change in the Federal budget deficit; and it is now
stabilizing at on atrociously high leVel. But it is the level that one
haS to lOOk at. That is stable now. That seems to me to have some
thing to do with the level of interest rates.

If you are looking for future changes in interest rates, you have
to look at changes in the flow of savings and investment: The Fed-
eral budget's draw -on the savings; as I say, is stabilized through
1986, with a do-nothingfiscal policy. State and local surpluses are
growing nicely; although one would expect their_spending to start
to rise with some time lag. We are drawing nicely from abroad. As
I said before; that helps us keep interest rates_ down, despite its
other unfOrtunate implications. Corporate cash flow is really enor-
mous:

So I don't personally at this moment see a great fear of a sudden
crunch. It doesn't mean it won't happen. But that doesn't make me
feel very good, because I don't see the interest rate situation get-
ting worse than the horrible situation-we have right now which is
really off the chart in terms of post-World War II history in this
country.

Mr: ASPIN: But if the recovery is able to continue with this high
interest_ rate, what is wrong with that?

Mr: PENNER. Well, it is ultimately an unbalanced recovery: The
thing that is most unbalanced is the trade deficit. As I said, while
the recovery is going on, we are pledging more of our production in
the future to foreigners: We are developing aninterest bill on the
debt which is now the fastest growing component of the budget.
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There is some danger that that could get completely out of hand.
By that I mean that you could not at some point either raise taxes
or cut other spending to cover even the growth in the interest bill.

At that point you really have a disaster on your hands in the
sense that if you cannot correct the situation; eventually you have
to repudiate the debt. Through history, countries facing that prob-
lem have gone to higher inflation, which I am certainly not fore-
casting. I think we are a long, long way from that end. But that is
the end of the road we are on right now I really have not ex-
plained the effects of the trade deficit very much, -but that is really
hurting our heavy industry, steels, autos, et cetera: It is hurting ag-
riculture very badly. If we had a lower exchange value for the
dollar, American farm prices would be higher; American spending
in the budget itself would be lower.

I think one can go on and on with the indirect effects that are
not pleasing; to say the least.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me run it past you this way: When we_were pre-
dicting a slow economic recovery, the guessing was that Congress
and the administrationwould not do anything about the deficit;
at least until after the 1984 election on the grounds, first of all
that doing something about the deficit is never easy but it is cer-
tainly tough in an election year, which is also a Presidential elec-
tion year.

The thinking was that there is probably enough time, that we
will get through the 1984 elation without killing off the_recovery;
and we will get through 1985; maybe 1986, before this deficit poses
a threat to the recovery.

So, therefore, if it is politically impossible to do something about
the deficit in 1984it would be nice but given the political situa-
tion, it may not happenbut it is still not a disaster.

Now with the recovery coming quicker, does that change that
calculation?

I guess you are saying that it does not change that calculation;
that you do not-see an effect on interest rates such that it wouldse
kill off the recession coming any closer.

Mr. PENNER. I think in theory we can go on quite a long time
with this terribly unbalanced fiscal policy. But we know -with cer-
tainty that eventually the day of reckoning will come, if only be-
cause of the very rapid increase in the interest bill that is implied
by all of this debt that we are putting out. And that increase in the
interest bill is enormous.

For example, if we really have a do-nothing policy, and interest
rates just stay right at the September 1983 lavel, the interest bill
between 1982 and 1986 in our projections will have gone up by $56
billion. Now,-_-we have had-a-lot of argument about a tax increase in
fiscal 1986, of something over $45 billion. That doesn't even cover
the increase in the interest bill.-

So, no it is not a disaster, but we know with certainty that we
have got to fix this thing up sometime. Putting it off means that
the problem gets harder and harder as you go on. To a simple-
minded SOUI like myself, knowing with certainty that we ought to
fix it up because the current course is not sustainable, of course, I
wish we would do it sooner rather than later:

29-7:14 .-!t .
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Mr. ASPIN. IAA'S talk about defense. First, about the effects on
inflation.

Our forecasts and your data indicate that; in fact; there is prob-
ably not much danger of creating any bottlenecks by the increase
in defense expenditures that is now currently forecast: Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. PENNER. That is correct.
Mr. ASPIN. Leaving aside the very important issue, the macro-

economic issue of how you pay for this; the impact of defense
spending on inflation is really related to the question of bottle-
necks. Is that correct?

Mr. PENNER. Well, leaving aside really the most important ques-
tion of how you finance it, bottlenecks would,

Mr. AshiN. Is there any other way in which defense spending can
influence inflation besides raising the question of how_you pay for
it that is the macro question of taxes and cuts and deficits, which,
of course; do have an effect on inflation?

The second way in which defense spending can affect inflation is
through bottlenecks: Any other way?

Mr. PENNER. Perhaps I was too hasty to accept the word bottle-
neck: Obviously; if you substitute defense spending for some _other
kind of spending, to some degree you will be demanding different
things:

I mentioned R&D. So you will effect a relative price change to
some degree in the economy, even though you might not create a
ser;,ius shortage or a bottleneck. In the way we measure inflation
with our Consumer Price Index, relative price changes often show
up as increases in the overall price level. So in that sense; there is
some problem._

Mr. AsPIN. One of the things that has happened is that we have
a higher inflation rate in the defense area than we have in the reg-
ular CPL The Pentagon is very often interested in trying to use a
different inflation rate for their figures than we use -for the CPL

Why do we have a higher inflation rate in defense? That seemed
to be true even during the 1970's when we were spending less
there could not have been much pressure on those resources in the
defense areain fact, in real terms we were probably leveled out
in defense spending.

Why is it that we have these higher inflation rates even in times
when we don't seem to be spending enough to be putting an
upward- pressure -on defense prices?

Mr. PENNER. I am not sure I can give you a very satisfactory
answer there: I think it is very difficult to measure prices in the
defense sector, if only beCause of very important quality changes
that go on:

It is generally hard to measure prices in the public sector in_g_en-
eral: Indeed; one way of doing it simply loo_ks at increases in wages:
So to the extent that you increase wages in real terms, it apziars
as though the. Government sector in some sense is inflating more
rapidly than other sectors.

Generally we assume that there is no productivity growth in
Government, and I think that is clearly wrong. So part of it I
think, is a pure measurement-problem. When you do have a big ex-
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PanSiiin, it can as well be a true relative price problem related to
increases in demand:

Some of iny associates_ here have looked at this particular issue
more closely than 1: 1 might ask; would either of you like to speak
on this? Mr. Forest.

Mt. FoftEsr I have- looked at the problem. We only have data
from 1972 to date on:defense prices. I think one of the reasons that
there may be a difference is the measurement oroblerri that_ Dr.
Pennet just mentioned. Another significant factor is the mix of
goods that the Department of Defense buys. I have tried to thine tip
With a matching mix._ This is kind of a metaphysical exercise; com-
paring fighters with corporate jets and large aircraft carriers with
yachts and things like that.

But you can do some comparisons: Vehicles against trucks and
tractors and thihg§ like that. When you make those comparisons; it
Wens out that there isn't a great differential between the defenSe
inflation and inflation in somewhat comparable nondefense prod-
ucts.

Mr. ASP1N. There is or is not?
Mt. FoREsT. There is not: Primarily it seems to be a mix rob

Mr. ASPIN. So defense buys morewhat is defense buying that is
different From the economy in general?

Mr. FoREsT. Defense has been unlucky. It has bought those par-
ticular items which for a variety of reasons have increased in rela-
tive price over the period 1972 to date:

Mr. ASPIN. Examples being what?
Mr. FOREST. Things that are dependent on steel, for example. The

price of steel has gone up-7-because of the large energy component
in the production of steel. A number -of military goods are like that.

Mr. ASPIN. All right, thank you Let me ask about the employ-
ment impact of defense spending. Basically your contention is that
there is not much there, that a fiZed amount of spending on de-
fense will get you about as much as it would spend in other ways
by the Government?

Mr. PENNER. Well, the same as other purchasespurchases of
goods and servicesprobably somewhat more than transfers in
your typical model, or a lot more than grants, for example.

Mr. ASPIN. And--
Mr. PENNER. Grants -to State and local government typically

have a low multiplier effect:
Mr. ASPIN. Let's say we took a kind of arbitrary chop-off of the

defense budget, let's say an arbitrary $5 billion, a representative 5
percent of defense.

Mr. PENNER. Yes, that is a problem, as you know.
Mr. ASPIN. Let's suppose you are able to do it and put the money

into a representative cross sample of nondefense spendingany
Government spending but defense. Would that mix give you any or
much difference in employment?

Mr. PENNER-. essentially
Mr. ASPIN: OK. What if you took a much more specific thing, and

you cut something specific out of the defense buclg_et, such as a
weapons system, and you took that money and transferred it into
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something more specific on the domestic pending side. Could you
get an increase in employment if you did that?

I am tryin_g to think of an example of a weapons system on the
one hand compared to something that would be pretty labor inten-
sive on the other.

Mr. PENNER. Surejust as you have explained it; You could find
some very capital intensive defense product. You could then shift
that money to something labor intensive. For example; the old
CETA title VI program was probably very labor intensive. In that
scenario; the mix would obviously change.

Similarly, within the defense budget, if you took $10 billion from
weapons procurement and put it right to the hiring of men; you
could have an employment effect.

Mr. ASPIN. Suppose you broke down the defense budget. What
would the procurement part of the defense budget be roughly com-
parable to in nondefense spending? You said that if you broke the
budget into procurement, pay, other personnel costs, and then
O&M costs; then pay would be essentially not much different from
other kinds of programs that are mostly salaries?

Mr. PENNER. In general terms. If you look at the whole defense
budget, apparently it is somewhat more intensive and skilled work.

Mr. ASPIN. And it would probably tilt a little toward higher
paying jobs than would most comparable Government programs,
certainly most Government public service employment programs:

Mr. PENNER. Sure.
Mr._ ASPIN. But retirement payments, would not differ much

from Federal civil service retirement or similar expenditure.
Mr. PENNER. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask about the final point, about the issue Of

economic growth and impact on economic growth.
Have you seen any studies that you have confidence in on the

issue of the fallout from military R&D expenditures to the domes-
tic economy?

Mr. PENNER. The spillover?
Mr. ASPIN. Spillover, yes.
Mr. PENNER. Let me ask Bob or Larry.
Mr. FOREST. I have looked at a couple of studies. I should men-

tion that one of the most intractable areas of economic research is
trying to trace the sources of productivity.

There is no definite conclusion yet, other than -the obvious one
that a dollar spent on military R&D Would probably be less benefi-
cial to civilian innovation and productivity than a dollar spent di-
rectly to get at that objective.

Mr. ASPIN. Nothing you have seen would show that it is being 50
percent efficient or 25 percent or any numerical number you can
put your finger on?

Mr. FOREST. It has to do with the type of R&D. For the Govern-
ment as a whole, a disproportionate share is basic research com-
pared to the economy as a whole.

That is not true_of defense; however; where there is much more
applied research. So one would expect that the spillover would be
less than R&LL money put out by the National Science Foundation.

Mr. ASPIN. What was that again?

(
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Mr. Foims.r. The Federal Government as a whole funds rather
large shares of basic research.

Mr: As Pix: Pare research.
Mr. FOREST. Pure research. Where one would expect a large spil-

lover; yes: The military budget is not like that. It is more oriented
toward applied research and development:

Mr: Asplisf._So you would expect there would be more civilian use;
spillover, of National Science Foundation money than, say, defense
R&D money? .

Mr. FOREST. Yes.
Mr. PENNER. It might be more spillover. It doesn't mean the rate

of return is higher:
It is no easy trick to measure that rate of- return in particular

private industries or most certainly in the military.
So one way of putting it is that you might spend an R&D dollar

in the military and make some weapons system very much more
effective. And in that sense, that dollar would have a very high
rate of return; but only a tiny portion may spill over. It may be
that basic research dollars don't have a very high rate of return
but_it spreads around a lot.

Mr. ASPIN. So spillover is not the same as rate of return.
Mr: PENNER. Right. That is right.

Aspirsz. If you compare military R&D with private R&D, say
of a large corporation, is the mix between app -lied research and
basic research in the military comparable to a large corporation?
How does the comparison run?

Mr. FOREST: We can get those numbers; certainly; they do exist. I
dOri't remember just what they are off the top of my head.

[The information referred to above follows:]

Share of R&D budget devoted to basic research

Source of funclA
Share-devoted

to bask:
research

11_972-so
average in

nercenti

All Federal Government 17.7

Department of 1)erense only 10.7

Private industry 4.4

z-lt,kirce National St.ience Foundahon

Mr: ASPIN. Is there anybody who does work in this area who
comes to mind as being a resourceanyone-who-has done-any valu-_
able analysis of the issue, of the spillover effect from military
R&D?

Mr. FOREST. I don't think I am familiar with any research focus -
ing -an the military alone:

There are a few studies trying to compare total federally funded
research with research funded by the private sector, but they do
not focus specifically on the military:

Mr: ASPIN. OK. Let me ask a question about the general issue of
defense spending and investment:

Obviously we can have high levels of defense spending and high
levels of spending on investment and other things. There is nothing
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inherent in higher defense spending, that automatically leads to a
reduction in investment. You can take it from consumption or, you
can take it out of other Government programs.

LS there any evidence that shows that when we spend more on
defense we spend less on investment in the civilian economy?'

Mr. PENNER. Well; in a fully employed economy I would say; yes:
The essence of the problem is that we take resources from the pri-
vate economy and put them to the defense purpose:

Most important by far in determining_the mix of resources that
we get out of the private economy in terms of the consumption-sav-
ings mix, I would suggest, is overwhelmingly a question of how we
finance that increase in defense spending. Should it be' with con-
sumption type taxes? Even consumption taxes might lower savings
because of the income effects; but not as much presumably as a tax
on returns to capital.

Printing money, as you know, would extract a different mix out
of the private economy. So that is overwhelmingly the most impor-
tant question, how we finance it.

You indicated that if we want we can get it out of investment or
, out of consumption and so on. _I am not sure that we know the el:
fects of these various ways of financing with such precision that we
can really target things that precisely, but we can certainly bias
the_financing one way or the other.

Mr. -ASPIN. If someone were to ask you why U.S. productivity is
slowing or has slowed, would you ordinarily list increasing defense
spending or the level of defense spending in this country as among
those reasons?

Mr. PENNER. As you know,- it is one of the mysteries in econom-
ics exactly why productivity has slowed. Since it especially slowed
in the 1970's from 1968 through 1976, when defense spending was
really on a long downturn I guess it would be one of the last things
that would spring to mind:

On the other hand, it is certainly true, as I noted in my formal
testimony; that defense is R&D intensive and that technological
change is responsible for a very high portion of our economic
growth. So to that extent; it may dampen productivity growth in
the private sector a small degree.

Putting it more generally, obviously we would all be better off if
the state of the world -were such that we did not have to bear this
enormous burden in the defense side, but we have to bear it. We
have to bear some burden:

We can argue a lot about exactly what it should be. But really
the bottom line is that we really have to judge that expenditure of
resources on the basis of what we get from it in terms of our en-
hanced national security. Worrying a great deal about whether a
defense dollar is more inflationary or more employment intensive
or more R&D intensive than a food stamp dollar or some other
dollar is far down the list of worries; in my view, The real question
is what kind of national security are we getting for that dollar, and
not what is its secondary inflation effect.

Mr. ASPIN. I agree. Assuming that we are planning our defenses
adequately to meet our security needs, the only issue arises in com-
parisons between various countries. I guess the question would
arise in the defense burden apportioned among our allies. Japan, of
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course, has a very low_defense expenditure, and we have a relative-
ly high ono. Assuming that together we are doing what we need to
cid to defend against the Soviet Union, the question is maybe one of
reapportioning costs:

The questiOn arises Of the cost of defense spending on inflation;
employment; but mainly on economic growth._To what extent does
the difference in the percentage -of -the gross national product going
to defense in the two countries, help_explain the fact that economic
i-di,vth In japari has been at a greater rate than economic growth

in the United States?
Mr. PP.S1Nt:it. In terms of the growth rates per se, It would_ have

to be a guess, obViouslythat it _would play a very small role in
explaining those two different growth rates.

But obviously, if we could wave a magic wand and the world
became a friendlier place and we could diminish our__defense
budget, We Could experience a one-time big increase in consumption
or- private investment or whatever we wanted to devote it to

So there would__ be that one-time increase in these other goods.
But in terms of comparing the long-term_ growth rates of the two

I think you would have to reach pretty far to use that
Mr: ASE'IN. Suppose we could_ even out the burden between the

United States and Japan, for example. And suppose we were both
spending about 6 Something instead of what is now less than 1 per-
cent fbr JElpan.

Mr. PENNE/Z. Over 6 percent of GNP.
Mr. ASPEN. So -say roughly 6 to 1, a difference of aboiit 5 percent

zIge points of GNP, which is a lot of bucks.
Mr. PENNER:_Right
Mr. Plus a lot of scientists and engineers and other re-

sources that that 5 percent of GNP represents. If that money is not
gbing to defense and goes to- something -else; there is nothing auto-
matic that says it goes to R &D -and investment but certainly a
Pretty pod chunk of it, even if you left it alone, would fall into
that area.

Mr. PENNER.--Yes:
Mr. Aseir4. Why- wouldn't that have an impact on the longrun

economic growth rates?
Mr. 13EEft. It has some impact. Let's suppose we could take 5

percentage points of theGNP out of defense now That is irnpon-
taitt, obViiniSly. It is equivalent to the whole addition to real GNP
next year in our forecasts, roughly speaking.

SO, yes, it is important. If we could take that amount and add it
to investment, if we could soihehow control it that would be very
important quantitatively to the investment that year. But the in-
vestment that year is only an addition to this great; huge capital
stock out there anyway that we have.

So it Would be of some importance but it would be a one-shot
kind of thing; and it would have secondary effects on the productiv-
ity Of the private sector. Those would extend through time _but
when it came to totaling up the difference in the growth rates over
the Whole period from 1983 through the year, 2000 or something, it
would be pretty is all I am saying. Not that it would be zero.

Mr. ASPIN: What do you assume about defense in the next year?
Assume it goes back to (i percent or stays at 1 percentsay we
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were willing to cut it to 1 percent, whatever Japan is spending
now; and leave it there:

Mr. PENNER. I suppose if' we could add it all to investment year
after year that would- be a sizable difference: I guess we would in
fact consume a great deal of it. Again, the effect would not be enor-
mous in the growth rate: It would not be unimportant; however; be-
cause a few tenths on the growth rate accumulated over time is sig-
nificant:

The bottoin line is that in some sense we are worse off than the
Japanese: We talk, about the spillovers from defense R&D to the
private sector. Well, really -an- -important spillover is the fact that
the Japanese get an enormous benefit from our own defense effort:
That is a real spillover of major magnitude. To a large degree, they
get that free of charge.

Obviously, if we could figure out some way of having the coun-
tries that benefit from thatand I shouldn't single out the _Japa-
nese=pay for it somehow or another, we would be better off. There
is no doubt about that.

Mr. ASPIN. Questions?
Mr. CLARK. Just one question on the sensitivity of the conclusion,

the assessment, that inflation isn't going to be a problem in the de-
fense area. That is based- on the assumptions in the first budget
resolution we adopted and presumably it is reinforced by the fact
that actual appropriations were even lower at least for 1984.

Mr. PENNER. Yes.
Mr. CLARK. Lower than we assumed in the budget resolution.

What if we go back to the administration's defense package as the
papers tell us the administration wants to do?

Mr. PENNER. We don't know what the administration is going to
ask for precisely and, as I said, we have not completed,our own eco-
nomic forecast for next year. So what I say has to be tentative.

But I think the conclusion reached in my formal testimony
would hold in all probability. If you put all these Things together,
you get quite an increase in the price of what the Pentagon buys in
a select number of industries. That would be important to the cost
of the weaponry, but would not in our judgment be a great enough
quantitative significance to have a major effect on the overall price
levels in the economy.

Mr. CLARK. Thank you.
Mr. ASPIN: Let me ask you this: What reasons would you give if

somebody were to ask you why is it that the rate of growth and
productivity in Japan is higher than in the United States? What
would you give, what reasons would you give?

Mr. PENNER. Well, that is--
Mr. ASPIN. If you are skeptical about defense, what reasons do

you have?
Mr. PENNER. Again, it is one of the great mysteries. But one of

the more important points to make is that they were growing from
a very low level. It was in that sense easier for them.

Standards of living in Japan are still not as high_as they are in
this country if you properly adjust exchange rates. They were able
to use- technology that we had developed. They do have a much;
much higher savings rate.
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Admittedly, as odd as it seserns,, most studies of productivity de-
termination don't show capital formation being of overwhelming
importance: Frankly; I am somewhat skeptical_ of _that particular
finding because, in mv view, capital formation plays an important
role- in the implementation of new technology. But that iS_jlist a
guess of mine, and_ people like Edward Denison in this country;
who is really the foremost expert on measuring the reasons for ecb:
nornic grov;th, reject that hypothesis.

But technology and human capital do seem to play a very large
role, and they were able to borrow a_ lot from us in that regard. As
I say, the enormous savings rate and capital formation rate are
also factors.

Mr. ASPIN. What is the rate of investment in the Japanese econo-
my _compared to the United States?

Mr. PkSiNkit. I don't have that number: We can get a number or
a set of numbers for you Mr. Chairman.

It is difficult to make an easy comparison; however,_ because of
the way that savings and investment are measured. Differerit_cOliti:

uSti SdineWhat different definitions and have different institu-
tional arrangements: But we can give you the numbers as they are
com puted.

The information referred to above follows:]

GROSS SAVINGS AS A PERCENT OF GDP

Year
United
States

Ajaii EEC,

:960 19.6 33.4 24.1

Mil 18.1 48.2 24.8

1=;1 18.3 315 21.4

%,er, CARIfiliThr/

Sown d Int:non for Economic Gooperaticin and Development

Mr. Ooms. Some testimony given_ to the committee last year
argued that defense spending had significant feedback offsets_ to
the budget deficit; and that one ought to look at the budgetary,
in:pact of defense_ spending in that light; and that furthermore,)
these feedback effects on the__budg_et from defense spending were
larger than those that you would find from other types of spending.
Would you care to comment on that?

Mr. PENNER. Let me comment on the first part first. Again, the
vitally important question is how it is financed, as you know:

If in your typical macroeconomic model you just_increaSe spend=
Mg and allbW part of that to be financed by new money creation; it
is really quite stimulative in that sense and in thetypical -model
you get quite a _substantial feedback. But a large part of that is
really from the money creation; and not so much from the increase
in the veldcity of money caused by the increased purchase.

I think the way to run it through the model -is to hold monetary
policy constant. By that I mean hold the rate of growth of some
target; say narrowly defined money supply, constant. In that case
in all Models you get less of a multiplier; less of a stimulus effect;
and most of these models still give you some increase in GNP.
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As you well know, the different models show very different mul-
tipliers, too, and there is a great controversy within the profession
as to whether these models are appropriate at all in the day in
which we live.

But if you do believe them, then, yes, there is some feedback. Not
very much, if you hold the money supplier constant, however.

As to the question of whether there is more feedback from $10
billion spent on defense purchases or nondefense purchases, the ex-
amples we have run suggest very little difference. Of course, if you
compare defense spending to some other form of spendingsuch as
transfersthese same kind of models are structured in a way that
typically makes transfer spending less- stimulative: And as I -said
before, spending on grants to State and local governmentswhere
you just sort of swap one deficit for another, as it wereresults in
very little stimulus in these models.

But even if you could make a good case that a dollar of defense
spending employed more people, I do not think that that would be
a case for biasing your whole bud_get toward defense. Ultimately,
still you have to ask how much it is worth.

If we are so clever at being able to change employment, then
there are all sorts of other means of getting to a given employment
target othc:r than that particular way. I don't think it is easy to get
to these targets, needless to say.

But I return to the basic point of my testimony: Regardless of
your economic theory or the model you use, if you are talking
about an increase in a particular kind of government expenditure;
the first and the most important question by far is, is it worth it
That is; is it really providing society witha greater good than that
same resource or spending could provide in some other area of the
economy?

So references to employment effects, inflation effects, et cetera,
are really red herrings. You can't escape judging the worth of the
defense dollar by how it impacts on our national security. It is a
very difficuit thing to do.

Mr. ASPIN. Dr. Penner, thank you very much.
Mr. PENNER. You are welcome.
Mr. ASPIN. We are adjourned.
'Whereupon, at 5:11 p.m., the task force adjourned until 9:30

a.m., Friday; Dc.ember 9, 1983:1



DEFENSE AND THE ECONOMY: THE ISSUES OF
JOBS; INFLATION, AND LONGRUN GROWTH

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
TASK FORCE ON ECONOMIC POLICY AND GrOWTH,

COMMITTEE -ON BUDGET; _
Washington,

The task force _met; pursuant to notice, at 9:33 a.m. in room_ 210;
Canhbh ROUSe Office Building; Hon; Les Aspire (chairman of the
task force) presiding.

Mt. ASPIN. Let's begin the hearings this morning on the impact
of defense spending on the econoiny.

I would like_ to welcome our first witness this niOtning, David
Chu; who is Director of Pei:Wahl Analysis and Evaluation in the
Office of the Secretary. of Defense:

Mr. Chu, welcome to our hearings this morning: _I don't know
you but I must say; sir, that everybody whose opinion I trust in
this business thinks very highly of you:

Mr; CHU: Thank you; that is very gracioUS.
MPIN. Thete are many who serve.in the Democratic and Re:

publican areas who think you are pretty goOd.=
Mr. CHti. Thank you.

STATEMENT DEDAVID_S. C. CHU, DIRECTOR, PROGRAM
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION; DEPARTMENT OF DEFF)NSE

Mr: CHu. It is a pleasure to represent -the Department at the
task force's hearings on the relationship between defense spending
and the Nation's economy.

I would like to respond to the particular questions_ you poSed in
your letter of invitation in tering of what I would argue are the
three major questions that have characteriied this debate over the
last several years:

First; can we produce the goods needed for this buildup?
SecOnd, what effect on macroeconomic indicators is defenie

spending likely to have and What is the proper relationship of de-
fense spending to stabilization policy?

And finally, what propotticin of its resources can the Nation
afford to devote to national security?

In terms of the fir§t iSSuethe capacity questionI would like to
cite as one of the main bases for our conclusions an August 1982
study on thiS subject by the Department of Commerce. The study
presented estimates of defense and nondefense demands in 1985 for
the products of approximately 500 industrial sectors. One of its

035)
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most interesting findings was that in only 10 percent of the sectors
did defense demands account for more than 5 percent of projected
domestic production.

I think that is an important conclusion because it illustrates that
defense spending is a relatively Modest factor in our total economic
picture. For each ofthe 50-odd defense sectors, the Commerce De-
partment then estimated "available capacity," which is defined as
the sum of unused capacity at the study's starting point, 1979, and
the_additional capacity estimated to be acquired between 1979 and
1985.

Available capacity was compared with the total projected :in-
crease in defense and nondefense demands over the stud] period.
Let me quote from what I view as the most important conclusion in
most of the 58 defense industries, existing_ capacityand those
words are underscored in the originalis sufficient to supply the
projected 1985 demands of the economy.

The Commerce Department went on to state, that the study re-
vealed no instances in which industrywide supply bottlenecks are
likely to prevent the achievement of national defense goals.

Similar _conclusions were reached in a study by the Congressional
Budget Office as well as in work by Data Resources, Inc., whose
representatives you will hear from shortly.

The results of those studies have not made v complacent about
industrial capacity; For several years now we- have made a maji`
effort to provide to industry our forecast of defense demands, as-
suming the President's 5-year plan is enacted: These projections
are made for 400 industrial sectors-----the number of sectors for
which we have detailed data In the last year we have supplied
more than-2,000 copies of our projections to industrial groups,
trade associations, and State and local planning agencies. We hope
these projections provide a better basis for their own planning, es-
pecially for investment decisions. I might add that, on our part,
there is -an interest in encouraging additional firms to think about
defense business, to expand the degree of competition. -

I should add as a footnote that; as a byproduct; this work has
produce- conclusions that run against the popular wisdom re-
garding the geographic distribution of defense spending. There is a
widespread belief that increases in defense spending disproportion-
ately benefit States in the West and South. Using these same
models and extensions of our forecasting models, we have found
that, in fact, the converse is true. Because of the emphasis on pro-
curement in the defense budget plans for the next several years, it
is the States in the Northeast and Midwest that will see their
share of defense spending increase: In fact_and I think people do
not generally appreciate thisNew England, is now in the upper
range in terms of its ranking for defense spending per capita. The
States in these regions will at least on average, see increases in
their potential shares of defense activity if our planned budgets
come to fruition._

Let me turn from the macroeconomic- effects, if you will, to the
macroeconomic effects of defense spending; and; in particular; to
two issues that have been of concern, inflation and jobs.

Our conclusions on inflation reflect both the adequacy of capac-
ity in individual sectors and the results obtained from macroeco-

-
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nomic forecasting models. Looking at this evidence, we don't see
any danger that the defense buildup is going to rekindle; or some-
how add in a significant way to, inflation.

The jobs issue has; I think; bedeviled the debate on defense
spending. Our conclusion is similar to that offered yesterday by Dr.
Penner, that is; there is no difference on average in the number of
jobs created by defense and nondefense Federal purchases.

Now, it is true that the absolute number of jobs estimated by dif-
ferent models varies. But that fact reflects the structure of the
models and the assumptions that people put into them. When you
make apples -to- apples comparisons using any- of these models you
find that. defense and nondefense purchases have about the same
employment effects:

I should stress what the Secretary has said repeatedly; that is,
we do not view the defense program as a. jobs program: Defense
spending should be undertaken for reasons of national security and
foreign policy; and in response to threats we face=not to create
jobs. But it is reassuring that there is no adverse economic effect in
this regard.

I would like to step back, if I might, from the debate over mac-
roeconomic indicators and ask what seems to me the important
policy question: Whether- or not we should- try to- vary defense
spending, particularly in the short run, in order to adjust_to chang
ing economic circumstances. In other words; should we use defense
spending as a tool of stabilization policy?

We would argue we should not: We say this largely because the
reason for defense spending is to meet our commitments and objec-
tives and to deal with the threats we face; But we would also argue
that defense spending is a relatively inefficient tool of stabilization
policy.

If you cut back procurement accounts in order to achieve eco-
nomic results, you are dealing, as you know well, with funding that
spends out very slowly. In the first year, the effects would be
modest. On average, only between 10 and 15 cents of each appropri-
ated procurement dollar is disbursed in the first year.

Morebvei. if you are not prepared to terminate programs in .

order to cut back the procurement accounts; you must stretch-out
the programs' that is, buy the same number of items but at a
slower rate. In doing so; you are invariably committing yourself to
a less efficient production rate and so to higher defense costs in the
long run.

Unfortunately, because of the relative insensitivity of outlays to
changes in procurement spending in the short run, people tend to
turn to the operating accounts when looking for savings. We would
argue that is very bad _policy. That means you cut the readiness of
our forces in order to get some quick savings in outlays.

If I might, I would like to turn now to the last of the three ques-
tions posed, that is, whether or not this budget is affordable.

We would argue that it is. Now, I know there are those who con-
tend that, somehow, defense goods are unproductive. I think that is
a narrow view: It fails to take into account why defense spending is
undertaken in the first place.

Defense spending is undertaken to insure the Nation's security.
That is an important service. It is like spending on police services
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or insurance. It is spending to deter an outcome, to insure the free-
dom and security we enjoy. Obviously; there will be debates about
the proper level of defense spending; but I would argue it is one of
the most important public services we have.

If we look at the defense budget as a share of GNP, I think we
would come to the conclusion that, the defense program is afford-
able: In fiscal year 1983, defense outlays will be 6.3 percent of GNP
and about a quarter of all Federal outlays. That is a low figure by
the standards of the 1950's and 196 ©'s: _In the decade between 1954
and 1965, defense spending averaged just under 9 percent of
GNPhigher than it will be even toward the end of the proposed
buildup, when we forecast it will reach 7.5 percent of GNP. That is
well below the level in 1955, when defense spending was just over
10 percent of GNP:

In short, we would argue these are not only prudent defense im-
provements that_we need but prudent defense improvements that
we can afford. With that, I would conclude and respond to any
questions you might have.

[Testimony resumes on p. 150.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Chu follows.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID S. C. CM U

It is a pleasure to be With you today to discuss the economic effettt of

defense spending.

Thit topic has been actively debated over the lett few years. The debate

has focused on three distinct questions:

o First, is existing and planned industrial c pacity adequate to

produce the goods required by our expanded defense effort?

Second, what is the proper relationship of defehte spending to

Stabilization policy?

o And; third, is the proposed defente program
affordable in terms of

cur nation's resources, and prudent in the light of the threats we

face, our commitments. and our 'nation's objectives?

My statement will review the position of the Department of Defense on

each of thete issues:

IS INDUSTRIAL CAPACITY SUFFICIENT TO PRODUCE THE DEFENSE PROGRAM?

In World War II and, to a lesser extent, the Korean and Vietnam wars,

efforts to expand defehte production ran
into capacity constraints that caused

bottlenecks. The spectre of a recurrence of widespread bottlenecks has
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occasionally been raised in the course of the debate over the current defense

budget. All of the evidence; however; suggests that significant bottlenecks

are very unlikely for the foreseeable future.

The most extensive work we have seen on this subject is a study prepared

by the Bureau of Industrial Economics (BIE) at the Department of Commerce.

That study examined the Adequacy of industrial capacity to accommodate both

the defense buildup and vigorous growth in the economy. For each 9f 496

industries; BIE estimated total defense purchases in 1.985. The estimates

included both direct purchases by DoD and indirect purchases generated by the

production of goods and services bought by DoD. BIE also estimated nondefense

demands in 1985 for the products of these industries. Defense purchases--

direct plus indirect--accounted for at least 5 percent of projected domestic

production in 1985 for 52 of the 496 industries considered. These were

classified as "defense" ihduStries. (BIE also included in this category six

other industries for which the defense share was less thah 5 pet-cent bdt which

were judged to be important qualitatively to defense prodaction.)

BIE then estimated the 1985 capacity for each of the 58 "defense"

industries. The study did not evaluate capacity for the 442 'nondefense"

industries because the share of those industries' outputs used direct1y or

ihdirectly in defense production is small. For none of the "nondefense"

industries did the defense share of output exceed 5 percent, and for most; it

was considerably less than 5 percent. This points to a simple, but very

important, fact that is often overlooked in discussions of potential

bottlenecks. In the vast majority of U.S. industries, defense purchases--
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because they are such a small part of total production--have little bearing on

capacity. 'This is true even of the many cases in which defense purchases are

growing raPidly.

For most of the 58 "defense" industries, BIE estimated the percentage of

capacity that was not used in 1979, and conservatively estimated capacity

growth between 1979 and 1985. "Available capacity ;" defined as the sum of

these two figures, was used to measure how large an increase in demand over

the period 1979-1985 could be accommodated without pressing normal capacity

constraints. BIE compared that measure with the projected growth in.defense

and nondefente demands over the same period. BIE found that available

capacity was sufficient to prevent bottlenecks, and furthermore, that for

".;.most of the fifty-eight defense industries, existing capacity is

sufficient to supply the projected (1985) demandt Of the economy" (emphasis

in the original). BIE's report went on to State that "... this study reveals

no instances where industry-wide supply bottlenecks are likely to prevent the

achievement of our natiordl defense goals."

My office has looked in even greater detail at several of the defense

industries covered in the BIE study. We reviewed capacity in some important

metals and metal-working industries; went doWn through several tiers of the

Production process in the aircraft industry; and made plant-by-plant and

Product-by-product comparisont Of purchases and capacity for several defense

industries. The data we examined confirm the broad BIE conclusion, and

inditate that ample capacity to ilroduce the defense program is'available.

'29-794 CIS4-- in 145
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Similar conclusions were reached in studies done by the Congressional

Budget Office and Data Resources, Inc. Although concerns over bettlenecks are

still sometimes expressed; all of the available evidence supports the

conclusion that economically significant bottlenecks should not be a serious

concern over the next two or three years.

I do not mean to suggest that we in DoD are complacent about industrial

capacity. To the contrary, we continue to monitor the adequacy of industrial,

capacity and have taken steps to improve the industrial base. For example, we

have made an active effort to provide information on future defense purchases

to existing and potential defense suppliers. During the past year, we

supplied about 2;200 copies of these projections to firms; trade associations;

and state and local'planning agencies. We recently developed the capability

to make state-by-state projections of defense demands for the products of

various industrial sectors. These projections are made available to groups

involved in state and local economic development to assist them in their work.

By providing information on future defense demands, we give the business

commuhity a better basit for formulating its investment plans. We also hope

to attract additional suppliers to defense production; which will help to

strengthen the industrial base and increase competition for defense contracts.

A by-product of our work on projecting defense activity at the state

level is a sharper understanding of the geographic distribution of defense

demands. It is often assumed that defense spending goes disproportionally to

states in the West and the South; We have found that; as the composition
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of defense spending shifts toward procurement, most of the states in the

Northeast and the Midwest are likely to have increasing shares of defense

spending. This fihdihg is contrary to the "conventional wisdom" on the issue.

WHAT IS THE PROPER RELATION OF DEFENSE SPENDING TO STABILIZATION POLICY?

Let me turn now to some specific economic effects Of defense spending.

During the past few years, there has been extensive discussion of the

effects of defense spending on the inflation rate; employment, recovery from

the recession, the federal deficit; interest rates, investment (partitUla ly

business flied iticettfmnt); productivity, and the trade balance. Sihte DOD

has Oartitipated in some of these discussicns, it is appi-bkiat for me to

review what we have said.

Inflation

One concern that is sometimes raised is that increases in defente

production Will lead to inflation by causing major bottlenetkt in basic

ihdiAtil; The linkage between excess demand in individual industries and

04erall inflation rates is by no means simple and direct. At I noted earlier,

however; the evidence indicates that the defense buildup will not cause major

bottlenecks.
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A second concern is the job-creating potential of defense ending. DoD

has used models developed by Data Resources Inc. to estimate the employment

effect of increasing non-pay defense outlays. We found that each additional

$1 billion (1982) in outlays creates 35,000 civilian jobs. This is toward the

lower end of the range of estimates that we have seen of the emploYment effect

of additional defense spending.

Nevertheless, some argue that other forms of government spending create

more jobs than do DoD outlays. We have made several points in response.

First, as Secretary Weinberger has said repeatedly, defense spending is not a

jobs program. Second, our estimate refers to the entire non-pay portion of

the DoD budget. The critics misleadingly compare average employment effects

across a wide range of defense programs with much narrower civilian programs.

Third, the multiplier for nohdefense federal purchases of goods and services

as 8 whole is about the same as that for Don purchases of goods and services;

Perhaps the question is better put: Does a shift in the composition of

federal outlays toward defense reduce employment? The evidence suggests that

the answer to this question is "no."

Other Macroeconomic Effects

Three years ago, my office invited several leading economic forecasters

to submit their projections of the macroeconomic effects of increased defense

1.48
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spending. While the projections differed somewhat in their details, there was

substantial agreement that even large increases. in defense spending would not

dominate the economic situation in the mid- 1980s. The evidence we have seen

suggests that this conclusion is still correct.

Taking a BroaderVi-eit

I can appreciate the Task Force's interest in various specific effects of

defense spehding. But I would also urge that we stand back and look at these

topics froM a betad perspective. That seems to us particularly necessary

because, as the discussions of various effects of defense spending have

proceeded and taken on a life of their own, it is easy to lose sight of what

seems to be motivating the interest in these effects.

Virtually all of those involved agree that defense spending should be

undertaken only for purposes of national security; and not for economic

purposes. Yet statements about the economic effects of defense spending often

are Made in the context of federal responses to relatively short-run changes

in economic circumstances. It is, then, reasonable to ask explicitly: Should

defense spending be deliberately varied in response to fluctuations in

economic conditions?

Under present law, over three-quarters of total federal spending is

defined as relatiVely uncontrollable. Programs in this category include

social security; unemployment assistance, and medical care. The remaining

one - quarter of the federal budget is described as relatively controllable

primarily because it is subject to- annual - appropriations. The defenSe budget
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accounts for nearly three-fourths of that amount. Defense programs are,

consequently, often reviewed as a convenient area in which to cut spending.

DoD strongly believes, however, that defense spending should not be

adjusted in response to short-run economic developments. Defense budgets are

planned in terms of the commitments we have made and the threats we face, and

those commitments and threats do not ebb and flow with the business cycle.

Defense spending, therefore, should not be cut in response to transitory

economic concerns. Doing so is relatively ineffecti.e on its own terms; it

generally increases defense costs; and it runs the risk of impairing our

defenses; even if the tuts are temporary.

' The effectiveness of using defensespending as a tool of-f scat policy is

limited by the fact that expenditures for major weapons s. ms are typically

spread over many years. Consequently,- large cuts in procurement funding oro-

duce only relatively small reductions in first-year outlays. And cuts in

defense spending do not translate one-for-one into reductions in the federal

deficit.. In fact; only about 50 cents of each dollar cut from the defense

budget shows up as a reduction in the deficit. The effect on the deficit is

so small because of the contribution of defense spending to GNP and

employment. Because of that linkage, favorable effects on the deficit of cuts

in defense spending would in large part be offset by the reduced tax revenues.

Using cuts in major defense programs as an instrument of short-run

economic policy also tends to increase future defense costs. Decisions on

what type of systems to produce; and:on the number of each to acquire, reflect

assessments of the threats we face. When pressures are brought on the defense
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budget in response to short-run economic events, we are usually forced to

postpone the start of new programs or stretch out existing ones. In either

case, reductions in outlays come at the expense of increased spending in

future years. Moreover, Wien programs are stretched, total defense costs are

increased. Fewer units are purchased each year, thereby raising unit costs

and, ultimately, total spending levels.

Given the importance of major procurement programs; their long planning

horizons, and their relatively small budgetary effects; it is easy to under-

stand--though not accept--why attention often turns; as it did during the

1970s; to reductions in those accounts that sustain the operations of our

forces; especially the operations and maintenance (O&M) account. It was not

good policy then, and is not good policy today, to look for quick savings by

reducing operating expenditures. These are the readiness accounts; the

accounts that keep our forces running. Cuts in them imply equipment grounded

because of spare parts Shortages, or fighter pilots whose proficiency has

suffered becaose their peacetime flying hours have been cut back.

IS THE PROPOSED DEFENSE BUDGET AFFORDABLE AND PRUDENT?

The third major question being debated is whether the defense budget is

affordable in terms of our nation's resources, and prudent in the light of the

threats we face, our commitments, and our nation's objectives. 1 fear that

this basic issue is often obscured by controversy over the detailed economic

effects that stem from defense spending--or virtually any large government

program.
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There are those who argue that defense spending is fundamentally

unproductive, in that the goods and services it buys are of no direct use to

the ci-vilian economy. This is an extremely narrow viewpoint, which fails to

recognize the purpose of defense programs. The defense budget is analogous to

premiums paid on an Insurance policy or outlays for preventive medicine. We

spend the money on very tangible goods and services to provide an intangible;

but fundamentally important, service: national security.

Defense spending is,- then, a matter of making prudent pr:ovisiorP now for

future contingenci25. This is an allocation problem. Its proper solution

requires careful judgments on the level and structure of our forces, informed

1.4 a long-run perspective on our nation's resources, our objectives, our

commitments; and the threats we face.

We often describe the resource burden of the defense budget in terms of

its share of GNP. We are aware that some dismiss this measure as simplistic.

It simple--but not simplistic. In the context of the broad allocation

issue presented by defense demands, it is very much to the point to look to

the share of GNP devoted to defense.

/ do not mean to suggest that there is some fixed share of GNP that

should be devoted to defense. To the contrary, determining the proper level

of defense spending requires weighing our resources against Nil- objectives,

our commitments, and the .threats we face. My point is only that it is

relevant to the resource allocation debate to think in terms of the share of

GNP devoted to defense.
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Measured against GNP; the current defense buildup is neither particularly

large nor rapid; and it is clearly affordable. In fiscal year 1983, Do0

outlays amounted to about 6.3 percent of GNP and 25.9 percent of federal

outlays. These figures are fairly low by the standards of the 1950s and early

1960s. In 1955 - -a boom year for the economy--defense outlays amounted to 10.5

percent of GNP, and between 1954 and 1964, they averaged 8.9 percent of GNP--

more than will be the case during any year of the proposed buildup.

CONCLUSION

Tne three issues that I have addressed concern very different aspects of

federal policy.

The question of the adequacy of industrial capacity has to do primarily

with defense planning. It is an important issue; but has only fairly remote

connections to broader questions of economic policy, because of the relatively

modest level of defense demands in our total economy. Moreover, it is a

problem over which we have some control. By making available information on

likely defense demands, we can help avoid any capacity problems that might

otherwise develop.

The other two issues I identified are often not separated, but should be.

Thc threats we face, our commitments abroad, and our foreign policy objectives

remain our paramount concerns in deciding on the level and structure of

military forces. The familiar figures on the defense share of GNP that I

cited reflect our recognition that the limits on our nation's productive

resources are also relevant to these decisions.

We beliec,e that the present defense buildup is prudent when measured

against all these standards: But recognizing the relevance of long-term

resource constraints to defense planning is very different from agreeing that

defense programs should be adjusted in response to short-term changes in

economic conditions. That would be poor economic policy, as well as

detrimental to our nation's security.
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Mr. ASPIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chu, for your testimony.
You say that the 13IE study was done in August?
Mr. Cut). The study was published in August 1982. It was started

in April 1980.
Mr. ASPIN. Do you know what rate of economic growth they were

anticipating at the time in the economy?
Mr: Cuu._As I recall, the forecast they were using was a bit more

optimistic. The study looked only at 1985 and 1979; it did not con-
sider the intervening years:

Mr. ASPIN. What happened is that lately the recovery has been
faster than had been forecast I wondered whether that might
change the results of the study?

Mr. CHU. So far, we would not so conclude. The study assumed
that GNP in 1985 would be $1,691 billion in 1972 dollars. The ad-
ministration's forecast, made last July; of 1985 GNPalso in 1972
dollarswas $1,668 billion, and the most recent DRI forecast puts
1985 GNP at $1;671 billionin 1972 dollars.

Moreover, at the peak of the last business cycle; manufacturing
capacity utilization rates were in the mideighties. We are now in
t he low seventies; 73 percent or something like that:

So we are still some distance from the kind of binding constraint
that people worry about in that regard: Though Ieadtimes have in-
creased a bit in the last year or so, they are still well below the
maximum reached at the peak of the last business cycle. The aero-
space industry, in particular, which was an area of concern in the
late 1970's, is below the economywide average in terms of capacity
utilization.

So, despite the strong recovery in the last few months; we don't
see a big problem about to hit us on the head.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask you about the issue of bottlenecks and the
effects of the defense spending on the inflation rate:

Some peoplenot necessarily in connection with these hear-
ingsworry about the defense industrial base in the country. They
claim that the industrial base in our economy for defense spending
is not in good shape; particularly at the subcontractor level, I
guess, and particularly in certain industries. I wonder how that -re-
lates to what you are saying about the absence of bottlenecks? You
are right, CBO said the- same thing yesterday.

One of the people who worries about this is Jack Gansler, who
testified recently about the cost of weapons systems: Let me just
sununarizr from his testimony. He says a major trend that has
been observed; particularly in the post-Vietnam decade; is a grow,
ing lack of inefficiency and responsiveness in the defense industrial
base. A series of reports at the end of 1980 all indicated significant
problems in the defense industrial base.

There is a footnote for which he has No. 8, but there is no text,
sal don't know what he is citing:

But he says that typical of these reports was one from the House
Armed Services Committee entitled; "The Ailing Defense Industri-
al Base." It showed that there were sectors in which considerable
excess capacity and, therefore, economic inefficiencies existed. In
addition. they identified sectors where there was far too little com-
petition and again inefficiencies. They also showed that there were
significant bottlenecks, particularly at the lower tiers subcontrac-
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tors and parts suppliersand that these resulted in a lack of pro-
duction surge capability.

For example; it would take over 3 years for_ an existing aircraft
production line to increase its output significantly. Later he goes
on to talk about this in the testimony, stressing -what _needs to be
done to revitalize the industrial base. He says; for example, that in
aircraft manufacturing there are manY producersprobably too
many given the number of aircraft neededbut fbr tracked vehi-
cles there is only one supplier of tankS and One- supplier of armored
personnel carriers. That means inefficiencies and costs go up.

He talked about a situation at the subcontractor level for tanks
where you had to get turrets, so you needed castings. There was
only one producer: and suddenly you had the problems. If these re-
ports are right. how can it also be true what you and the CBO are
saying. that there -are no bottlenecks?

Mr. CHU. I_ think there are several phenomena behind the obser-
vations he offered, We are concerned about thiS, too, and have tried
to track delenSe demands down through the_ so-called second- and
ihird-tier industries; some of which are not broken out in the ag-
gregate -input and output tables we and CBO use

Mr. AsetN. First of all; are you into the second tier? That is
where Mr. Minsler thinks this occurs.

Mr. etiv. We are: in an aggregate way. Some detail has been
added to our modelS as a result _of our dialog with industrial and
trade groups and individual companies that use our projections. We
are limited. hoWever, by what the basic data bases can show us.
The inputi output table we use includes 400 Sectors. That is about
as_far as we can go.

Over the past several years, we have sought comments on our
projections from industrial groups. One comment has been, in
effect, don't just tell us that you will buy more aluminum or steel;
for examplethe' input/output table stops at that level of detail
tell us specifically what vehicles or things -the steel_oraluminum
will go into. That requeSt is made because steel or_ aluminum is not
a precise enough description of the product from -the industry's per-
spective to underStand the characteristics the material must have
and what we are talking about. We have reSponded to that request.

One of the things that lies behind Jack_Gansler's observations is
that the real value of procurement declined dramatically during
the 1.970's particularly relative to the size_ of the Nation's economy.
So the Defense_ Department went from being perhaps an important
customer to being a relatively small one

When you are a relatively small customer in any business;_you
get less 1.ittez.,ion from the people who are supplying the product.
And of course; market forces dO work, and there are fewer people
who decide to take up that particular business. Plus, of course,
toward the end of the decadeParticularly in aerospace which is
an industry people know better und can follow better because there
is more detailed reporting in trade publications and other
sourceSwe had significant production problems in the defense as
well as the civil sector. In addition, a major aircraft manufacturer
Wati forecastiqg significant future production and was busy_taking
out inventory positionS on a whole series of industrial products.
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Of course, that sent the indicators, from people who watch lead-
times, soaring. As it turned out, all the projected demand did not
materialize, and the manufacturer in question was somewhat diS--
appointed.

The other thing we have to keep in mind is changes in real inter-
est rates, which affect defenSe and nondefense buyers of goods. As
real interest rates increase, firms respond in a rational manner, re-
ducing planned inventories. Particularly in a time of uncertain eco-
nomic circumstances, they want to avoid the risks associated with
large inventories since carrying costs are so high.

That fact adds to the lcadtimes you confront and, I think, exacer-
bates the problem. You go out and ask someone if they can produce
"X" and they say, "Yes, but I don't keep the parts. I have to ask
someone else to produce them." That feeds perceptions that lead-
times are a problem.

Finally, we have to ask ourselves whether our memory of how
responsive the induStrial base was 10 or 15 years ago is germane to
what really would_ happen in a major mobilization_ This question
partly what Jack Gansler is speaking to. Looking back to our
Hence during World War II, it took us about 2 years to reach the
large wartime levels of defense production.

Finally, there is one other point I would makeand here _I don't
have a set of empirical information but only impressions. Because
of changes in technology; many defense demands are different from
demands in the civil economy. So we actually have plants whose
sole purpose is producing defense goods.

At the prime contractor level, there is a great deal of excess ca-
pacity in many industries, aircraft assembly being an example. We
are not planning to produce aircraft at anywhere near the rates
typical even during the peak of the Vietnam conflict.

Now, demands at the lower tiers are sometimes a different
matter; that is where the concerns have arisen: But even
there, one of the issues over time is how different the standards for
defense components should be from those for civil components.
That is partly a matter of policy. If you set higher standards for
defense goods, you make it more difficult for someone to produce
those goods for you. There may be sound reasons for making de-
fense standards more rigorous because military equipmrcit has to
work under more stressful conditions than do most con.mercial
products. That is obviously a question on which there is room for
debate.

I would argue that to the extent we can adopt civilian standards,
while meeting military requirements, we will have more potential
suppliers in the second- and third-tier industries.

I _think that is something we should be sensitive to.
Mr. ASPIN. So have you people over in the Pentagon thought

about an- industrial-policy? Mr. Gansler talks about one, but he is
not specific about what it would be or how it would look.

Mr. CHu___We_ have, but in pieces and_in_ dealing with specific
problems. We do, of course, have the Defense Production Act,
which allows_the_Department_ to go to th6 head-of the line. The act
also allows the Department in effect to subsidize capacity in cer-
tain areas by either guaranteeing purchases or helping to build
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things outright. Whether we should be allowed to do so is a matter
of some debate.

As I indicated, we are making a major effort to provide informa-
tion on our procurement plans because we believe that will help in-
dustry in its planning. An important_concern of the Under Secre-
tary fbr Research and Engineering, Dr. DeLauer, is the health of
the industrial base. This is always a consideration as we go forward
with spedific weapons decisionS.

We want to be sure there is sufficient competition over time in
an industry. That is sometimes a problem.

We have not tried to have a single volume wrapped up saying
this is our policy." I think some people would_oWect if we tried to

do so and would say with some justice that that is beyond the man-
date of the Department of Defense.

Mr. ASPINI. In the areas in which you agree with Jack Gansler,
why wouldn't these problems create inflationary pressures even in
the buildup we foresee now?

Mr. CHU. I'm not sure that the problems Mr, Gansler identified
are as pronounced as he would argue. Some of what he views as a
problem I interpret as the result of Standard economic phenomena.
The market Works. We became a less important customer; firms
left the industry. When we become more important, we can expect
firms to return.

Our interest in providing projections of defense demands, is to
make Sure people understand we will be a more important custom-
er. We want to encourage them to think about us early in the proc-
eSS. To the extent there are frictions in that process; you will en-
counter problems. Part of our conclusion is based_ on looking at ca-
pacity utilization rates in various sectors of theeconomy. At
present, these are still fairly low.

Mr. ASPIN. HOW far does your analysis go, the input/output anal-
ysis?

Mr. CHU. We take it out 5 years. In other words; we take the 5-
y ea r defense plan and translate it into outlays in the 400 sectors
covered by the input/output table. We array the resulting projec-
tions in several ways, including an identification of the demands
stemming from the main appropriation accounts. I indicated earli-
er, we provide this breakdown because industry indicates that it is
important to them.

Most users are not interested in the whole ackage, so we give
them the sections of interest to them. It is a 5 -year forecast, and we
try to update it once a year.

jMr. Asp's. In looking at defense spending you look not just at
the primes, you are able to get to the subcontractors?

Mr. CHU. What we do is take, say; a dollar of shipbuilding money
and on the basis of historical experience, split that among the sec-
tors of the input/output table So for each shipbuilding dollar, we
try to figure how much will go directly to shipyards, and how much
to manufactuers of weapon systems; to producers of the electronics
that go on ships and to manufacturers of some other items pur-
chased directly by DOD and installed by the shipbuilder. Interest-
ingly enough it is something like one - quarter of the cost, of a naval
ship is spent on electronics or similar things.
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Then we apply the input/output table to these_direct purchases
to deti.riniiie the derivative demands associated with spending one
more dollar on shipbuilding. These resulting estimates of what we
call indirect demands include subcontracts and, more broadly; all
activity at all lower tiers derived from the prime contract.

The core of bur forecasting systen, is a set of estimates of the
share of each defense dollar from each of 50 budget accounts that
is spent on the products of various industries.

We show these estimates to industry experts arid_ask:_ Do you
think this is sensible'? Should we do it differently? Have_we charac-
terized it appropriately? When we see anomalies, we seek advice on
What is going on and hcw the estimates should_be modified. This
process typically is triggered when defense spending is projected to
be large in an industry or which we think it is small:

So we don't start out by splitting defense outlays between the
prime contract and subcontract levels. We look instead._ at final
demand and track that to the industrial sectors in which the
money Will be Spent. We then use those direct expenditures and
the input /output -table to compute indirect demands, which include
the Subcontract level. I should add that what is prime and sub is
often a contractual decision as opposed to an economic one._

Mr. ASt,i:C:. What about labor, does this analysis go to categories
of labor?

Mr. Oki. We project defense and defense-related demands for
some 00 categories of skilled labor. We also try to track about 70
categories of crude materials.

Mr. Asi,IN. OK let me ask you about the issue of the_indek rate.
Why is it, in your view, that the inflation index in defense is that
different from -the inflation index for the general economy?_______

Mr. Cntr. Well, that hasn't alwe..y3 been the case. Of course; we
hive these_ BEA indexes only back to 1972. As I recall, during the
early 1970'S, the two indexes moved fairly closely together; in the
late 1970's the diverged; _

Mr. ASi;ri:. MOYed together meaning they were the same or they
just_ moved together?

Mr. Citu. They were n9t precisely the same. There was a year in
the early_19711's;_i believe; when the BEA index was a little low rel-
ative to the GNP deflator.

In the late 1970's they diverged. When I say diverged. Lam speak-
ing zibOut the index excluding pay and fuel costs- because those are
separate problems. For the overall DOD index, rising fuel and pay
costs accounted for much of the divergence from the GNP deflator.
We are a somewhat heavier user of fuel, and our -paw- policy is a
product Of administration recommendations and congressional ac-
tions:

S6 changes in military pay may not track with wage trends in
the private sector. Those differences are important in the final
answer, but fbr the non pay and nonfuel accounts; the indexes still
diverged; We don't have a good explanation of why that happened.
I believe one element was the overheating that occurred in the
aerospace industry at the time. In the_years_ ahead, we ought to see
the defense and nondefense inflation -rates coming back down or at
least moving closer together, although not necessarily year to year
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I would not attempt to explain year-to-year variations in the in:
dexes. We have treated that as a problem; we are looking into it.
At the moment, we treat such variations as an observed fact about
which we:cannot do much in the short run. But we have tried to
insist that the defense program be priced assuming the variations
are going to continue for at least the intermediate future.

I wish I had a good explanation.
Mr. ASiir14. What happened in the aerospace industry in the late

1970's?
Mr. Curu. At least as I would interpret it; we had fairlY high

rates of production of aircraft for the_Air Force and extremely high
rates of commercial aircraft production. A major manufacturer was
developing two new models of aircraft and in anticipation of large
sales, was taking out inventory positions on parts, landing gear,
and so forth.

As all those demands converged, suppliers to the_ aerospace in-
dustry experienced_ constraints in production capacity and lead-
times lengthened: It was never clear what the It-!idtirrieS meant be-
cause some of the orders did not require that money be put on the
table when the order was placed. But in that period, all these fat-
torS. were coming together. Then we had a sharp downturn in
demand for commercial airliners, both existing and new models;
and a different picture emerged:

Mr: ASPIN. Do you have a forecast of where the DOD price index
is going to go?

Mr. CHU. We do have an official forecast for what _are called
major commoditiesmeaning major weapons systems. We project
that this indek Will increase more rapidly than the GNP purchases
deflator used in Forecast.

Mr. AsPIN. It is higher?
Mr. CHIJ: The official forecast is somewhat higher; yes.
Mr. ASiiiir. This is forecast out through when?
Mr. Ow; We do it for 5 years, and then we really straightline

beyond that for ships, for which outlays sometimes run over 7

years. The reason we need the forecasts IS that as you know; when
the Congress appropriates money for ships or aircraft,_it allows for
anticipated inflation. Obviously one reason we- prefer to be cautious
on this issue is that in the decade of the 1970's, -the Department
was constrained to using the OMB forecast To put it most charita-
bly, the OMB forecast was right, on average, 1 _-year in 10.- The
effect on our_program when OMB was wrongor when we got a
budget that embedded that set of_assumptionSWas that people _cut
back on support equipment or spares or on other items needed to
operate a weapon system In order to adjust for the fact they didn't
have the money in the procurement account.

So we are trying to be conservative in our inflation projections.
Mr. ASP1N. How much higher are you than the Official forecast

for the CPI?
Mr. Citu; We are one-half percentage _point above the increase

projected for the implicit GNP price deflator.
Mr: AsPiN._ Do you know what you are forecasting for- inflation?
Mr. Ctiu. The overall deflator; which includes pay and fuel, was

forecast to increase by 3.6percent in 1984. The forecasts for the fol-
lowing years are in the range of 5 percent. For 1985, we werethis
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:is as of last February 1forecasting 6.1 percent for all account%

and then descending _toward 5 percent out into 1988: These rates
are comparable to inflation rates for the economy as a whole. The
projected inflation rates for defense purchases, excluding pay and
fuel, are as I said, about one-half percentage _point above the im-
plicit GNP price deflator. The inflation rate for major defense com-
modities was forecast to be about 1.5 percentage points above the
GNP implicit price deflator.

Mr. ASPIN. Why is there this difference, the divergence between
the CPI for the economy as a whole and defense?

Mr: CHU. I am not sure there is_a_difference with- the CPI; our
comparisons have been with the GNP purchases deflator. I would
not argue that the difference should be permanent: We did see a
difference in the late 1970's, and we are being careful not to get
ourselves in trouble by assuming that problem; whatever caused it;
is going to go away. As I said, this is a subject we are looking into
because it is hard to explain the year-to-year differences in the
BEA defense index and economywide inflation rates.

To defend the M.:A deflator, our situation is a lot better than it
was in prior years when we had no defense-specific deflator. BEA
goes to a great deal of trouble to try to construct the best index it
can -for ths marketplace.

Mr. ASPEN. Leaving aside the year-to-year fluctuations, it seems
to- have -run higher than the index-for the entire economy:

Mr. CHU. In the last half of the 1970's, there was a divergence. In
the first half; the two indexes moved more or less together.

Mr. ASPIN. OK.
Mr. Ciiu. So I would not argue that the divergence is permanent.
Mr. CLARK. I am looking at the testimony that George Brown

will be giving shortly and he shows that th.: defense deflator in the
1980's is considerably higher, nearly twice as high as the GNP de-
flator. So the difference continues after the latter part of the
1970's.

Mr. CHU. Oh, yes, I am not saying it stopped in that period of
time: The _divergence has -not come -down as much as I would have
expected. But I can't explain the phenomenon. We wish we could.

Mr: ASPIN: Basically you don't see any reason why in the normal
scheme of things it shouldn't be the same, and what we are trying
to explain is the phenomenon of the late 1970's; is that right?

Mr. CHU. In theory. I have no theory.that says--
Mr. ASPEN. No theory for why it is different?
Mr. CHU. That is right. For the overall defense budget; you get

differences because of our separate pay assumption. Our pay rates
do not necaasarily track- private sector wages: They could be higher;
some have argued we will need higher wage rates in the future.

Mr: ASPIIsL Or it was lower -than the economy for the 1970's and
with the big pay increases in 1979 and 1980 it was higher.

Mr. CHU. Yes; and; similarly, we have the fuel price effect. We
don't pay a different price, but -fuel costs account fora larger part
of our budget than they do in the GNP purchases deflator. The di-
vergence may- result from -that compositional issue: The deflator
would clearly be different if we bOught a different set of goods. Per-
haps- if we broke the GNP_ purchases deflator into components; we
could see an explanation. But I don't know.
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We haven't gotten far, on that work. We may see that the differ-
ence is all compositional because we are buying thingS at the high
end -of the scale:

Mr. AsniN. One of the arguments that some people have made
maybe_ with inflation coming dciWii now it is not -made with the
wine degree of fervoris that we ought to use a different inflation
index in calculating real growth in the defense _budget; In other
words, we Shouldn't use the _official numbers for Government-wide
spending; we should use a different number for defense. Is there
any change in policy about what we use?

Mr: _CHu. No sir; except for the fact we are permitted; as we
have discussed, to have .t major commodity index. So we are per-
mitted to have

Mr. ASPN. To have a majoncommodity_index.
Mr: Yes; and it is different----highet in the present case-

froth the GNP purchases deflator: So to that extent thete is a dif,
ference; yes: _ _

Mr. ASPIIN. All tight. Let me go to the issue of longrun economic
growth: Leaving aside the very irnPoi-taht issue of how defense is
paid fOt7--which could create problems for economic greWth=the
issue I.would like to raise; and have been raising with other wit-
nesses, concerns the fact that _relative to_our trading partners and
i>conomic competitors we spend moredii defense. In Japan, we have
the iriOSt stark case. Japan spends less than 1 percent Of its GNP
on defense:

Does it not-have an impact on- our rate_of economic growth -to
spend 5 or 6 percent of GNP on defense, With Japan spending less
than 1 percen1 Of GNP on defense?

That is an awful iot of resources which_ we are funneling toward
the prOdUction of defense goods and the Japanese are funneling in
other directions: Obviously not all of that Will go into investment;
but a chunk of_it will and if you developed a policy to puSli some of
that into investment you could probably capture a bigger chunk in
investment.

Has this not had an impact? I am- not saying that it _is the only
explarigion for why Japan is doing_ better in productivity -in some
rather notable products over the 1970'S, but is this not a contract-
ing factor?

CHu;_I have not seen persuasiVe evidence, that it is: I am gen-
erally faniilian_with the simple _cross- national` compatiSonS made.
People who make suck compariSdiiS _tend to leave out the data
pointS that contradict the theory; Taiwan; for example, Spends_a
.high proportion of its output on defense, but it also has had a very
high growth_ rate. I am also leery of cross-national comparisons be-
cause the underlying explanation_niaV be something else and there
May be just an accidental liner between the variables you're corre-
lating:

It is _particularly disturbing when cross-national comparisons
cannot be sustained with the tiitie:Seties data from a particular
Cbiiiitry.if you look just at the United States, there are a lot of ex-
planations for the decline ingrowth over the last_ 15 years.

Defense spending as a share of GNP also declined over that
period. So I would argue it is very difficult to construct simple
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theory that links the proportion of GNP we spend on defense to the
rate of economic growth we have sustained.

Japan and Germany are often cited as examples. In looking at
these cases; we have to keep in mind, not just the rates of growth
of output per capita, but also the fact that the United States has a
significantly higher level of output per capita than does Japan.

In examining growth rates, you have to consider the base from
which they started. If we look at the broader historical context,
what we have are two countries that lost their capital stock in
World War 11 but retained a very skilled labor force. Partly with
external assistance, they reconstituted their capital stocks amt
therefore; were able to have a very high observed rate of growth.
But what they were really doing was putting back something that
was shattered by the_war,

If' that is truethis is a conjecture on my part7you would
expect to_see their rates of growth decline over time. We are seeing
that. In Germany, the rate of growth has leveled off quite consider-
ably, and even that of Japan has slowed down.

So I am not persuaded that the amount of GNP the United
States devotes to defense is an important explanation of our
growth performance in recent years or need be an important factor
in our future performance growth per se. Nor has Dennison's work
necessarily suggested that defense spending is very important in
that regard: _

Mr. ASPIN. Let me pursue this a little further. I think clearly you
can have high economic growth and high defense spending depend-
ing_ on how much you can convince your population not to con-
sume:

Clearly if' we wanted to tell a generation of Americans that their
consumption level should be less we could tax a great deal of that
money, put it into defense, put a big chunk into investment for
future economic growth and everything would be all right.

So yes. You can have higher defense spending and longrun eco-
nomic growth: The correlations don't necessarily mean that if you
are spending high in defense you are not growing. Something else
may be going on: The Taiwan case I don't know about, but clearly
other things can be going on.

When you raise the issue of_ time comparisons with people, they
claim of course that there are lagsthe effect is a lag effect. I may
have in the 1970's not very good economic growth at the same time
that you don't have very high defense spending; but what they are
saying is it is a catch up from the past, not what is going on at the
present time.

The problem 1 have with the point of view_that it -doesn't matter.
is that it would be hard under any economic theory to think yule
could take 5 percentage points_of gross national_product with no
effect. The difference between ti percent growth GNP going to de-
fense and 1 percent of GNP going to defense is that 5 percent; and
somehow it is assumed that you can either spend it on defense or
not, and it just doesn't matter.

That is an awful lot of-7--
Mr. CHU. I am not saying it doesn't matter. I was trying to argue

that it need not affecthistorically has not affectedthe rate at
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which iiur economic base and our productive capacity expands,
which is a somewhat different kind of statement.

Mr. ASPIN. ()K.
_Mr. Citu. That is not to say it doesn't have to come from seine:

Plzice. It does. It May come from unused capacity. It may come
from capacity we are not using to produce other goods at a given
time in the business cycle. Employment will then be higher than it
would otherwise be: But that -is -_a different plane than statements
about how the proportion of GNP devoted to defense affects, in an
ilnportaiit tray, the rate at which our potential productive capacity
expands -over time.

I would argue that it is tough to explain_ U;S: growth perform-
twee: or any other country's, on the basis of defense spending

At the extreme. take a case like Israelthat is a different
matter. But in that case we are talking about spending 30 or 40
percen t---

Mr. ASP1N. I am_ talking about our le_v_el of spending versus the
,Japanese. I am talking about the specific_comparison there. The
numbers of engineers and technicians; scientists of various kinds
that v have devoted to defense versus the miniscule numbers de-
Voted by the Japanesewhat does that leave in terms of scientists
t.ind engineers devoted to consumer goods? I cannotbelieve_ that it
doeSn't htiVe some impact on the quality of the Toyotas versus the
quality of Chryslers:

Mr. Citu. I think on that_specific_issueand I will come back to
your other pointwe _want to be careful not to look just at demand.
Yes; we may dernand a high number of _engineers and scientists,
but we also have to consider supply phenomena over time I would
argue that market works. It works both ways. I can- recall when I
moved to Los Angeles in the early 1970's the newspapers were
filled with stories about the great national disgrace of engineetS

tO Work washing cars. That situation turned around toward
the end of the decade; So there is a supply side to the en_gineeting
and t-icieritific personnel problem. Supply responses do have a lag;
which again is why there is great merit to pursuing a steady course
in these matters so we don't keep changing signals.

Mr. ASP1N. Yes; but still it seems to me that the figures shrive
that whereas about G percent of_dur gross national product goes to
defetise, something like 25 percent of the scientists and engineers
in this country are xvorking in defense. So yes, somehow these
other things ought to come in but-- _

Mr. CHU. If I can come back to your broad question, the opera-
tive policy question is if we cut defense to say, 1 percent of GNP
would those things that are judged to produce future_grOWithlike

I think if we step back and look at Luna- invest-
ment patterns over time the answer is not necessarily." U.S. net
investment has been a relatively stable share of GNP over a long
period of time: In fact; there has been a controversy abOtit why we
don't seem to invest as much as other nations do.

Mr. ASP1N. You say; going back a long distance in time, where do
you_ go back to

Mr. CHU. Several decades;
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Mr. ASPIN. Basically this phenomenona fairly high level of de-
fense spending in the United States taking a decent chunk of
GNP this phenomenon is post-Korean war.

Mr: CHU: Yes; sir.
Mr. ASPIN. So any comparisons with the 1950's--
Mr. Cf-RL No; in fact if you look at the broad historical record,

one of the interesting questions is why, for some period of time, the
country seenis to have Invested less than at least some other
modern developed countries are now doing.

1 am not sure why that_is so: My reading of the literature is that
people are not sure why that is so or what the effects are. All I am
saying is that if you cut back defense spending dramatically, you
would not necessarily see spending gu in the directions that would
promote economic expansion through investment:

Mr. Asinfl. Correct. If you did it with any other Government
policy associated with it; presumably a percentage of it would go to
investment. Now probably most of it would go to consumption, but
if you accompanied it with a direct Government policy--,,--

Mr. CHU. Obviously. But you could have a direct Government
policy in the absence of such a cut if you chose to do so:

Mr. ASPIN. Then you are asking for a real reduction in the stand-
ard of living of most Americans.

Mr. CHU. Not necessarily. If, for exampl&part of the price is
being paid out of unused capacity, you donrhave quite that prob-
lem. Now at full employmentI am not trying to duck the issue
at full ef,iployment, yes, it has to come out of something: Some-
thing has to give. We have to pay for it somehow.

There isn't a free lunch. We would argue we get something im-
portant back in return that is worth paying for.

The only point I am trying to make is that both history and
theory suggest that the rate of expansion of productive capacity
over time need not be retarded by defense spending:-

Mr. ASPIN. No; it need not. The question is, has it? Is it an expla-
nation?

Let me pursue this again. Take a full employment casewhether
the economy is or is not at full employment is-a separate issue to
be pursued by good fiscal and onetary policy. You yourself said in
your testimony that you shoul n't use defense- as a stabilization
tool. OK, fine. Assume we use other stabilization tools to either
produce full employment or if e don't it is because we are not
pursuing other policies.

So you-take the full employment case, then start looking at GNP
shares. How much goes to consumption, how much to investment,
how much goes to government of various kinds?

We have spent more of government, at least on the defense part
of government, of GNP shares than the Japanese.

Mr. CHU. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. Where does that GNP share come from? Well, it

might come from other Government programs.
Mr. CHU. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. In which case the cost of the United States bearing

the big defense burden compared to Japan is that our senior citi-
zens, our poor and our welfare people are less well off in this coun-
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try than they are in Japan. The cost of the defense is borne by
those folks.

OK, a second possibility-is that it might come out e:' consump-
tion. We would just _spend lesso percentage points less on -con-
sumption than the Japanese in this case, Which means we have
the same investment, the same level of nondefense Government
spending, but higher defense; so lower consumptionWhich means
that if you can convince a generation of Americans that they
should sacrifice a little personal :rain themselves for the future of
the country so that we can be strong in in- vestment as well as
strong militarily with high Government spending you end up with
a solution.

In all these cases. you are right; it need not be the outcome, but
assume you cannot convince the American public or that the
American public is unwilling to have a lower standard of living.
Say this generation is not in_ the mood_ to sacrifice for the future
and to sacrifice for the United States to be a strong military power.
In fact, they look to Japan and say I want my standard of living,
my consumption, to be what the Japanese have.

Let's suppose that the pressures are such that you cannot get
that you don't want to have the senior citizens and the welfare re-
cipients- doing -as badly as they arein Japan.

Mr. Oki. If' I might interrupt, that is one thing that is not an
outcome; because those are transfer payments for the most nart.
Transfer payments are a matter of_ how_much you want to tr..nsfer.
That is not affected by the share-of-GNP issue.

Mr. ASPIN. It is but---
Mr..Cini. Consumption is. no doubt about it. Investment might

be, but as we construct the :,:tdget; the problems you are all citing
mostly involve transfer payments.

Mr. ASP1N They ate_ transfers; but to transfer you have to trans-
fer to somebody else who considers it a consumption:

Mr; CHU: But in the endwhat you are really honing in onat
full employment the price is paid either out- of investment or con-
sumption in the aggregace. We can always change the composition
of consumption with transfer payments:

Mr. ASPIN. But the problem from a _public policy standpoint is
that when you tar. people who are producers and you spend it on
defense or you sp' it on food stamps that- part doesn't matter
because yoe F'111 nave to take it away from these other people over
,iee,

I canyit believe that 5 percentage points of GNP ove. all those
detide,, does not matter.

Mr. CHI". It matters in the sense thlt if we hat.. not -taxed
selves to pay for that; we could;_ other _things 1..aing,_ equak.have
a higher rate of consumption. We would also have had a le-ts
.tuatiOn, and what we are buying with de lease expenditures se-

We consider that an important commodity.
fhe testie,iony.of many -.ening Americans t their feeling of pride

and patreeism for their )untry and_ the kind of society we have
suggests it is worth paying a tax of this size to sti7ort. S.,) we
bought that particular nil::

The Japanese case is a spec.al one, a case that early t' S. ei,stw-ar
policy fic 'pod ericourae-e
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Mr. AseiN. All :lit.
Mr: t'in's The Voe of whether we could have a larger consump-

tion stream ovel,:' time is a somewhat different question from our
ability to affect he rate of growth of the economy as a whole. That
is a somewhat separate problem, and I would argue that it is not
all clear that this level of defense spending relative to GNP pre-
sents any significant difficulties in achieving, given our limited
I;newledge of he to do so; high rates of economic growth.

ASI'IN. We don't know very much _about the problems of eco-
nomic growth, and we don't have a lot of answers about what to do
except to say, if you do increase investment-- -

Mr. CHU. But .the issue I point to is the connection between cut-
tingdefense spending and_ increases in investment_ If you look at
history: the proportion of GNP spent on defense did decline in the
la-4 10 years_ cu so, but .we did not see any rate of increase in GNP
given to net fixed investment.

Even if you undertake a Government policy to encourage invest-
ment, you have to worry about the degree to which the market-
place does work. Will you succeed only in displacing public- invest-
ment that might have been undertaken privately in- the first place?

If you want to go back to basic economic theory, then all the arti-
cles we talked about on what the national rate of investment really
was and the golden growth path and whether we are on it, and so
oriand_se

Mr. AS::IN. 1 1-an't remerriber it either, but I think that ifyou do,
it is quite clear that just cutting the defense budget=assume that
peace breaks out and you can go to a 1-,percent GNPclearly, just

acutting the defense budget won't mean big increase in investment
all by itself.

You have to accompany it with a policy to shift some of the
money,_ and it would have to be a part of a deliberate policy: You
are right, you h4ye to be very careful how you view that policy.

Mi: Cliu: It is not always' clear that fixed investment is the
answer.

Mr: AspiN: It seems to be about the only thing we know how to
de.

Mr. OW. We _certainly feel satisfied when we have more of it.
Mt. AsPiN. Otherwise you are stuck with a position of saying

We don't know what it is and we can't do it anyway."
M,_Cini. The-broader question is, How do you promote economic

growth? 1 would urge that we start Out by specifying what policies
support that objective rather than by_locusing on a particular fi-
nancing approach to increase one set of accounts in the economy at
the expense of another. We are not.convinced that simply increas-
ing investment by itself is going to result in broader economic
growth...

Take the Soviet example. They have invested heavily in certain
basic industries yet have not achieved high rates of groWth.

Mr: AsPIN: Investment might mean more than just capital invest-
mnt.

Mr: Ow. It_might well.
N1r. AsPi N. That takes money, too. If you adopted- this policy, and

you could take that 5 percent of GNP; you wouldi.'t want to put it
all into buildings and machinery, you would want to spend some of
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it on education and on R&D; and you would want to adopt an
across-the-board policy of what you do with that money.

Mr. Cuu. Yes, sin, although again, I would urge, if economic
growth is the objective, We ought to start by asking how we can
best prornote that objective. Some of the optiohs have very little to
do with raw resources, but with the rules of the game:

Some would argue deregulation is a useful tool. That has spurred
growth in some cases.

Technological innovation may not he a function of how much .you
s;iend, but of how you spend the -money:

Reduction in transport costs in the late 19th century, for exam-
ple. were a great stimulus to the growth of larre scale industries
which used then-advanced techtufkogies.

Mr. ASPIN. Let's go on to anctlYor fThu of the things that
you mentioned is the instability in at.,1,-n8e spirriing, that you don't
want to use defense Spending as a r

Part of the problem is that pubik: opinion is very volatile on de-
fense?

Mr. CHu. Yes, sir.
Mr. Astir. It seems to me that we are Act doing a very good job

of how we deal with that volatilit3. We keep bemoaning the volatil
ity and keep talking about agreements between the Congress is.nd
the President about a constant rate of growth in defense spendng.

We can argue about the numbers, but people seem to think you
need .in agreement between Congress and the President that We
will have a 5-percent rate of growth for 5 years. That ignores the
fact that what drives the instability is public opinion; and that
public opinion might shift, and in which case any compact between
Congress and the administration would break down immediately
because probably both of them would Want to change the r, of
the contract.

Suppose we decided on a -4-percent real rate of growth in defense
spending, and all of a sudden the deficits push up the interest
rates, and then the whole economy looks.like it will stall out and
we are into another recession. That 4 percent Won't hold.

The pressure is going to come to cut Government spending and
you will not have a 4-percent real increase in spending. On the
other hand, suppose the Soviets do something nasty, the 4- percent
wont hold either because everybody will want to increase it.

I thinkhat rather than talking about maintaining a level of eco-
nomic growth that is constant, we ought to recognize, at least for
the foreseeable future, that deferise budgets are_going to be some-
what driven by events and figure how do we define defense budget§
in that kind of world.

Sup,pose wp decided we wanted to figure out some way in Which
we could do thiS, Where there is some part of the defense budget
that can expand and contract without a lot of repercussions, be-
cause starting and Stopping production lines or speeding up or
stowing down production lines is not a very good idea.

Are there other parts of the budget that could be cut back? I
know people say "Well, you are cutting O&M, and readiness," but
of course, those are the things that you can probably pick up again
quickly with minimum problems, unless they are not minimum
problems.
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Mr. Citu. I would argue against making the adjustments on the
O&M and readiness side, because the problems can- be quite sub-
stantial. What happens is that people say "It will be temporary.
We will cut back flying hours; don't _worry; we will return ,to the
program next year.' Next year it could be very painful to get that
kind - of money back:

What you gradually net from that is a much less capable force,
and you are using inefficiently the capital stock you paid for You
are having it run by people not fully trained.

That is part of what we did in the 1970's. We cut flying hours
way back. We have had a turnaround on that, and we would like to
get close to 20 hours a month; which is the goal that the Secretary
announced. That is still below what the Israelis do.

I would argue that the real cost from trying to change t,. O&M
accounts around in this way is that you have a much less capable
force than the one you think you are paying for. The argument I
would make is; that if the Nation decides it wants less defense; we
need to be explicit about where. Are there accounts that you can
try to manipulate in the short run?

One of the problems that we as a department faceand some
members of this committee have been sympatheticis that budget-
ing is done on a very shortrun basis, 1 year at a time.

I recognize that the kinds of factors you describe make it ex-
tremely difficult to reach, and even more difficult to enforce- a
longer run view. But I do think that if the Department were under
something like the 2-year budget that some people on- this commit-
tee have endorsed, we could minimize these shortrun kinds of prob7
lems. While not locking the Congress or the public in- unduly; it
would allow us to focus our attention more on the longer run
issues.

I would argue the whole debate would be improved, if we went
for an intermediate compact; and the longrun compact were more
sutject to the kinds of pressures you indicate.

Mr. ASP1N. Even with that; +hough; it is not I mean that may
help you a little bit with the flutters, but not with major changes.

You get a 2-year budget and the Soviets invade Iran. The admin-
istration will be in for a supplemental. We have already seen ad-
ministrations that have pulled back entire budgets and resubmit-
ted. Jimmy Carter had a budget and when interest rates went
through the ceiling he pulled it back and presented a whole new
budget: 'These pressures come from the public; and it is not neces-
sarily the Congress that responds.

What I am saying is that; yes; the ideal thing to do is to decide
what the rate of growth is and then adjust the- whole defense
budget to that rate of growth, but the problem is that that rate of
growth assumes that the future is going to be like the present:

One thing for sure, the future isn't going to be like the present. I
don't know why it is: We adjust the whole budget for a a-percent
rate of growth and all of a sudden the world changes and we are
adjusting it to a 5-percent rate of growth and then we are back to a
3-percent rate of growth adjustment.

It seems to me that; yes, there are difficulties with adding and
subtracting in any of the accounts, whether it is personnel ac-
counts. procurement accounts, the O&M account, whatever ac-
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count, but it seems to me we ought to think about what areas in
the defense budget are .subject to the least amount of costs with
those fluctuations, and try to figure out a way to design a budget
assuming that _people are _looking to_cut_defens_e but somehow be-
tween now and the end of the decade, they will want to increase
defense spending again.

What can we take out now and put_ in later on- with_ less cost
Oyu, ,'arting and stopping production lines; which is probably the
me:11. !ostly. We ought to decide what is and what- isn't the most

Cuu: 1 am not sure_ I have an answer to what. is _least costly;
but among the more costly types of changes are cuts in readiness
c_,:enditures. You are never quite dertain when you need to use
those resources. Cuts in the readiness accounts tend to erode capa-
bilities over time.

151 r. ASPIN. One way of doing that is not to apportion the readi-
ness equally_amo_ng all ofthe_ units.

Mr. Cuu. We do that. We doret, do as good a job telling our story
in that regard. We keep forward deployed units at higher levels of
readiness, and evil: -eA -my units in the United States; we
make fine dist':::-.,on!-; :±11,ong the levels of readiness we want them
to:achieve.

There is a major break between Active and certain Reserve
Forces: so we make distinctions between those units as well: We
don't keep everybody at the highest readiness level.

Mr: ASPIN._ You.ought to do more of that
The point is, if the forces are likely to be needed for a major con-

tingency; you are likely to see it coming. The minor ones; you are
not likely to see.

Mr. CHU. We try to make those_kinds of distinctions.
The difficulty is that, given -that the Department has already

made some such distinctionsalthough some people might quarrel
with how we have done it,--and given_ that you have a set of those
distinctions already embedded in the budget, cuts in the readiness
accounts affect the training of all units; not just the readiness of
specific ones. Administratively, since we have already made deci-
sions about what the relative readiness of various units should be;
the cuts tend to fall on the training of all our forces the prepara-
tion of soldiers and tactical air crews to send to Europe, for exam-
ple, or of naval aviators to serve on. the carriers we keep positioned
in various parts of the world. Tais happens even within fairly
small swings in the_shortrun_hudget level: That_ is very inefficient:

Mr. ASPIN, I would agree, f am arguing, if you are going to
cut, make sure it doesn't occur in something like that:

Mr. CHU. That is a fair challenge.
Mr. ASPIN. Otherwise we are going to end up with the_cuts occur-_

ring wherever anybody happens to want them, rather than asking
where are cuts_ likely:to do the most amount of damage and be the
hardest to start up again.

Maybe ammo stockspeople would argue that ammo stocks is
less dangerous than training; because they are a pipeline oper-
ation.

Mr. Cut,: Of course; you have touched on a _situation in which
the Government agrees that items like ammunition might be more
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susceptible to shorter run changes. Such a policy is acceptable_ if
you zire comfortable with your stockage position to start out with
If you are not ;you are left with a Hobson's choice.

Mr. ASPIN. There is going to be no answer to this and people
talk about how_ you ought to agree on a rate of growth and stick
With_ it That will carry so far. I,00king at the events of the last 6
months. we could_ not have anticipated thati and all of those things
have tended to drive the defense budget .in different ways, so it
seems to me that weincluding_you -guys in the Defense Depart-
mentought to think through these ideas and.then talk to Con-
gress about it;

There is a tendency to stonewall over there, and say, Look, there
is our defehse budget.;_by God; this is what we think is enough to
defend the country. If you want- to cut it the blood is on your
hands if our defenses are not adequate: _

The dialog needs to be there.
Mr. CHu. In all_sincerity;_a 2-year budget_would help the dialog.

The Depzirtment finds itself_constantly dealing w;.th budget issues,
much zis the Congress does;_and as a result; everyone is driven to a
very shortun orientwion. What_you_are_posing_are the longer run
kinds of questions; and I think the situation would be helped_if we
could find a wily to get a stronger intermediate term, 2- or 3-year

01) the more challenging and important questions we
need to confront,

Nil-. CLARK. I think you 1-itve to leave pretty soon.
What you sziid in your testinicoy is that a billion dollars' worth

Of deletie spending croates about :i;000 jobs:
Mr. C;iu. Right.
Mr (IA izk I understand thai bil!ion dollars is defense spending

on-goods, 1..t _oFy or retirement. It is a billion dollars
spread across all of the otlier military accounts

Mr. Cini. Right.
Mr. CLARK. Neither pay or retirement; but just about everything

else?
Mr. City. The absolute figures will depend on which set

models you use and on the particular assumptions you grind into
them. The conclusion I would want to_stress is that when you com-
pare defense purchases with other _Federal purchases excluding
transfer payments; both produce about the same number of jobs
per dollar spent.

Mr. CLARK. The problem I have with that is when CB0 does that
same thing, when they exclude personnel and retirement, they
only get about_ 2(f ;000 jobs: There is a big discrepancy there.

Mr. Cfiti. We have been through that with them as well Some
models -have produced numbers in the 60;000 range.

MI'. CLARK. Do you suggest that your 35,000 is at the low en_d?
Mr. CI-iv. It's in the lower end of the range. There is one coriSid-

erationamong others--That you should be aware of Some esti-
mates are Qalculated from the establishment survey of _emPlOY:
Merit; Othe-rs use the ho:,--iehold survey of employment: Those yield
different results; but thr..; don't change the basic conclusion I oiler,
which is that adollar spent on defense purchases will yield zhe
same number of jobs as a dollar spent on nondefense purcha,5e:-..
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An article in last Sunday's New York Times discussed _why these
two series differ; both in their estimates of the total number of jobs
created andwhat is germane to this discussionin their interpre-
tation of how changes in the business cycle or in the level of gov-
ernment spending affect employment levels.

That may- be an element in _the difference between our estimates
and those of the Congressional Budget Office.

Mr: CLARK._ It roughly doubled: __ _ .

Mr. CHU. Yes; you have to be careful with some estimates.
Mr. _CLARK. Your estimates would be higher than 35;000, higher

than the pay. account?
Mr% CHU:
Mr. CLARK. CBG'S comes out at about 25,000?
Mr. Citu. Yes.
Our estimates are calculated using an input/output approach in

which we look at both direct }and indirect dernands:.I do not recall
the extent to which CBO attempts to do that sort of thing.

Mr. CLARK. YOU are comparable on that basis? _

Mr. CHU. There is also the more Keynesian type of induced
spending.

Part of the explanation may also lie with the two different series
that are used_ to estimate how -many jobs there are in the economy.
It is awkward that our statistical processes, Government-wide, pro-
duce different answers:

The baSib conclusion is that in terms of its job-creating effects,
defense spending is; on average;_ neutral relative to any other kind
of Federal purchases. The differences in models will, however,
change the absolute number of jobs estimated._

We have made these estimates with a variety of models and you
can produce numbers in the _60,000_ range. You also have to under-
stand Whether people are talking about an average over -a period of
several -years or about an impact multiplier, for example; the first
year effect.

MULTOP You said some models can generate 60;000 jobs.
What are they?

Mr. CHU. You can get much higher numbers._
MULTOP. All of the ones I have seen; including the ones out

of your system; are --
Mr. C1-111. The one we would stick to is 35,000:_
Mr. MULTOP. Who gets -those higher numbers?
Mr. C. I don't wantto blame the people involved. _ .

We have used both Chase and Wharton models to look at this
question; and I would be delighted to share those numbers with
you.

Mr: Muuror: You would, yes If you could submit them.
Mr. CHU. These are our manipUlations of their models.
Mr. MULTOP: If you could submit those.
[The information referred to above follows:]

FORECASTING MODELS

found that the Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates model implied a
reruction of about -12.000 in civilian employment in calendar 1983 if defer-WeSpend-
ing is cut by $1 billion 11982 dollars) in that year-. Assuming that defense spending
remains $1 billion 11982 dollars) below the base line, the model implies an average
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reduction in ciViliaii eintiloyiiient of _about 45;000 over the three years 1983 through
1985. The corresponding estimates from the -Chase Econometrics model are about
28,000 in 1983 and an iiVeriige iif about. 11:-3.000 over the years 1983 through 1985.

The employment multipliers implied by the Wharton model were computed by
staff in the office of-Program-ArialySiStind.Evalaation in the office of the Setretary
of Defense in consultation With Wharton Econometric Forecasting_ Associates. The
multipliers fbr the-ChaSe.tribdel are taken_ from _David_Cross and Edward Friedman,
"Miide1 Niitis 11: Multiplier .Properties of the. Quarterly Model;" Chase 'Fconome-
trics, Macroeconomic Forecast and Analysis, January 1983.

. .

Mr. MULTOP. I had only one other question. You said in _your _tes,
timony that $1 cut out of_defense spending only reduces the deficit
by 50 cents. Is that true of nondefense spending-as well?

Mr: etiu: Transfer _payments have a larger effedt.
Mr. MULTOP. Thank you.
Mr: ASPIN. Thank you.
Our next witness this morning is George Brown. _

__We had a witness who was supposed to be here from the Council
of Economic Advisers -but the White House thinks_ he is gOing_ to
say-_the wrong thing about the deficits so they won't let him come:

We are happy- and_ pleased to have Mr. Brown here who is the
group vice president for-Data Resources,

Welcome, sir, and let us start with your opening statement.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE F. BROWN, JR., GROUP VICE
PRESIDENT, DATA RESOURCES; INC.

Mr,. BROW N. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I will try to summarize my testimony since I haVe diStribited

written_ copies of it to you.
Our Nation is now-5 years into the first period of sustained real

investment in its military foiteS since the . end of World War II.
Built upon a strong_ consensus regarding national security reqUire-
ments reflected in the budget submissions of both _the previous and
current administrations and in the decisions of the Gang-toss, this
investment program has increased the Defense share of the Na,
tion's gross _national product from a poSt:Wbrld Gar II low of 4:6
percent in 1979 to over 3.5 percent this year:

The. positive realinflation adjUsted=--eateS it4s growth in defenSe
spending since 1979 reflected in table_ 1 have reversed a three=
decade trend toward lowee eeal levels of deferise spendingthat.has
been interrupted- only -three times since the Korean war, in 1957, in
196142, and during the Vietnam buildup of 1966;68. Furthermore,
recent budget - decisions have established a basis for continued real
grwith in defense spending, with defense_obligational._ authority
substantially_ above outlays as a result_ of the concentration of
spending within the weapons procurement accounts.

While the current and prbjedted defense ghares of gross national
product and Federal _Government spending remain low by any
recent:historical standard ekeept that of _the late 1970's; the in,
-creased emphasis on defense spending has forced an examination of
its economic impactS. This examination has focused on not only the
ways_ in which defense spending decisions impact upon the econo-
my, but also on the ways in__which7overall economic conditions
impact on the costs and feasibility of defense programs:

Both qUestions qssurne increased. importance as debate begins ori
the fiscal year li:85 budget, with the economy now showing solid
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signs of recovery from the devastating impacts of the 1980-82 re-
cession _and_ policymakers facing the challenge of _identifying the
mix of fiscal and monetary policy which can sustain the recovery
without reigniting inflation:_ The _obvious local___point of the fiscal
year 1) budget debates will be the Federal deficit, now approach-
ing.$200.million_ and 5.5 percent of the U.S. gross national product.

From the analyses of defense spending and its economic impacts
which have been completed over the past- several years; 'several
clear conclusions have emerged. These conclusions and- their- impli-
cations in today's environment provide important insight for the
questions-which must be examined in the context of decisions_ on
future DOD programs. In particular; six issues can be identified:
The _ability of the economy to _support defense programs; the eco-
nomic impacts of defense spending; the impact of defense sp_endi-.7,
on _employment; _the_ impact of defense spending on the Federal
defkit; the relationship between defense spending and inflation;
and the ability_. of the defense industrial base to support ongoing
and planned defense procurement programs.

From today's base or even considerably expaNded.ley6ls of de-
f.nse spending, it is clear that the Nation can "afford" the levels of
defense deemed necessary on national security grounds. Current
and proposed levels of defense spending can be _accommodated
without threatening the long-term health of the U.S. economy. At
the same_ time; however; it is essential to recognize that_ such
spending is not costleSs_ the key question to be addressed is the
w:iy in which defense spending is financed: The issue_ of financing
defense spending becomes particularly important given present
monetary policies; which are unlikely to accommodate large defi-
its as the recovery continues.
The contrast between the long-term economic impacts of the

choke between financing defense spending by increased income tax
collections or reduced spending in other _areas_ and by increased
deficits is -of partictilar importance in this _transition year. With the
defense bill paid fOr by increased personal income taxes,_given the .

likely _response of the monetary authorities to the changed_ deficit
outlook, resources are principally drawn irom consumption, leaving
the_ rate of capital formation_essentially_intact .

On the other hand, if deficits are allowed to increase, interest
rates are driven up by the combination of increased economic activ-
ity and monetarist policy,._ substantially reducing- housing starts,
du. rable goods purchases; and business fixed capital formation. The
consequence of_ these reductions is a loss _in _the potential gross__na-
tional product in future years; in turn reducing the Nation s ability
to increase_ standards of living; _maintain _ its competitive position;
and meet future defense needs. This conclusion in no way implies
that defense spending is bad for the economy; rather; it suggests
the importance of fiscal policy choices which insure that no
damage is done to long-term growth prospects- by programs de-
signed to meet existing challenges to our national security:

The environment of 1980-83 has been one in which the increased
levels of defense spending which -have occurred _could be readily_ac-
commodated as a consequence of the considerable slack which has
existed within the economy. During this _period; unemployment
grew from about T percent in 1980 to over 9.5 percent, and manu-
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facturing capiibility utilization declined from over 85 percent in
1971) to under 70 percent at the end of 1982._ Increased levels of de-
fense spending have, in fact, been among the few components of
final demand which contributed to the start of_the recovery. Feder-
al Spending, with- defense an important component,,
and consumer spending on nondurable goods and services were the
only two ma.* components of gross _national product which in-
creased during 1982, with such other factors as consumer durables
Spending. nonresidential fixed_ investment; residential fixed invest=
in (mt. exports, and State and _local government spending all de-
reaSing. The defense spending increases -which have- occurred have
added to real gross national__ product and\ employment without any
significant adverse impact on inflation.

This second conclusion is_ not intended to suggest that defense
spending be viewed as -a- preferred instrument_ for stimulating
growth or eployment. Defense spending deciskons should be based
on security considerations alone. It is howeve4 clear that a conse-
quence of the defense budget decisions which_have been implement-
eel _has been increased economic activity and_ jobs.,

The impact of defense spending _on employment is among the
topics which have received careful examination. The conclusion
emerges that dernse spending is approximately equal_in its em=
pfoyment iniixicts to the_ average__mix of economic activity. across
the Vit riow- sectors of_the. economy. In terms of directjobS per $1
billion of production_defense programs generate_ 15;400 jobs in com-
parison with an economywide average of 17,400. Taking into ac-
count the multiplier effects associated with defense spending pro-
grams. an ove-rall estimate of the 1983 jobs multiplier suggests that
about 35,000 jobs have been created per $1 billion in defense out-
lays.

The impiict of defense programsor any other category of pp
vate or public sec,:or spending7-can best be understood by focusing
on the producing sectors from which output is purchased.

As tiable 2 suggests, sectoral_ employment to output ratios vary
considerably across the key components of the economy, with the
employment intenSit_y_ of the services_ and whOlesale and retail
trade sectors considerably above that of other sectors such as man-
ufacturing. The relative employment - impacts of alternative spend-
ing programs depend upon the mix of sectors from which output is
Purchased.

T miible 3 copares the distributi:_t currently associated with de-
fense production with that of the economy in aggregate. Defense
draws heiivily on the durables manufacturing sector; with the du-
rzibles share nearly three times that of the other components of the
economy, and considerably less heavily on such sectors as finance,
services and trade. Across cate_gories_ of defense spending or be-
tween defense spending and other types of public,or private sector
spending. the impacts on- em-ployment cannot be divorced from the
underlying labor intensity of the secto'- From which goods and
Set-Vices are procured,

These facts account for the widely varying estimates of the em-
ployment impact§ of defense programs. As in the case with the ag-
gegate longterm economic aspects of_defense spending, the em-
ployment impactS depend on the level of slack which exists within
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the economy and the options therefore available in terms of the
fiscal and monetary policies which are implemented in conjunction
with defense spending decisions.

More jobs can clearly be created if s-pending, is transferred_ from
defense programsto programs which draw more heavily on labor-
intensive sectors of the economyfor example; service sector ori-
ented programs such as health care and education and fewer jobs
would be created if spending were transferred to less labor-intense
categories of_ production unre again underscoring_ the need _to
decide- Upon defense prog::. from a national security perspective
rather than from an_econorai..._ one The salient conclusion; howev
er, remains that additional jobs have been created as a result of
the -recent defense spending decisions. _

The fourth general conclusion which emerges from the analysis
of defense spending impacts is that defense spending cannot be
viewed as either the cause or the cure of today's Federal deficit
pro_blem. From a long-term perspective; as indicated earlier in table
1. defense spending has declined in real terms over most of the last
several decades. At the same time; other categories of Federal
spending have increased significantly in response to various soci-
etal objectives.

As a consequence, the defense -share of Federal spending has_de-
clined from over 43 percent in 1960 to about 34 percent in 1970 to
under 2!) percent today: From even a near-term impact; noting that
the defense share of Federal spending has increased recently, the
same conclusion emerges: Between 1980 and 1983; Federal_recelpts
grewon a current dollar, calendar year basis by about $104- bil-
lion while. expenditures grew over the same interval by about $227
billion. Of that increase in Federal spending, only about $72 billion;
or_ 32 percent._ is associated with defense.

Both the differential between the growth in expenditures over re-
ceipts and the growth in nondefense expenditures dwarf the
growth in- defense- spending. Today's deficits are the _product of
slowed growth in Federal receipts, due to the effects of the reces-
sion and tax _law changes;_and of _the _growth across virtually all
categories of Federal spending, with defense spending increases ac-
counting_ f'or only abotft one-third of the latter_ factor.

A similar conclusion emerges regarding the impact of defense
spending reductions of _future deficits. While it is clear that reduc-
tions in any category of Federal spending will lead -to reductions in
the deficit, the impact is not dollar for dollar. Taking into account
changed levels of economic activity; changed levels of tax collec-
tion, and changes induced across other categories of Federal spend-
ing; it can be concluded that each $1 of r-duced spending on de-
tense will result in a reduction of the deficit of just under one -half ,

that amount,__Given current forecasts_ of the Federal deficit which
total about $620 billion over the 1984-86 period; any plausible re-
duction in defense spending will still leave a large deficit Problem.
At -best, reductions in defense spending contribute to reduced
deficits as a minor element within a package dominated by tax in-
creases and reductions in nondefense spending.

The relationship between defense spending and inflation is a
fifth area of relevance to the overall analysis of the linkages -be-
tween defense and the economy. When the current administra-
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tion's initial defense spending plans,were introduced, the pOtential
impacts of added DOD spending on an inflation rate that was then
in the double-digit range were among the principal concerns voiced.
Today, with the dramatic impacts on inflation of the deepest reces-
sion of recent times apparent, the question must be refocused in
terms of the potential impacts of defense spending on renewed in-
flation..While the current regime of loose fiscal policy in aggregate
poses a threat of inflation rates above those prevailing today if sus-
tained as the recovery continues through 1984 and into 1985, the
contribution of defense spending alone to the inflation outlook is
modest.

The more important focus is on the impact of inflation on de-
fense programs, As table 4 indicates, the improved inflation envi-
ronment has paid large dividends with respect to the rates of in-
crease in the costs of defense programs. Based on- statistics collect-
ed by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the deflator for defense
programsexcluding the compensation accounts 11Tthe -DOD
budgethas dropped from levels considerably above those prevail-
ing elsewhere the economy-15.2 percent in 1980 and 11.7 per-
cent in 1981to le.vels generally consistent with economywide ex-
periences. This improvement is forecast to continue during fiscal
year 1984, with the defense deflator dropping to 4.6 percent, a level
actually below that projected for the gross national product defla-
tor.

This improvement in the inflation outlook has been a major con-
tributor to constraining the current dollar cost of defense pro-
grams. The outlook for 1985 and beyond, however, is less positive,
although the defense deflator is projected to remain well below the
lofty levels of the recent past. Three factors are central within this
projection: An end to the benefits from deflating energy prices, es-
calation in the prices of nonferrous metal products central to many
defense programs, and wage settlements within the defense-supply-
ing industries above those prevailing elsewhere within the econo-
my. As a consequence; infh..-.tion will become a more important
factor in establishing current dollar defense budgets in 1985 and
beyond than has been the case in fiscal year 1984.

A final set of conclusions relates to the impacts of defense spend-
ing across the key industries supplying goods and services to DOD.
As was noted earlier in a macroeconomic context; the defense end
market has been among the relatively few healthy buyers for many
industrial sectors over the past 3 years, A clear consequence of the
recession has been theyelaxation of concerns which prevailed earli-
er regarding the potential for defense spending-induced bottle-
necks. The recession has provided a lengthy grace period within
which defense demands could be accommodated without crowding
out private demand or impacting on leadtimes.

That grace period continues today, with manufacturing capacity
Utilization still well below even the 1980 level despite the strong re-
covery which has occurred during 1983. While any $250 billion en-
terprise is likely to encounter bottlenecks in isolated instances, the
probability of meaningful, economywide supply constraints remains
low over the next several years. At the same time, however, itre-
mains true that the impacts of sustained increases in defense
spending on the output requirements of numerous industries are
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large, and few of these industries have invested in their capital
bases during the 111811-83 period.

The extent of the recovery of business fixe-1. investment during
1984 Will be a key actor to monitor in terms of the longer term
ability of U.S. industry to accommodate defense demands without
impacting on other sectors of the economy.

The grace period continuing _today is certainly long enough to

permit thiS inveStment to be made but it has not yet materialized.
In this context; the most important concerns remain within the
second and lower tiers of DOD suppliers.

To the extent that a useful summary statement exists across
these six key areas of concern, it is that while defense spending has
important and notable impacts on various dimensions of economic
activity, it is in no way a pivotal element within today's economy.
Defense spending influences economic growth, employment, infla-

tion, the deficit; and numerous other measures of national econom-
ic activity, but does not dominate any of them. The challenge
facing Congress and the administration remains in reality, as
philosophically it should, that of determining what levels of de-
fense activity are necessary to meet our Nation's national security
objectives.

[Testimony resumes on p: 181 ]

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brown follows:]
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PH IY.HFI) STAl'EMEN. r OF Gia.HiGH F. 13riwrt, JH

Our nation is now five years into the first period of sustained real investment
in its military forces since the end of World War 11. Built upon a strong
consensus regarding national security requirements reflected in the _budget
submissions of boil] the previous and current Administrations and in the_decisions
of the Congress, this investment program has increased the Defense share of the
nation's gross national product -from a post-World War II low of 4.6.% in 1979 to
over _5.5% this_year.__ The positive real (inflation adjusted) rates of growth in
Defense spending since 1979 reflected in Table I have reversed g three-decade
trend_ towards lower real levels of Defense spending that has been interrupted
only three times since the Korean War, in 1957, in 1961-62, and during the
Vietnam buildup of 1366-68. Furthermore, recent budget decisions have estab-
lished a basis for continued real growth in Defense spending, with Defense
Obligational Authority substantially above Outlays as a result of the concentra-
tion of spending within the weapons procurement aceounis.

hhile the current and projected Defense shares of gross national product and
Federal government spending remain low by any recent historical standard
except that of the late 1970s, the increased emphasis on Defense spending has
forced an examination of_its economic impacts. This examination has focused On
not only the ways in which Defense spending decisions impact upon the etonOrriy,
but also on the ways in which overall economic conditions impact on the costs
and feasibility of Defense programs. _Both questions' assume increased impor-
tance as debate begins on the fiscal 1985 budget, with the economy now showing
solid signs of recovery from the devastating impacts of the 1980-82 recession
and policymakers facing the challenge of identifying the mix of fiscal and
monetary policy which can sustain the recovery without reigniting inflation. The
obvious focal point of the fiscal 1985 budget debates will be the Federal deficit,
now approtiching $200 billion and 5.5% of the U.S. gross national product.

From the analyses of Defense spending and its economic impacts which have
been completed over the past several years, several clear conclusions_ have
emerged. These conclusions and their_ im_plications__ in_ today's environment
provide important_ insight _for the questions which must be examined in the
context of decisions on future DoD programs. In particular, six issues can be
identified: the ability of the economy to support Defense programs, the
economic impacts of Defense _spending, the impact of Defense spending on
employment, the Impact of Deiense spending on the Federal deficit, the
relationship between Defense spending and inflation,, and the ability o[
Defense industrial base to support ongoing and planned Defense procure.
programs.

From today's base or even considerably expanded levels of Defense spending,Q,
it is clear that the naticn can "afford" the levels of Defense deemed necessary
on national security grounds. Current and proposed levels of Defense spending
can be accommodated without threatening the long-term health of _the U.S.
economy. At the same time however; it is essential to recognize that such
spcnding is not costless; the key question tO be addressed is the way in which
Defense spending is financed; The issue of financing Defe'isc spending becomet
particularly important given present monetary policies, which arc unlikely to
accommodate large deficits as the recovery continues.
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the contrte,t between the long -term economic impacts of the choice betWeeii
',mincing Deter, a. tax colfrOt.1011:-; or redilei.:'
spending in 011111 iie.ais and by increased_ detTioits_isof parl.aliir importance in
this transition year. With the Dofense_bill paid_ lor_by_increased personal income

it the likely espOriSe of the monettiry_authorities to the changed
ti, resources are principally drawn from _consumption, leaving the

: .a;attil formiltion intact. On the other_ hand, if deficits are
to increase, interest rates are driven up by the combination of increased

cd:, i. monetarist policy, substannally housing starts
purchast:, and_husines1s fixed capdal fOriiiiition. consequence

.e reductions is a loss in the potential gross national product III future

ear-. ik turn reducj14 the nation's ability to inc7ease -standards of living,
It, contLtitive position, and meet future Defense needs. his
In no_ 1411. implies that Defense spending is had for the economy;

rather, it suggests the importance of fiscal policy choice, which eiiStire that no
Mitioig-e is done to long-term growth_ prospects by programs designed to Meet

national security.

L he environment of 198(1-83 tia:, been 011Q _iti_which the increased levels of
Defense k)ending shied hiivc - occurred could be readily aceoniniodated n

t`tIII:tel._,,,*C. Of the considerable slack Which _has_ existed within the economy.
;airing this period, unemployment grew lroni _about 7% in 1980 to over 9.51A, and

manufact.141Ifli", utilization declined from Ove 85`A, in _1979 to under
70'4, at the end of 1982. Increased levels of Defense spending have; in_fueti been

ii iiiuiit the few components of final demand which contributed tattle start_ of the
recovery. itaieral government s[wilding, with defense an in portiint component,

and ,periding on nondurable good:: and services were the only two major
compiaients id gross national product which, increased during_1982, with such

otl:l iii ties ii consumer _durables spending nonresidential fixed investment;
rcsrdrrltIii fi);i:d_.itive:;tmetit; exports, and ,:tab, local government spending
all decreasing,. The i)Ofditie increases which have occurred have added
to real gross national product iiiid employnient without any significant adverse
impact on inflation.

This second conclusion is not intended to suggest that Del'erise_spending be
viewed as a preferred instrument for stimulating growth on employment.
1)eterise spending decisions should _be based on securitc' CCusiderr,tionstiloile, It

however;hOver; clear that a consequ_ace of the Defense _budget decisions which
hHvF been implment/2cl has been increased economic activity and jobs.

I Dil'ense spending on employment among- the topic: which

VeeeiVed Careful examination._ The conclusion emerges that Def_:,iise

;.eia:ing is apprOXinititely equal in its _employment impacts to the average_iiii,, of
rcwuunIC netivitS. iii2rOS5 the various sectors of the econcany. In terms of direct
jobs per $1 billion of prbdiletiOn, Defense programs generate 15.4 thousand jobs

in comparison with 61:I C-COhOMS -WW0 average thousand, Taking into
account the multiplier effects iiSSbelatd with Defense_ spending programs, an
overall estimate of the 1983 jobs suggests that about 35,000 jobs have
been created per $1 billion in Defense outlays.

'I he impact of Defense programs (or ally ether _category of private or public
-,ee..r can best understoes, H. focusing on the producing sectors
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!rem which output e, purluised. As Table 2 suggests, sectoral employment to
output ratios vary votedileranly across the key components of the eeonomyi with
the employment intensity of the services and wholesale and retail trade sectors
considerably above that of or sectors such us- manufacturing. The relative
in_ploynient impacts of alternative_ spending_ programs depend upon the mix of
sectors from which. output _is _purchased. _Table 3. co.nipares the distribution
curreht1T; assoenited with Defense production_ with that of the economy in
tiggrelpite._ Do.fense draws heavily. on th_ durables manufacturing sector, _with
the ittirables-_-Share _nearly _three times that of the other components of the- and considerably lesS heavily 011 such sectors as finance, services, and

Across_ iategories Of Defense cr between Defense spending and
rapes of or private sector spending, the impacts on eniplovrnient

nut lit' diyerced from the underlying labor intensity of the sectors from which
1. iind services are procured.

1.!:(2,,l' farts account for the widely varying estimates of the employment
of Defense programs. As in the case with the aggregate long-terin

economic aspects ot ,pnding; the .employment impacts depend an the
leN,e1 of slack within the _ecoAouty and the options therefore
available in terms of t :II and inonclary_policies which line implemented in
conjunction with 1..)efeti:-. Li .riding decisions. More jobs can clearly Lie _created if
spendim; 1s_ trtilltirCrred ri'0111 programs to programs which draw_ more
ierivil, on labor intensive sectors of the_ ee_onorny-(e.g., -serviee sector oriented

programs suli as health cure i-ind education), and fewer jobs would be er,7:i.ited if
:ipemlnig were transierred to less labor intense -categories of production, once
again underscoring the need to decide upon Defense programs froni a national
security perspeetie rather than front en economic one. The salient conclusion,
however. remains that additional job:; have been created us a result of the recent
I iefynse spending. decisions.

lln tourtli vetteral conclusion which ernerges_from the analysis of _Defense
spending impacts is that Defense_spending_ cannot be viewed_as either the cause
or .the_ cure of today's Federal deficit probleni. Froin_a long -term perspective, as
indwated.etirlier in 'table I; Defens.c spending has declined in real terms over
most.of the List several decades. At the sante time other categories of-Federal
spending have Increased significantly in response to various societal -objectives.
AS 21 _onsequence, the Defense share of Federal spending' has declined from over
43% in 19iM to about 34% in 1970 to under 29% today. From even 21 near-term
inipai.t. noting that the Defense_ share of Federal spending has increased
recently, the same conclusion emerges. Between 1980 and 1983, Federal
re,..eipts grew (on a current dollar, calendar year basis) by about $104 billion
iwildo expenditures grew over-the same interval by about $227 billion. Of trill
increase Inc Federal spending, only about 72 billion; or 32%, is associated with
Defense. Both the differential between the growth in expenditures over receipt,
tinii the growth in _non defense exrinditures dwarf the growth in Defense
spe nimr,. deficits are the product of slowed growth in _Federal receipts,
due to..the effects of the reeession and tax law clitinges,_.and of the growth across
virtually all categories of Federal spending, with Defense spending Increases
2i1..,!01.111t111i: 1'01 only about one third of the latt..r factor.

A niiiilltt oorielusion enierges reirarihrig the impact of Defense spending
ri',!'11,/fl 011 ft.,Itire di ficcn i. NM!, . is clear that reductions in any category of



I titral spending will lcati to reductions in the,diifielt, the impact is not dollar
l'br dollar. 'hiking into account changed level5Z of economic activity; chatiged
levels of tax collection, and changes induced across other categories of Federal
si,emling, it can be concluded that each $1 of reduced spending on Defense - -will
result in a reductic_:i_of the deficit of just under one half that anicnt. Given

rt iirettists of the Vcderal deficit which total about $620 billion over the
as-6n periud, all !.,lausible reduction in Defense spending will leave a

large Jciii ii problin. At best, reductions in Defense spending can contrioute to
redneed deficits HS !I minor element within package dominated tax illirelltieS
tffill reductions in non-defense spending.

the relittioin,hip between Defense spending and inflation i filth arevof
l'elevanc to the overall analysis of the linkages _between Defe:.
economy. Mien the current Administration's initial Defense Speridim7.01ans were
introduced, the potential impacts of added Dol.) spending on an nil firtion rate
th..t was then in the double digit range were among the principal concerns
voiced. 'today; with the dramatic impacts on inflation of the deepest r6.!eSsii.

of receiit times apparent,_ the_question must be refocused in terms of tl._
pitiiitiiil.iiiipacts of Defense spending on rnewed inflation. While the current

of loose fiscal policy -in aggregate poses a threat of inflation rates above
- those peViiiling today if sustained as the rceovery_continues_throng,li 1984 and

198.-i, the contribution of Defense spending alone to the inflation outlook is

in more important focus is on the Impact of inflation on Defense progran,.
Aslabh 1 indicates, the improved inflation environment has paid lar,;e divider
V 101 i rslcoct to the rates of increase it the costs of Defense pogrid Pased

sett h.Urs culler to the Bureau of Economic AllWytil", the deflator fOr
programs i.exeli.ch accounts in the Loll budget) has dropped
roid eonsi, v above those prevailing eLsewhe-c in the economy (15.2'4

in 158U and L' 1981) to lev_elts_ generally consistent with eccnon y-wide
experie ices. 1 :,,..-ement is forecast to continuo hiring fiscal 1984. with
the 14.1 tia ing to 4-.8.V.,; a level actua:ly_ticlow tr _it itrijeetit: lot.
the gross nattimnd product. deflater. This improvement in ll inflation outlook
has been a major c.mtributor to 'raining the current dc,iiar cost of Defense
:,rograms, Tire outlook for 1985 r. beyond, however, iS positive; altlionli
the Defise deflator is projectec, to renibin well below :,tits, levels of the
recent past. Three filetors arc central within this prole n: lift end to the
hem its from delltting energy prices, escalation in the prices of lioriferroU,
metal products cemrii io maw; Defense programs, and wage sr.:ttlements Within
the industries abovri those prevailing cls,where within the
e.. rawly: AS cc on '.0211,(`. inflation will become a more important factor in
establishing eiiitent dollar iefense budgets in 1985 anti beyond than has been the

0;:,t III fiscal 11184.

A ltn,11 set of conchisions relates to the impacts of Defense spending across
the ,,,,,, imlusiies supplying goods arm services to l.oil As was rioted earlier in I.
imicrbeconoma. context, the De'ense endiitarket has been among the relatively
ft..... health, buyers for many industrial sectors over the paSt three years. A

oleni conseolience of the r,2cession has :,eon the re!,,xation of concerns which
prevalie(' earlier regardirif; the potential for l) cnse spPrniing

' he recession has pr,,vided a lengthy period Dot01ise

S
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could I. accontmocatd without crowding out private demand or
impacting on leadtmt,....11mt_grace period co:itinues todt,y, with inamifacturing
capacity uziliz.ation Still well helow even the 1980 lev't despite the stru:tg
recuccry which has occurred during 198:1. While any $2511 billion enterprise is

to encounter bottlenecks IFI isolated instances, the probability of meaning-
ful, ceorionly-wide supply constraints remains low over the next several years.
At the same however, it rt..mains true that the impacts of sustainec:
incr....tses in Defense spending on tht: output requirement, of numerous industries
tire large, and tew of these industrie, have invested in their capital bases during
the I tohti--63 period. 'the extent of the recovery of business fixed investment

in. a key factor to inot.i',.or in terms of the:longer-term hi:lint,: of
.ic!..istry. to...accommodate. ltefense. WitilOtit_ impacting on other

seetors of the economy. ln_ this context; the most important concerns remain
'Aaiun the second and lower tiers :7 Doll suppliers.

Iv the extent that a useful.stnnu.ry statement exists across these six key
tired, of concern, it Is that while liefense spending has important and noteable
im;.tict..; on various dinimrions of economic activity, it is in no way a pivottd

within today's economy. itefoise spending influence:- economic growth,
employment. inflation, the deficit, and numerous other measures of national
econointe activity. but does not domini'.e ttnv of them, The challenge facial
congress and the Administration remains in reality. as philosophically it should;
that of determinink what levels of Defense activity arc necessary to nit. et our

national security objectives.
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ChANCES 1N DEFZIISE SHARES OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Defense
of (AA'

Share Defense Share
of Federal
Spending

(X)

Changes in Real Levela
of Defense Spending

(1)

1954 13.4 52.9 -15.0

1953 11.6 50.1 -7:4

1956 11.3 49.5 -0.4

1957 11.7 49.5 5.1

1956 11.6 40.5 -1.0

i959 10.7 45.3 -2.3

.p,o 10.2 43.3 -3.1

191 10.3 X2.7 4.4

196: 10.3 42:6 5.5

..; 9.5 40.1 -3.8

1964 6.6 37.2 -4.9

1965 7.9 35.1 72.1

19!.6 6.7 37.5 16:8

39.6 14:3

1468 9.5 38.6 2.2

1969 6.6 37.0 -5.3

1970 7.6 33.9 -10.7

1971 6.8 30.3 -10.9

197: 28;9 -3.5

1973 5.4 27.0 -6.6

:74 5.4 22-.7 -2.1

1975 5.4 25.0 -0.7

1970 5-c! 24.5 -2.2

1977 4.6 24.3 0.7

1978 4.n 23.9 0:4

1979 416 24.2 2.6

1980 4.7 24.6 3.9

c,1 4.9 25.7 5.2

1962 5.3 27.0 7.0

1983 5.5 28.9 8.0

Source: Data Resources, Inc.

3
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TABLE 2

SECTORAL EMPLOYMENT TO OUTPUT RATIOS

(Thousands of Jobs Per $1 Billion of Output)

c.,struction
Finance; Insurance 6 Real Estate

Transr.rtatton 6 Dti,tties
Services
Wholesale 6 Retail Trade
Noidurable Manufacturing
Durable Manufacturing

Scurce: Data Resource,. Inc.

TABU 3

17.1
8.8
3.4
9.4

38.2
28.3
7.4

12.4

SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF PRIVATE NON - AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

(Percent)

Constructi:in
Insurance 6 Real Estate

Defem;r.
Production

5.7
3.4

Tot-i
Pfjd,-.ti6n

F.7
15:6

Mining 1.6 1:4
Transportation 6 Utilities 9.5
SPrvices 12:1 18.2
Wholesale & Retail Ttadi, 3:6 11.4
Nondurable Manufacturin& 8.2 17.8
Durable Manutactur:ag 56.! 19.4

Total 100.0 100.0

Source: Data Resources, Inc.
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TABLE 4
DEFENSE INFLATION

(Annual Rate of Change, Fiscal Yiar Basis)

1980 1981 1982 198i 1984 1985 1986

GI058 National Product Deflator

8.7 9.7 7.1 4.3 4.8 3 5.7

Defense Deflator (Less Com,,,enaation)

11:7 8.4 6.8 4.6 6.3 7.2

Sour.::: Bureau of Economic Analysis for 1980-83 data; Data kesourcesi Inc. for
forecast,'

Mr. ASI'IN, Thank you very much.
- Let me ask you some questions concerning what you were saying

about inflation, about the deflator.
You are saying_ the_ defense deflator,let me ask you the same

question I asked David Chu about the differnce between the num-
ber3, the inflation numberS' in defense and in the rest of the econo-
my.

-Mr._ BROWN% l'first of all; in comparison to the numbers he pre-
sented, mine '--luded the impacts of energy prices, so that there
are some ; -Terences in the -two sets o'statistics;

are using a GNP defense deflator?
; Yes,_ ^ne that excludes only the _compensat RC-

mots. Mr. Chu_ talk,.: .out the deflator excluding both co,npen-
sation and energy accounts,

Mi. 'tour deflator does include energy but not cornpensa-
t:an?

Mr. F., =;-:wt`. 'Corrent. The energy impp,A, is significant, and it
points to some -of the reasons why I feel defense inflation differs
rom_that elsewhere in the eco:' 3my.

Let ;:,e suggest three factors; using energy as an example; which
are true for numerous other components of defel.se spending.

- First of all the spending- mix -is different between defense, and
the economy in aggregate. DOD is roughly twice as energy .intense
as is the economy; Swings in energy prices or costs have.a pro-
nounced effect on DOD.

That was particularly true recently and is in fact the principal
reason for the higher defer se inflation r: Les of the 1979 through
11182_ f eriocL The OPEC II price increases 'd an adverse effect on
DOD inflation.

The :econd thine that uiffers is the ;nix of goods within a generic
category like enelL:v. DOD buys specialized fuels for aircraft, ship
mobility fu, l :- -zetero. Typically. mix in t;:.= energy category,

1
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and much inure so in the hard goods category, is toward the more
specialized high technology ends of the spectrum that have higher
prices, and whether the buyer is Defense or otherwise, haVe had
higher inflation rates in recent years.

The third thing that often differs is the N.v.iy DOD buys goods and
services With_ energy commodities, they have been typically buying
inure on the spot market than does the economy in aggregate.

They pay a premlum in periods of tight demand and get. an extra
benefit in periods of :lack demand. That difference is in the means
Of contracting, and -the fiificing :coro rafting methods exist_ for
t Her goods ;Ind services as well Sometimes it works to the GeV:-
rnment'S zid-ziott:ge. Sometimes it does not In 1979 and 1989, it

clearly did not In 1982 and 1983: it clearly has.
I See no rezisonwhy the defense leflator should ever be the same

as the CNI) deflator: There are very clear differences in what DOD

Mr: ASIM VOU ar, talking about your dellator'now?
Mr. BitowN. Any measure of the relevant inflation rate for de-

fense programs,
Mr. AsrIN. E.11 When 1CaV mg out fuel?
Mr. HitowN: Y.,;: I think leaving out fuel; you have exactly the

same
Mi. Asia~. You _explained the difference between the two ,,s.hen

you included fuel. Why would Mr.Chuchonse the deli itor whi-h is
different from yours but one that takes out reel as we!, as copen-
sation? Why would that be different?

Mr. RitowN. 13e.iuse the Department of Def- tally
different mix of goods and services.

1t. spends a very high- percentage of its rnor.:-..: avid ai.
plane:-; I don't. you don't, the U.S. economy _in does
if voti ztiid I a:;k what was the right inflation rate earl. of us;
our personal tastes :Ind feences reztlly_would cause ther-e. to be
dillei-ores in the inflatii.;_rate: That is true of DOD: true of in
fact any major aggregate. There is an appropriate market basket
refleltirig the commodities they buy; and defense commodities are
particularly. different from the commodities bought elsewhere.

rcit. AstIN. Then the _question is; Why are they higher? They
might be different, but why do they seem higher'?

Mr. BRowN. There are some research results that I feel confident
ziboat, but I think there is still work to be dom on that subject.

When you look at mi.x _adjusted inflation, the difference b,Aween
the delnSe szty the GNP deflator decreases significantl., but it
actuti',. there. The -.riergy example I gave you is one category of
such examples.

A second reason for the gap is that the goods and services DOD
ouys are often far more specialized, with Far tighter standards -and
military specifications for one thing or another. Highly specialiied
gocids that cannot be produced to stock are typically more expen-
si whether the buyer is Defense or you or I.

A third element clearly must he contracting procedures. This is
one of the are:is where there kis been a long history of proposed
refi.rms-=-IVeti mentioned Jack r;ansler's conclusions earlier: ati:-.4

the C7u-lucci it rtives. Many of them deal with contracting P'rece=
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dui-es. To a certain yxterit tt . that improved Ykt.-:lt'acturi: Pro-
cedures can reduce the '',1 -ategory.

A.`41`IN. What Irothers nit is that when I talk to people, they
say t her art no probl-r-As -iivith_bottlenecks: ('BO .Kys there is no
problem with bottlenecks, Mr. Chu says that, and fhe BIE study
says there are no.probletim with bottlenecks: Yot .t remains true
that the defense deflator is higher than the rest of the deflators.

So 1 sac. if there are no.botil.lecks; 11 there pressure from
defense toward inflation. how can the defense deflator be higher
than the other deflator? It might h possible: but it seems counter-
intuitive.

Mr. Birow. I think. there are certain to be some amounts of the
hottlenecks wit hi a iSi2rid billion enterprise somewhere out there.

My fairly stroly4 conclusions that they will not be pervasive in
term: Or either the economywide impact or the impact on DOD
rests most heavily an due fact that the econorrni Is still operating
with yonsie:erable.

It is certainty true that as a seo.or gets cloFr to capacity; the
pressures on inflation and the pressures on leadknies tend to go

I do not think we arm near that n and Important defense-supply-
ing sector.

'I,- some time, the fact that over the last 3 years, Defense has
been ti the very few healthy buyers _anywhere it the economy;
sugt.'ests somewhat greater pressures.

SevYriti anecdotes: Among industrial groups that I have..spoken
with. I have hear of firms doing no defei:se business In 1980 that
have been doing :ill percent of their business for DOD end markets
a :.eat'

The In t remains that among a long list of. v.:car,... car; mari;erts;
DOD his been the one that has had any health in the last several
years. so I would expect a little more inflation there than else-
where: but I still stop well short of saying we are so clo,7e to capac-
ity in any important sector to expect the kinds of impact we catego-
rity_as bottlenecks or long k.,dt imes or other such factors.

Mr. Asia N. In your projections.of .t1e defense dellator;_you are
looking for it to down to .oughly the level or overall CNE defla-
tor':

Mr. N. We are looking-, in fiscal year for the deflator
to go (low; into the mid-I pe--tent range. There are short-term im-
pacts t11;1! 't- unpredictable, of cours.-:.-.

We are riot expecting,' to see any majo pressures on oil_ prices in
the next aionths so if there wcie a sty iiCant supply disruption
out of the Middle East, that could chtut2;e: We see it at
rour..fhly the same rate.

AseiN. What would that look like if you took fuel out alto
et he r*.!

ri you. reriti.e fuck. thy_ deflator ..vould be higher in
ri:-cal year 1.1:-; and fiscal year There has actually been defla-
tion in the relevant components of energy _places. over that period.
For fiscal year l9S.), energy Is almost a neutral effect.

Mr. Asi.iN:_You ':;ould he probably -about where you would be in
I/.;i little higher in previous years?
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Mr. BizowN. If you take the fuel number out., you would_ have
iefliition in fiscal years 1983 and 1984; and it would be

ab,:ut the same infiscal year 1985.
APIN. OK. Go ahead.

Mr. Mtn;rop. Taking a look at your table 4; just_ to follow up on
this, I notice hi 1985, you have the defense deflator increasing a
full percentage point faster than the GNP deflator and in 1986,
that accelerates even further to more than 11/2 percent. If energy is
not_ contributing to that-77--

Mr. !MOWN. Iii 1985. Beyond that, we are seeing above the aver-
age_rate_o inflation for energy prices.

Mr. MtiLTOP. If there are no bottleneck problems that you are
seeing in 1985; and energy is essentially not addir; to the_inflation
rate. Why is the defense deflator increasing a full point faster?

Mr: BkowN. There are a long list of explanations. I will cite two
that are particularly important.

Almost all statements about inflation have to be put in context
of a couple of years ago. We are looking at modest rate-; of infla-
tion, no return to double-digit inflation rates. So when we say
higher rates of inflation, we are talking a couple percentage points,
not- 15 percent inflation like we saw then.

Nonferrous metal prices are showing higher inflation than ,.aost
other important sectors of the economy. That will continue. They
showed dramatic ieclines during the recession and are beginning
to show some signs of recovery now.

Looking at that industry, you can see considerable financial pres-
sures for sonic price recovery there:

That_ impacts on defense programs far more than it does on the
economy aggregate:

A ,co,: factor has been the fact that recer- wage settlements
within several of the delens,..supolying industries h ye been above
those elsewhere. In aerosvw? and H other sector:: Clat have a
large impact On defense; i.nem is Zi p)..itive differential con-
tributing to the rate Of inflation.

Mr, Mt-mie. How da your project ions for the defense deiiator
re;atiVe CO the overall GNP de''1:?or compare with DOD's? Do you
know? _ _

Mr. Biaii.VN. 'From the statistics cited b Uhu, ours are very
similar to_his: Ills were from February. Thy-,e are more recent pro-.

There has cleark been a mix news and a few spots
of bad news in the inflation outlook since then; but they sound
very consistent.

I compared them with not only DOD but 0!,,,1B :lumbers in The
recent 0:;t. A great amount of consistency is there in the forecast
;mail, the Lind( ilving analysis of why the rates have moved.

Mr. Mtn:rili,. Thank you.
Mr. AspIN. Qu...stions?
Mr. CLAnk. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Let me go _through this job:, run-11er with you again like we were

doing with Mr. Chu.
You have a similtir number, ..!5,000 jobs ptr fillli o dolic,'s of -(Ie7

Cense spending. I assure a result of the fact they are
IL.-;in :re r model. though presumably then- are some dif-
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lences in what they do, As I understand_ it,_you come out with
you have something like 15,000 direct and indirect jobS.

Mr. BROWN. Yes; approximately 15,000:
Mr. CLARK. For every billion of production, 1 guess

duction7
Mr. BROWN. Right.
Mr. CoARK. I think I quote ou correctly:
Mr. BROWN. That is correct.
Mr. CLARK. FOr the total number of jobs ;_ you have 85,0u0; The

20,000 are what are ,,,-,!-4.fmes called induced jobs?
Mr. BROWN. inel. 3 elsewhere in the economy.
Mi. CLARK. And, , . some indirect jobS?
Mr. BRowN. Ty 1.1at are _called indirect jobs are those

with parts supplie' dl to a prime contractor who sells to. the
DOD. The multiplies ire those that-r---

Cimc,_What people now employed would buy?
BRoxN. Yes; jobs due -to newly employed people who buy

Cabbage Patch dells or spend in other segments -(if the economy on
prode,..ts that don't end up in the DOD end market.

Mi. Ci,tott:. So Vhavait straight, the 15,000 is--
Mr. BitowN: is producing goods and services that eventually wind

up in the hands of the DOD.
Mr: CiAnk; And the 35,1)00?
Mr. BitowN. Is the aggregate economywide impact in 198:3,
Mr. CLARK: Including the 15;000?
Mr. BROWN. That is correct.
Mr: CLARic: 15;000 is direct jobs. The remaihng 0,000 the sum

of the sc-called indirect plus induced? Are you not using those cate-
gories, _ r what? _

BitowN. The 15,000 is all categories of employment that pro-
ch2ce goods and services that en.: up being delivered to the Depart-
ment_of Defense.

I think by your categorization, you would call that direct plus in-
direct. The_35,000 :s the aggregate impact as the spending works its
way through the economy. -Chat is an estimate for 1933, anti bAsi-
Cly it k1SSUilleS, e have observed during 1983, that there was
some degree of accommodation on the part of the monetary au-
thorities ()tithe extra spending.

I think the more important thing in terms of looking irito the
suture because- 1983 is largely behind usis tht:t defense spending
iu the aggregate is about as labor- intense as nmst other 'ategories
of production. You look at the CBO study vith a different basis of
measure: And with some differing assumptions going into a slight!y
different model, you gec diclerent numbers. But the constant z.
the various pieces of researcn has been the fact that the
are not much_differem_iated between defense spending; other Feder-
al purchases of goods and serw^es; -and private purchases of goods
and services; they are c...arly lauor-intense programsWithin every
cat2g,. , as a matter of fact,---but you shouldn't worry a lot l'ibut
the Inferential jobs impact of defense spending decisions.

'r. Cr ARK: Just to get it straight, the $1 billion of defense
.-,:cludes the pay and retirement accounts?

7; r. BROWN. Yes.
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N1r. Ci.Attk. Sr; wt. and a significant difference from what 0130
finds; but you would like that they Wouldn't find any in

Other Federal spending. You_ have a different absolute Lumb,.
it is the same number, whether we talk about defense or any
part of the budget.

Mr; BnowN. It is roughly the same.
171.Atik. Just as they

Mr: BitowN. The same for other Federa ouchases or private
purchases,

Mr: C'1,-Aitx. But there is a startling different:o --I guess I would
call it Startlingin your conclusion and theirs on the number of
jobs_ just for defense production.

Mr. 13ttOwN. I listened to -the earlier discussion, Mid I felt there
were strong poirts made. _1 have not 8tudii:d the comparison in
detail, SO I can't add much to that:

CLARK Thxnk you.
I do haVei_one more thing on_ this same question on the impact of

itdding_to or cut.ting defense. You have a ciiii01 which we have
fie,ird here he :we many Limes= That Es; if we were to cut defense
spending; we %. find that Lhe deficit would only decline by half
iii the aiLieuat that we r.rt. The_Secretary testnicd to that effect
couple of ye:ts ago, Secretary Wembergf-n- did. i take it again his
testimony is in part based on the use of your models.

Mr. BROWN: That conclusion has also been reached by other _ana.
lysts using Other statistical tools: I think it is a pretty hard
number.

Mr. CLAiik. Oii the assumptions behind that; does it not have to
he the case that the resources which would be set free by cutting
deferiS,i ending :ire not employed elsewhere'? Otherwise, if they
are employed elsel,vhe,. you wouldn't get_any effect. I assume the
reasiiii we nnli reduce the deficit by 50 cents fbr every dollar cut in
dek`ritiQ is be.::z WS': we are not going to collect the taxes and so or
from the people w'io are employed; and spending their money. If
wi dott:t spend _the money, we don't collect the taxes.

11r-, 13ieowty -- If you re_ in a true_full employment econom_y, many
6mclusions change. There has to be one-forrone substitution along

ey dimension if Sou are at a true full employm,:nt economy._ A
dollar of resources t ru, go vo a government p.ogratn have to come
out of a dolla that goes into consumption :it some other category.

So I would agree when you reach ti'.-at situation many of the sta-
tistics that I have p-o' icledand__I suspect that other people piO-
:idodwould change somewhat. We -are no....here near that ;tor do
the prospects suggest thi.t that is going IL,. b= a problem for us it,
t.l.e next several year'.

ViUitild there be any ditte ?nce in this case between
delouse spending grid soue generalized pa,:kage of Cher _govern-
ment Spending? Is it not tr :,, we would not cut the deficit by as
much _ns we cut the program in__tha ilaSe of other prograns. as
1.611 IS t.t.ti;ei the same degree of magn:tucle?

Me BytowN, I would see gre:_:i_si_milatity for other gove-nraint
pt.i.liii,SeS, I can't tell you whe:ncr it I's a 2 or 10-perc,int diiTeren-
tiai, but I thid: it would be small.

Mr. t'LAY.K. Minimal. OK: Thank y9li.
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:Mi. As PIN. SeCt'l.11.,' Weinberger made distinctions between
transfer payments and defense. Do you understand what he was
talking about? Ile thought that, for example, you would get more
deficit ret:uction_ if you cut transfer payments than if you cut de-
fense. because of the flow-back effect.

Mr. IiitowN. 1 hate seen that statistic_ reported from _various
sourci.s. I have not done any detailed study of that myself, but I
think. looking at not -only marginal tax rates but propensities to
consume and other factors, that you would theoretically expect
that conclusion. I don't have a number as to how big it is; but
would agree with the direction.

Mr: Aseuc. Questions?
Mr. Muuoe. I am not asking for a specific number, but Sece-

tary Weinberger's claims were that _ when you_ cut_ transfer pay-
ments. you get almost twice as much ir ; act on deficit as when you
cut purchase-type programs: Does thin eni in -the right ball park
to -You? I think he was saving somethin like 9i cents cut in trans-
fer payments comes off the deficit; whiff- only =Iti cents of the dollar
On clef .tise spending cut.

Mr: litiowtv: Yes; _

Mr. Mut:roe. Does that sound in ight ball park'?
Mr. My )wr:. It does; You are loo; ;_ac transfers typically into

groups with very low marginal tax ,ckets-7the_ elderly,_the poor.
You are looking at categories of -Kling that have lower_multi-

pher impacts_ throughout the econo::, . The typical bundle of goods
and services being bought there don t nave the high multiplier im-
pacts of durable f. -,nods purchases, srch us you get out of DOD, 1M--
example. I think that is a credibb- number

r. :users. Explain how the difference occurs on transfer pay-
ments._We are talking about a transfer to individuals, I take

Mr. BytowN. Eight.
Mr. ASPIN: Social sociality, et cetera'?
Mr. BR,..)wN._ That is what I was thinking. Some of them go to

State au: local govern:nent, of course'.
Mr. AseiN. Let's take an individual as opposed to a composite

DOD cut which would include some payments to individuals -in the
form of salaries, retirement benefits and other things, and some
goods:

. In my _number, I was not taking some spending out
of _pay or retirement. I was holding those constant:

Mr. AseiN. So you are compar'ng a cat in a----
Mr. 13itov; ti It is a bit of apples and :ranges

ASPI rs. OU are comparing for :xample, a cut in a weapons
system_ versus a cut know ;erne payment program; vet-
ei an. benefits or social security or AFDC pay-rnents; some transfer
rriGney

Mr. BROWN. 1 was. If you put in the other accounts, pay and re-
tired pay, I_v ould be surprised if there was any distinction-_or any
way of distinguishing between civilian retired pay and social secu-
ity_ or military retirement. _

Mr. ASPI N. J` rid th effects have to be exactly the same.
NI r: linowN. When you at that hack in in terms of at least my

number. it would move it towacd the other.
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Mr. As..w. l'hank you ,ery much, sir: It was very interesting and
very holpful.

Mr. BRowN. Thank you.
Mr. AsriN. Thank you
We are adjourned.
]Wherei_MOil, at 11:40 the task force adjourned.]
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